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ABSTRACT 

A facility was designed to perform detailed fluid mechanics and heat transfer 

experiments in a turbulent channel flow over a two-dimensional obstacle. This document 

describes the design and fabrication of the air delivery system and uniform heat flux 

surface. The wind tunnel consists of a plenum section with 6, 36 Mesh screens and 4cm 

long honeycomb, a 6.0 ratio contraction 1.18m in length, and a 2.64m long test section 

with plexiglas test surfaces. The uniform heat transfer surface was designed to be 

interchangeable with either floor of the test section and consists of eleven panels each 

instrumented with a heater and thermocouples; 21 to measure surface temperature and 3 to 

gauge heat losses. The heaters are controlled independently allowing a variety of heating 

configurations. Both hydrodynamic and heat transfer test surfaces can accommodate a 

fence of varied thickness and height. The instrumentation necessary to perform 

measurement and equipment control was assembled and proved to operate properly. 

Investigations of facility characteristics were performed. These results illustrate areas in 

which improvements can be achieved with further work, however, in general the system 

operates as intended. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

In many flows of practical interest, separation of a boundary layer and subsequent 

reattachment of the separated layer to a solid surface is unavoidable. These flows have a 

great effect on characteristics such as the pressure recovery, the turbulence levels, heat 

and/or mass transfer, and flow induced vibrations. Some examples of the complex 

geometries in which this type of flow exists would be an airfoil with separation bubbles, 

buildings, diffusers, nuclear reactors, gas turbines, and electronic circuitry. In order to 

make accurate forecasts of the characteristics in these geometries the basic physics of the 

separating/reattaching flow must be understood. For this reason most of the work done in 

this area has been in two-dimensional flows over simplified geometries. 

The simplest geometries over which flow would separate and reattach is the 

forward facing and backward facing steps, as shown in Figs. (1-1) and (1-2), respectively. 

In these situations there is only one separation region, either upstream or downstream of 

the step. In the backstep geometry, the streamlines at separation, fixed at the edge of the 

step, are assumed to be parallel to the surface. This limits upstream effects, such as 

boundary layer nature and thickness to the region downstream of the step. In a forward-

facing step configuration the upstream parameters have an effect on the flow before it 

encounters the step, making it more difficult to determine their effects individually. For 

this reason the backstep is the most attractive geometry for examining reattaching flows. 

These characteristics also lead to the backstep geometry being used to develop 

computational codes which predict turbulent flows with separation. 
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The work presented in this report is most concerned with the separation and 

reattachment of flows around two-dimensional obstacles and the effects of this geometry on 

the heat transfer characteristics of the flow. The emphasis is on flows with turbulent 

boundary layers; some results for laminar and transitional layers will be included to provide 

a broader understanding of the effects turbulence has on the flow characteristics. This 

situation, with a definition of relevant geometric parameters, is shown in Fig. (1-3). It is 

more complex than the forward and backward steps mentioned previously because two 

separation regions exist. The results obtained from studies of forward and backward steps 

are still applicable to the obstacle flow specifically when effects of parameter changes are 

being estimated. Bergeles and Athanassiadeis (1983) showed how the geometries are 

related with their finding that as the streamwise length of the obstacle is increased, a point 

is encountered where the flow responds to the obstacle as two distinct geometries, the 

forward facing step and the backward facing step. In this situation the two regions exhibit 

very little influence upon the each other. 

The obstacle geometry is encountered in several heat transfer applications. The first 

would be the internal passages of a turbine blade, illustrated in Fig. (1-4). Cooling air is 

blown through these passages over a series of fences, termed riblets. The amount of heat 

transport is increased due to the regions of separating/reattaching flow over the riblets. 

This provides cooling which allows the turbine to be operated at elevated temperatures. 

Another example of an application of this flowfield is an obstacle placed before a series of 

electronic components such that the reattachment region, the area with increased heat 

transfer characteristics, lands directly upon the parts. As methods become available which 

allow the point of reattachment to be controlled, the point of maximum heat transfer could 

be positioned onto the hottest area of the components, thereby providing superior cooling. 



While these examples consisted of flow over three-dimensional objects, two-dimensional 

obstacles are used to develop an understanding of the basic physics governing 

separating/reattaching flows. 

1.2 General Features of the Flow over Two-dimensional Obstacles 

Upstream of the obstacle an adverse pressure gradient is produced by the deflection 

of the flow over the obstacle. The boundary layer is forced to separate from the lower wall 

by this gradient with the flow reattaching to the front face of the obstacle, creating a front 

separation bubble. In steady flow, tho streamline which separates from the floor and 

divides the main flow from that within the recirculation region is the one which reattaches 

to the obstacle's front face. Dimaczek, et. al.(1989) showed that the length of this front 

bubble is of the same order as the obstacle height and impinges onto the obstacle face at a 

height approximately 40% of the obstacle height. They also found three-dimensional 

structures in this forward separation region that were spaced every 0.4 to 0.8 channel 

heights in the span wise direction. Using a crystal violet form of flow visualization they 

determined these structures exist almost 1.5 obstacle heights in front of the obstacle but 

were not discernible in the wake downstream. There is no explanation offered for their 

existence but it was shown that the sidewall influences were not large enough to be at 

cause. Wirtz and McAuliffe (1990) found that the region upstream of the obstacle would 

experience reduced heat transfer as compared to flow without the obstacle. This region 

started about 2.5 obstacle heights upstream, decreasing until a minimum value was reached 

in the recirculating region. A possible explanation for this is suggested by comparing this 

situation to that found by Aung and Goldstein (1972), for backstep flow. They found that 

the heat transfer upstream of the step is strongly enhanced due to the favorable effects of 

the streamline curvature downstream of the step that keeps the streamlines parallel to the 
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surface upstream of the step. This increases the amount of heat transferred from the 

surface to the flow in comparison to that obtained for the diverging streamlines of an 

ordinary flat plate boundary layer. For the obstacle geometry, as the flow approaches the 

obstacle the streamlines are forced to diverge from the surface carrying the fluid over the 

obstacle. This divergence results in the decrease of the heat transfer values reported. Wirtz 

and McAuliffe (1990) also showed that the average heat transfer in this region is roughly 

half the value it would be if the obstacle were not present and it has a slight Reynolds 

number, based on obstacle height, dependence, Nuav oc Reh-0.08. 

The flow separates from the leading edge of the obstacle. If the streamwise length 

of the obstacle is long enough, the flow will reattach onto the top of the obstacle and 

separate again at the downstream edge. Otherwise, the separating flow will continue 

downstream forming the separating streamline between the downstream recirculation region 

and the separated flow. The length between separation and reattachment, xr, is the primary 

quantity of interest in studies concerning backsteps or obstacles. This region can be 

divided into two regions as discussed by Eaton and Johnston (1981) The first is in the 

immediate vicinity of separation where the flow bears a close resemblance to that of an 

ordinary plane mixing layer except that on the low speed side, the fluid is highly turbulent. 

As the fluid progresses downstream the dividing streamline curvature increases and curves 

sharply, finally impinging onto the lower wall. A strong adverse pressure gradient near the 

wall, caused by curvature effects and wall influences on the shear layer, deflects some of 

the impinging fluid upstream into the recirculating region. This entire region is 

characterized by a rapid decay in the turbulent stress quantities, a fluctuating or flapping of 

the instantaneous reattaching point, and the presence or passage of large turbulent 

structures, occasionally with length scales on the same order as the step height. In their 

study of the heat transfer downstream of a backward facing step, Aung and Goldstein 
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(1972) found that the heat transfer values normalized against the value just upstream of the 

step increased from about 0.1 immediately after the step to a high of 1.2 just upstream of 

the reattachment point where the peak values of turbulence intensity are measured, as 

shown in Fig. (1-5). The data supports the assumption that the standard Reynolds analogy 

(St = Cf/2) does not hold in regions of separated flow since the skin friction passes through 

zero near the point of maximum heat transfer. As Vogel and Eaton (1985) discuss in their 

study of backstep flow, the Stanton number within the recirculation region is more directly 

related to the near-wall turbulence level and fluctuations in skin friction coefficient. Aung 

and Goldstein (1972) measured the mean temperature distributions within the flow and 

showed that there are two distinct drops in fluid temperature between the freestream and 

wall before the flow reattaches. The larger drop occurs through the wall layer, where 

conduction dominates, and the other drop through the separating shear layer. After 

reattachment, there exists only the one temperature drop near the wall. 

The second region is after the flow has reattached to the wall. A new wall bounded 

layer begins to develop within the existing shear layer. This redeveloping boundary layer 

can be broken up into three distinct layers, as diagramed in Fig. (1-3) and discussed by 

Bradshaw and Wong (1972). The first level is a classic turbulent boundary layer which 

follows the logarithmic velocity distribution but grows at a rate comparable to the growth of 

a boundary layer over a rough surface. The outer position retains the majority of the 

characteristics of a plane-mixing layer/free shear layer and will retain these characteristics 

until the effects of the altered boundary layer propagate through to it. Eaton and Johnston 

(1981) cited experiments in which the plane mixing layer characteristics were observed up 

to 50 step heights downstream of the mean reattachment point. The region between these 

two is a transitional layer. The turbulent length scales in this area increase with increasing 

distances from the wall. It is thought by Bradshaw and Wong (1972), that this is due to 
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the splitting of the shear layer at reattachment which exposes the central region of the layer 

to the wall, with the amount of influence directly related to the fluid distance from the wall. 

Both the studies by Aung and Goldstein (1972) and Vogel and Eaton (1985) found that the 

heat transfer coefficient recovers fairly rapidly to flat-plate behavior downstream of 

reattachment This may imply that since the disturbance in the boundary layer is primarily 

in the outer part of the logarithmic region, the inner portion, which is largely undisturbed, 

controls the heat transfer resistance. This rate-controlling physics is of great interest to the 

present research. 

1.3 Effect of Parameter Changes on Flow Characteristics 

1.3.1 Introduction 

From all of the experiments that have been done in the area of reattaching flows, it 

has been found that the reattachment length is the most important dependent parameter that 

characterizes each individual flowfield. This length is dependent upon six principle 

independent variables: (1) initial boundary layer state: laminar, transitional, or turbulent; 

(2) the boundary layer thickness at separation; (3) free stream turbulence existence and 

level; (4) the area expansion ratio, the open area above the obstacle to the area of the 

channel; (5) the aspect ratio, the channel width to obstacle height; and (6) the streamwise 

length to obstacle height ratio. Each of these factors will be considered separately to 

determine their effect on the mean reattachment length, other flowfield characteristics, and 

heat transfer characteristics. 
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1.3.2 Initial Boundary Laver State 

The experiments to be reviewed here have dealt with a turbulent, upstream 

boundary layer. Turbulence has been assured by the use of trips placed at the entrance to 

the test section; with thicknesses dependent upon the flow entrance conditions 

The mean reattachment length goes through distinct regions, as shown by Fig. (1-

6), from Eaton and Johnston (1981) for backstep flow, and Fig. (1-7) from Tropea and 

Gackstatter (1985) for obstacle flow. In the first region the upstream boundary layer is 

laminar and xr/h experiences a steady increase with increasing Reynolds number (based 

either on obstacle height or upstream momentum thickness). Aung and Goldstein (1972) 

show that there is approximately a 35% increase in heat transfer at the step when the data is 

compared to that of an attached laminar flow and it is Reynolds number dependent. This 

region was also observed to have the steadiest flow, based on the time variation of the 

instantaneous reattachment point. 

As the upstream boundary layer state enters into transition the mean reattachment 

point is shown to take an abrupt drop and, in some cases, even exhibit a partial recovery. 

In their study of backstep flow, Durst and Tropea (1983) proposed that the minimum 

reattachment length for increasing Reh is due to vortex formation within the shear layer as a 

result of separation. As the Reynolds number increases the vortices form earlier, 

eventually occurring immediately at the step edge. At this point the largest vortices are 

formed enhancing fluid entrainment and the spreading of the separated layer. This results 

in the shortest mean reattachment lengths and the highest fluctuations in the instantaneous 

reattachment point. 
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When the upstream boundary layer becomes completely turbulent the reattachment 

point shows a slight dependence upon Reynolds number, as shown in Figs. (1-6) and (1-

7). Some researchers believe that this trend eventually flattens out to make the mean 

reattachment point independent of Reynolds number however none of the reports studied 

showed this conclusively. In this regime the heat transfer values are seen to be roughly 

50% greater than for a flat plate flow. This increase in heat transfer with a slight change in 

reattachment length is thought to be due to the increased mixing encountered within the 

initial boundary layer. 

1.3.3 Boundary Laver Thickness 

Experimentalists examining backstep configurations have studied the effect of 

vaiying the ratio of boundary layer thickness at separation to step height (8o/h) as shown in 

Fig. (1-2). In the obstacle geometry, however, the flow separates at the leading edge and a 

value for the boundary layer thickness at this point is not clearly defined. For that reason 

some researchers, Dimaczek et. al. (1989) for example, have decided to ignore this 

parameter while others, Castro and Bergeles and Athanassiadeis (1983), use a value for the 

boundary layer thickness that would exist in the flow at the obstacle location were the 

obstacle not present. 

Wirtz and McAuliffe (1990) investigated the behavior of a flow with a turbulent 

boundary layer as it approached a two-dimensional, forward-facing step. It was shown 

that the existence and extent of the front recirculation bubble depended on the thickness of 

the approaching boundary layer relative to the step height. This length, Xf, was found to be 

maximum when the boundary layer thickness was of the same order as the step height. 
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In his study, which is of particular relevance to atmospheric simulations, Castro 

(1981) found a trend that as 8o/h increased the shear layer over the obstacle tended to move 

downward which corresponds to a decreasing mean reattachment length. This downward 

trend is shown in Fig. (1-8). The reason for this decrease is that as the thickness of the 

upstream boundary layer increases, the small scale turbulence energy increases and the 

Reynold's normal stresses increase, which cause the separated shear layer to thicken. 

Shear layer entrainment is then be increased which decreases the mean reattachment length. 

Castro (1981) found that for cases of Sq/Ii »1, the obstacle completely submerged within a 

'rough' wall boundary layer, the flow reattaches to the top of the obstacle regardless of the 

streamwise length. When exposed to a smooth wall layer of approximately the same 

thickness no reattachment was found. This is thought to be a result of the increased mixing 

level due to the higher turbulence level upstream of the obstacle that is caused by the walls 

influence on turbulence production. 

Vogel and Eaton (1985) examined the effects of varying the boundary layer 

thickness on the heat transfer rates. As shown in Fig. (1-9), the variation in boundary 

layer thickness caused a variation of the Stanton number (St) in the reattachment region. In 

this area it was found that as So/h increased the Stanton number decreased. Very little 

variation of the Stanton number is found in the regions upstream or downstream of 

reattachment. They propose that since the change in mean reattachment length over the 

range of boundary layer thicknesses studied was marginal, the mean flow properties were 

not greatiy affected. Ergo, this Stanton number variation must be due to variations in the 

turbulent structure of the shear layer. Their explanation states that when the upstream layer 

is thin the shear layer turbulence is more energetic which causes larger fluctuations in the 
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skin friction in the reattachment region. These skin friction fluctuations were then found to 

correspond to a higher Stanton number. 

1.3.4 Freestream Turbulence Levels 

Very few studies have been done on the systematic effects of freestream turbulence 

level variation on the reattachment length. To the author's knowledge, even fewer have 

examined the effect this quantity has on local and average heat transfer in these geometries. 

From work done by Castro and Haque (1988) for flow normal to a flat plate and the review 

paper of Eaton and Johnston (1981) it is shown that as the level of freestream turbulence is 

increased the mean reattachment length decreases, Fig. (1-10). This supports the theory 

that the pressure driven backflow must balance the mass re-entrained by the bottom of the 

separated free shear layer. Any factor, such as freestream turbulence, which increases 

shear layer entrainment will reduce the reattachment length. Castro and Haque (1988) also 

conclude that increasing the level of free-stream turbulence will increase the levels of 

surface skin-friction fluctuations, as shown in Fig. (1-11). This result, coupled with the 

earlier observations of Vogel and Eaton (1985) that the Stanton number in the recirculating 

region can be correlated to the local skin-friction fluctuations, leads to the conclusion that 

for an increase in freestream turbulence level there would be a proportional increase in the 

Stanton number. Because the studies did not indicate any variation before or after the 

reattachment zone, conclusions on the effect of a variance of freestream turbulence to the 

heat transfer in these areas cannot be drawn. 

1.3.5 Area Ratio 

The area ratio or area expansion ratio (ER) is the ratio of the open channel area to 

the open area above the obstacle. For the case of two-dimensional obstacles, with a 



constant channel width, this would reduce to H/(H-h), where the quantities are defined in 

Fig. (1-3). Several investigators have commented on the importance the area expansion 

ratio has when determining flow characteristics, but few have investigated the variation of 

this parameter for these geometries because of the added complexity to the test section. 

From the few reports that have studied a variation of this parameter, Durst and 

Tropea (1988) for turbulent flow over a backstep, Aung and Goldstein (1972) for laminar 

flow over a backstep and the comprehensive review of backstep flow by Eaton and 

Johnston (1981), the mean reattachment length increases with the expansion ratio. An 

explanation for this behavior might be reasoned as follows. As the expansion ratio 

increases, the height over the obstacle decreases in comparison to the channel height. From 

the picture of the streamlines around the obstacle, Fig. (1-10), it can be seen that the outer 

edge of the shear layer is approximately lh to 1.5h taller than the obstacle. As the channel 

ceiling approaches the top of the obstacle or the obstacle height increases relative to the 

channel height, these streamlines are compressed. In an incompressible flow the 

compression of the outer layer would result in all of the streamlines being compressed. By 

conservation of mass, in two-dimensional flowfields the compressed fluid would then 

elongate in the streamwise direction. With the solid boundary of the fence upstream of this 

compressed area, the streamlines would then have to extend downstream. Thereby, the 

mean reattachment length would be increased. 

None of the heat transfer studies that the author reviewed have examined the effect 

of varying the expansion ratio on heat transfer properties. From some extrapolated data for 

laminar flow over a backstep Aung and Goldstein (1972) showed that as the expansion 

ratio increases the heat transfer at the reattachment point also increases. Since none of the 
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observers noted augmented heat transfer characteristics at the reattachment point it will be 

assumed that this trend will hold over the entire downstream area for laminar flow. 

1.3.6 Aspect Ratio 

The aspect ratio of the test configuration is defined as the ratio of the channel width 

to the step height. The effect was studied in detail for the hydrodynamics of the backstep 

by de Brederode and Bradshaw (1972) and their results are quoted in all of the literature 

reviewed. They show that provided the aspect ratio is greater than ten the flow over a 

backstep is predominantly two-dimensional. For aspect ratios less than ten, the study 

showed that the mean reattachment length increases if the boundary layer at separation is 

laminar and decreases if it is turbulent. This difference is attributed to differences in the 

corner flow for the differing boundary layers. Of the studies reviewed concerning heat 

transfer, all of them have met this two-dimensional criteria and none have examined the 

effects of a lower aspect ratio on heat transfer characteristics. Due to the geometric 

similarity between step flow and obstacle flow this same criteria is used to classify the 

obstacle flows as two-dimensional. 

Castro (1981) examined the effects of varying the aspect ratio on the periodicity or 

'flapping' of the reattaching layer. The autocorrelation function and energy spectrum were 

measured on the centerline of the shear layer for the same location. These figures are 

reproduced in Figs. (1-12) and (1-13) for the case of 8/h = 0.34 or 8/h<l. If there were to 

be any large periodicity within the flow, the amplitude of the fluctuation need only be very 

small for it to show up on these plots. The slight negative loop in R(t) indicated the 

existence of some large scale structures within the layer and the energy spectrum contains a 

slight broad peak which corresponds to this negative loop. Neither one of the figures 

shows anything out of the ordinary that would support any induced, repeatable fluctuations 



in the shear layer. From these results it can be concluded that any flapping present in the 

instantaneous reattachment point is purely random, there are no structures within the flow 

that cause a repeatable fluctuation. Similar results are obtained when 8/h»l although it 

was shown that as the span decreased and the vertical height increased, vortex shedding 

became significant; something that is of interest to architects. 

1.3.7 Obstacle Streamwise Length to Height Ratio 

The study of Bergeles and Athanassiadeis (1983) showed the variation of the mean 

reattachment length versus the length to height ratio of the obstacle. As seen in Fig. (1-14), 

the reattachment length decreases with increasing L/h. This trend continues in a linear 

fashion until L/h exceeds four. At this point, the flow that separates from the leading edge 

reattaches to the top of the obstacle and separates again from the downstream edge. Any 

additional increase in streamwise length does not influence either the length of the 

recirculating region existing on the top surface of the obstacle or the mean reattachment 

length. The flow resembles that of a flow over two independent geometries, the forward 

facing step and backward facing step with minor differences. Bergeles and Athanassiadeis 

(1983) propose that the decrease of reattachment point with increasing length is due to the 

decrease of pressure on the top surface of the obstacle which draws the dividing streamline 

closer to the surface. As the length reaches a certain point, the pressure decrease is enough 

to cause the flow to reattach on the top surface. However, as mentioned earlier, Castro 

(1981) found that when the obstacle is immersed in a rough wall layer (8»h) the flow will 

reattach onto the top of the obstacle even for an L/h = 1. This illustrates the dependence of 

reattachment length on the nature of the upstream flow. 

Durst and Rastogi (1980) show that the length to height ratio has no significant 

influence on the flow properties for values less than 0.33. This prescribes how thin an 
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obstacle must be to be classified as a fence. It was shown that this result is only applicable 

for a fence with a constant thickness. Fences that had sharp, bevelled edges exhibited 

reattachment lengths that were consistently larger than those with a constant thickness. 

Therefore, although the ratio L/h has little influence on Xj/h at low values of L/h, the shape 

of the separating edge appears to be important 

None of the reports reviewed contained information describing the change in heat 

transfer characteristics with changing L/h. From the literature reviewed there is no change 

in the small scale turbulence structure or near-wall fluctuations, therefore the only change in 

heat transfer characteristics would be those related to position of the maximum point of 

turbulent stresses. 

1.4 Summary 

The physics of a turbulent flow over a two-dimensional obstacle has been described 

to illustrate the complex nature of a separating/reattaching flow. From the reports studied 

six independent geometric and flow parameters were identified to have various effects upon 

the fluid dynamic and heat transfer characteristics of the flow. The flow dependence was 

described in terms of the mean reattachment length and Stanton number. The results were 

as follows: 

(1) As the upstream boundary layer state changed from laminar to turbulent the 

reattachment length showed a steady increase, a rapid decrease during 

transition, and a recovery to a level higher than the initial laminar value. The 

Stanton number was shown to increase through this change. 

(2) An increase in upstream boundary layer thickness resulted in both the 

reattachment length and Stanton number decreasing. 
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(3) As the level of freestream turbulence increased, the mean reattachment length 

decreased and the Stanton number within the recirculation region increased. 

(4) An increase in the area expansion ratio of the apparatus brought about a 

proportional increase in the mean reattachment length. 

(5) The flow can be considered predominantly two-dimensional if the aspect ratio 

of the test configuration is above 10. 

(6) As the streamwise length of the obstacle is increased a point is reached where 

the two ends of the obstacle act as independent flow regions. Further 

increases in this length have little effect upon these regions. 

1.5 Objectives of Present Work 

There have been a great number of studies on the backward-facing step flow due to 

its simple geometry and importance as a tool for developing computational code that 

accurately reflects turbulent separation and reattachment The amount of work in turbulent 

separating flows over two dimensional obstacles and its effects on the heat transfer from 

the surface surrounding the obstacle is limited. The purpose of this work is to develop a 

facility that allows for detailed fluid mechanics and heat transfer measurements in a 

turbulent channel flow over a two-dimensional obstacle. The more specific objectives are 

as follows: 

(1) To modify an existing wind tunnel facility to provide a low turbulence level 

flow over an acceptable velocity range. 

(2) To adapt an existing test section design to allow for testing of as many of the 

previously identified important parameters. 

(3) To design and fabricate a surface which provides a smooth, continuous 

boundary and uniform heat flux for the oncoming flow. 



(4) To assemble and integrate the various systems needed to perform the variety 

of measurements involved in properly characterizing the physics of the flow 

field. 

(5) To insure the data acquisition methods provide accurate and reliable measure

ments. 

(6) To perform initial qualification of the facility, insuring the design objectives 

were fulfilled. 
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Figure (1-1): Forward Facing Step with Nomenclature 

Dividing Streamline 

Edge of Shear Layer 

Figure (1-2): Backward Facing Step With Nomenclature 
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Figure (1-3): Two-dimensional Obstacle Flow Geometry and Nomenclature 
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Fig. 1 Cooling concepts of a modem multipass turbina blada 

Figure (1-4): Modern Multipass Turbine Blade with Internal Rib Turbulence Promoters 
and External Film Cooling, Han, Chandra, and Lau (1988) 
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Figure (1-5): Effect of Backward Facing Step on Local Heat Transfer Coefficient, Aung 
and Goldstein (1972) 
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Fig. 2 Reattachment-length measurements showing dependence on 
the stale of the separating boundary layer; note that the scaling of the 
abscissa is experiment-dependent. 

Figure (1-6): Reattachment Length Dependence on Separating Boundary Layer State, 
Eaton and Johnston (1981) 
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Fig. 3 Reattachment length as a function of Reynolds number for the 
block obstacle (1—20 mm). (Uncertainty in Re/,: ±4.5 percent and x^/h: 
less than ±6 percent.) 

Figure (1-7): Reattachment Length as a Function of Reynolds Number for a Block 
Obstacle, Tropea and Gackstatter (1985) 
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Fig. 5. Mean velocity through separated shear layer at x lH -  1.5: a, s/H = 0.34 (*, pulsed 
wire); x, 6/H m 0.55; o, s/H" 0.66; q, 6/tf= 0.80. 

Figure (1-8): Shear Layer Height Relationship to Upstream Boundary Layer Thickness, 
Castro (1981) 
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Figure (1-9): Stanton Number Variation with Upstream Boundary Layer Thickness 
Downstream of a Backward Facing Step, Vogel and Eaton (1985) 
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FIGURE 5. Mean streamlines (a) with and (6) without FST. , line of maximum u'; -
{7 = 0; , 7 = 0; values of streamfunction, \jr, are indicated. 

Figure (1-10): Effect of Freestream Turbulence on Mean Flow Streamlines, Castro and 
Hague(1988) 
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FIGURE 14. Fluctuating surface skin friction. O, no FST; #, with FST. 

Figure (1-11): Freestream Turbulence Effect on Surface Skin Friction, Castro and 
Hague (1988) 
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Fig. 10. Velocity auto-correlation on shear-layer centre-line: x /H = 1.5, S/H « 0.34. 

Figure (1-12): Velocity Auto-Correlation on Shear-Layer Centerline Indicating no Strong 
Periodicity Within the Row, Castro (1981) 
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Fig. 11. Energy spectrum on shear-layer centre-line: x / H  = 1.5, S / H  = 0.34. 

Figure (1-13): Corresponding Energy Spectrum Obtained From Fourier Transform of 
Velocity Auto-Correlation, Castro (1981) 
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Fig. 3 Length of recirculating region 

Figure (1-14): Length of Recirculating Region Versus Streamwise Length of Obstacle, 
Bergeles and Athanassiadeis (1983) 
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Chapter 2 

EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY 

2.1 Wind Tunnel Modifications 

2.1.1 Introduction 

The experiments described in this thesis were performed in an existing wind tunnel 

which was extensively modified. Only the single stage fan, motor/motor drive, and return 

duct were retained from the original wind tunnel. The changes made to the tunnel were 

specified by the test section designed to allow accurate measurement of the heat transfer in a 

channel flow past a two-dimensional obstacle. The settling chamber, contraction, and 

diffuser sections were designed to match the existing tunnel and the newly designed test 

section while providing a steady, low turbulence flow. The design velocity range was 0 to 

35 m/s with projected RMS turbulence intensities of 0.1%. An overall scaled drawing of 

the final wind tunnel is shown in Fig. (2-1). The size and location of the individual 

components are identified. The design of each component will be discussed in the 

following sections. 

2.1.2 Settling Chamber 

2.1.2.1 Basic Design Considerations 

The purpose of the settling chamber, or plenum, is to remove fluctuations from the 

flow to insure uniform, steady, low freestream turbulence flow in the test section. The 

settling chamber is located before the contraction where the lower velocities cause smaller 

pressure losses across the flow manipulators (honeycombs and screens). This decreases 
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the amount of power dissipated which creates a more efficient tunnel. Also, this location 

minimizes the number of manipulators because their efficiency is greater when they act on 

flow with smaller turbulent magnitudes, resulting in a shorter plenum length. 

Several studies, Loehrke and Nagib (1976) and Scheiman and Brooks (1981) for 

example, showed that the flow manipulators reduced the lateral turbulence level to a lesser 

degree than the turbulence associated with the longitudinal or streamwise component. If 

these elements are arranged such that the lateral component is reduced to a desired level, the 

longitudinal level will be reduced a greater amount, meeting or exceeding the design 

criteria. The design procedure then becomes one of specifying the lateral turbulence level 

desired in the test section, estimating or measuring this level upstream of the plenum, and 

arranging the screens and honeycomb such that the turbulence level is reduced from the 

entrance level to the desired level in the test section. 

The research goals and existing configuration dictated parameters such as the test 

section velocity, the contraction ratio, and the maximum allowable lateral turbulence level in 

the test section. The settling chamber was designed to meet these requirements. A 

generalized arrangement is shown in Fig. (2-2). Since the maximum allowable lateral 

turbulence level acceptable in the test section, Vnest. is specified, the problem became one 

of either determining or estimating the lateral turbulence level, vrstart, in the section directly 

upstream of the flow straightening screen. Metha (1977) suggests a maximum level of 5% 

for typical wind tunnels. The screens and honeycomb are arranged such that the desired 

test section level is met. By dividing the turbulent intensity level desired in the test section 

by the reduction calculated for the contraction, the desired level in the flow directly before 

the contraction was determined, as follows: 

Y&Tlcon = vrtot (2-1) 
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(2-la) 

For the modified tunnel this level is 0.14%. A starting turbulence intensity level is 

assumed or measured and as the flow goes through each component (flow straightener, 

honeycomb/screen combination, and screen pack) the level that the next component sees is 

assumed to be that which emerged from the last one. For example, if the flow exits the 

flow straightener with a level of 3.04%, this is the level assumed to be entering the 

honeycomb/screen assembly. When the analysis is performed in this manner the theoretical 

reduction equations predict an overall reduction less than experimental results have found, 

as stated by Scheiman and Brooks (1981). This method thus gives a worst case or lowest 

estimate of the reduction obtained from each component. If the assembly is designed so 

that the settling chamber meets this criteria, the actual performance should exceed the 

design goal. 

Screens, honeycomb, and the contraction section are the three main components 

used to reduce turbulence levels and each are described in the following sections. 

2.1.2.2 Contraction 

Batchelor (1970) showed that the lateral (v) component r.m.s. intensity is reduced 

through the contraction by a factor of: 

V3CR 
2 (2-2) 

where CR denotes the contraction ratio. The percentage reduction of velocity variation is 

obtained by dividing the above expression by the contraction ratio. For the modifications 

proposed for the present wind tunnel the contraction ratio is 6.0, which was established by 
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the existing wind tunnel duct area and the desired test section area. The percentage 

reduction of turbulence, T|, is then 0.3536. 

2.1.2.3 Screens 

The screens used in this application consisted of interwoven wire mesh with 

diameters on the order of 0.15 - 0.2 mm. Bradshaw and Pankhurst (1964) showed that 

noticeable spanwise variations in the flow immediately behind the screen appear when the 

open-area ratio, defined as: 

H'-ff (2-3) 

is less than 57%. Wieghardt (1953) presented the formula for the pressure drop coefficient 

across a single screen as: 

VP / (2-4) 

for 60 > ( ^°° d) > 600 and Uoo < 10 m/s, with v being the kinematic viscosity of the 
Pv 

working fluid and Uoo being the centerline velocity through the screen. The Reynolds 

numbers based on open area ratio and the pressure drop according to Eqn. (2-4) are shown 

in Table (2-1) for a variety of screen meshes and wire diameters for the conditions 

prescribed in this design. The percentage reduction of lateral turbulence intensity that is 

obtained through a series of screens with the same pressure drop was found, by Dryden 

and Schubauer (1947), to follow: 

^"(l +K)("/2) (2"5) 
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Screens also serve the function of straightening the flow. A flow inclined at an angle 0 to 

the normal direction of the screen emerges at an angle <|> such that the exit angle is less than 
<b 

the entrance angle, i.e. the turning factor a = — is less than one. The turning factor was 
0 

given by Metha (1977) as a function of the entrance angle 0 and the pressure drop across a 

screen K as: 

exit angle gLl , Lne.esec2e( 1- 11 )1 (2-6) 
entrance angle 6 8 L V Vd + KcosS) 

and, upon rearranging in terms of the pressure drop, the expression becomes: 

T, ( 1.21 02 sec50 ^ 
K = I - sec0) (2-7) 

(0sec20 - tan0 + tan<|>)2 

Bradshaw and Pankhurst (1964) advised that the inclination angle of the flow entering a 

honeycomb pack should not exceed 10° otherwise each of the cells will experience stall-like 

behavior which reduces the overall effectiveness of the honeycomb. This criteria imposes 

the condition that the flow exiting a screen placed before the honeycomb must have an 

inclination angle of less than 10°. In Fig. (2-3) the pressure drop required across a screen 

versus the angle of entrance (0) for certain values of the exit angle (<j>) is shown. As can be 

seen from this graph, to be within an obtainable range of pressure drop coefficients 

(approximately 2) the maximum entrance angle of the flow that can be turned to 10° is 

about 16°. 

2.1.2.4 Honeycomb 

As Bradshaw and Pankhurst (1964) stated, honeycomb is used to remove swirl and 

lateral mean velocity variations. From the investigations done by Loehrke and Nagib 
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(1976) it was recommended that the length of the honeycomb be between 6 to 10 times the 

cell diameter. Honeycombs with excessive lengths tend to produce slowly decaying 

turbulence. The only restriction on the cell diameter is that it be smaller than the smallest 

lateral wavelength of the velocity variation. No analytical models of the turbulence 

reduction given by a honeycomb have been found, therefore the reduction factor used was 

obtained from the experimental results of Scheiman and Brooks (1981). This shows the 

reduction factor obtained through a honeycomb pack with and without a screen. The 

screen location was within 5 cell diameters of the honeycomb on the downstream side. The 

lateral reduction factors were increased by an amount corresponding to the estimation of the 

highest measurement error possible. For example, a 6.35mm (0.25") cell diameter 

honeycomb pack 38.1mm (1.5") long was reported to have a lateral reduction factor of 

0.48 with a measuring error of ±6%. The factor that was used in this design was T|H = 

0.48(1.06) = 0.5035. The reduction factors for honeycomb and the honeycomb/screen 

combination are given below: 

reduction factor. Tin 
honeycomb 0.5035 
honeycomb + 20M 0.2877 
honeycomb + 28M 0.2302 
honeycomb + 36M 0.1943 

where M stands for the screen mesh, the number of openings per lineal inch. 

2.1.2.5 Physical Layout 

The number of screens in the screen pack, Fig. (2-2), is determined by first 

choosing a screen for the flow straightener that provided the desired angle reduction for a 

certain pressure drop. This gave a reduction level based on Eqn. (2-5) with n equal to one 

and K given by Eqn. (2-7), for the desired straightening angle, 0. Second, the number of 
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screens that were required in order to meet the desired lateral turbulence level before the 

contraction, when used with each of the honeycomb/screen assemblies, was determined, 

by solving Eqn. (2-5) for n, using the K values that are estimated from Wieghardt's 

formula, Table (2-1). The results of these calculations are shown in Table (2-2) for a 

starting turbulence level of 5% and in Table (2-3) for a starting turbulence level of 10% (the 

estimated low and high extremes, respectively). From these calculations it is seen that if a 

36M screen with a wire diameter of 0.1651mm (0.0065") is used for the 5% turbulence 

case, three screens are required whereas four are necessary for 10% turbulence entering the 

honeycomb. Since a 10% turbulence level is not probable, four screens would provide 

more of a reduction than needed, exceeding the design level in the test section. 

Substitution gives a theoretical turbulence reduction factor on the order of 50 through the 

entire flow management assembly. 

The next issue was to determine the spacing needed between components in order 

to make the overall length as short as possible while obtaining the maximum reduction from 

each component. Bradshaw and Pankhurst (1964) suggested a distance equivalent to 500 

wire diameters, which would become 8.255cm (3.25") for this modification. Metha and 

Bradshaw (1979) suggested that this distance should be on the order of 20% of the 

effective settling chamber diameter, 19.05cm (7.5") for the current design. After careful 

consideration it was decided that the arithmetic mean of these two suggested distances 

would be adequate, resulting in a distance between screens of 13.97cm (5.5"). If the 

turbulence intensity level in the test section is not acceptable, Bradshaw and Pankhurst 

(1964) suggested that the plenum be designed so that additional screens can be introduced 

at a later date to reduce the rms level to an acceptable amount This adaptable length is to be 

included after the honeycomb/screen assembly as 27.94cm (11") before the first screen of 

the pack. If another screen is needed this space can be cut in half making the distance 
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between the honeycomb/screen, first and second screens 13.97cm (5.5"). If, after 

introducing a fifth screen to the pack, the turbulence level in the test section is still 

unacceptable, the 27.94cm (11") distance can then be divided into three sections with the 

distance between screens being 9.32cm (3.67") giving a total of six screens in the pack. 

The length between the flow straightener and the honeycomb/screen assembly is suggested 

by Bradshaw in the discussion of the report by Loehrke and Nagib (1976) to be 

approximately one quarter of the passage width. This results in a length of 19.05cm 

(7.5"). The distance from the last screen to the beginning of the contraction section is 

suggested by Morel (1975) to be about 20% of the effective settling chamber diameter, 

which is 19.05cm. 

After the design considerations were fulfilled, the final plenum designed for this 

tunnel is shown, with the proper spacing, in Figs. (2-4) through (2-9). These drawings 

also show the construction of each section. 

2.1.3 Contraction 

2.1.3.1 Design Considerations 

The contracting nozzle located just before the test section serves many purposes, as 

discussed by Morel (1975) and (1977) reports. Summarizing, the contributions include: 

(1) Reduction of mean flow non-uniformities to produce an 

even exit velocity profile. 

(2) Reduction of relative turbulence levels. 

(3) Reduction of dynamic loads and losses across screens 

and honeycomb (due to reduced dynamic pressure in the 

plenum chamber). 
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The most important design consideration is selection of the optimum wall shape which 

gives the shortest nozzle length and produces a uniform exit flow. Two other benefits that 

arise as a result of using the optimum wall shape are suppression of separation occurring 

within the nozzle and a thin exit boundary layer. From Morel's work the design parameters 

used to determine this optimum length (L) are the pressure coefficients at the points of 

minimum and maximum wall velocity, Cpj and Cpe respectively. Figure (2-10) shows 

these parameters graphically. When these are determined, the length of the nozzle can be 

calculated from the design charts and formulas presented in the 1975 (axisymmetric 

configurations) and 1977 (2D and 3D configurations) reports, respectively. 

Determining the pressure coefficient at the minimum velocity comes from the desire 

that the flow not separate due to the transverse pressure gradients at the entrance which 

could overcome the bulk acceleration of the flow as the area decreases. The criteria that 

Morel suggests is based on work done by Stratford (1959). For a detailed derivation of the 

formula refer to the 1977 report. Through the use of these approximations the pressure 

coefficient at the entrance becomes: 

for a laminar boundary layer throughout the contraction length. The Reynolds number 

based on length is given by 

(2-8) 

for turbulent boundary layers, and 

(2-9) 

(2-10) 
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The flow in the boundary layer is considered laminar if Rex < 105 and turbulent if Rex > 

106. For 105 < Rex < 106 the probability of either boundary layer existing is more 

dependent on tunnel conditions (i.e. smoothness of the walls, flow cleanliness, length 

before contraction, etc.) than inertial magnitudes. 

The pressure coefficient at the velocity maximum, near the exit of the contraction, is 

determined either by a separation or non-uniformity criteria. Morel (1975) showed that for 

a non-uniformity criteria of less than 2%, turbulent or laminar separation is not likely to 

occur. The non-uniformity is found to be proportional to non-uniformity by the following 

relationship: 

U2 = 0.19Cpe (2-11) 

For a specified exit flow non-uniformity a minimum pressure coefficient can be 

determined. 

2.1.3.2 Design Procedure 

The procedure that was used to calculate a length that met all of the above 

characteristics is detailed in the steps below. The procedure is specifically for the present 

modification (with a contraction ratio of 6); for the general procedure refer to either of 

Morel's reports (1975) or (1977). The figure numbers given below refer to the figures 

contained within Morel (1977) and are not included within this text. 

1. Decide on the level of exit non-uniformity desired in the test section. 
Calculate Cpe from Eqn. (2-11). 

2. Choose an initial value for Xj/Hi and s/Hi (where Hi is the height of the 
contraction at the inlet) within the suitable ranges given for each 
contraction ratio shown in Figs. 5 and 4. 

3. Calculate Rex from Eqn. (2-10). 
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4. Depending on the value of Rex, calculate the maximum pressure 
coefficient, Cpi, for either a laminar or turbulent boundary layer, Eqns. 
(2-9) or (2-8), respectively. 

5. To account for lower centerline pressures encountered in 2-D or 3-D 
over axisymmetric contractions reduce Cpi by 30%. (This is an arbitrary 
amount that can be adjusted as seen fit, per to Morel.) 

NOTE: If the boundary layer is thought to be laminar, skip steps 6-8 and 11. 

6. From Fig. 3, Fe is determined. 

7. From Fig. 9, the value of Gi is found. 

8. Using Eqn. (2-12) determine the match point Xi 

11. Determine the combined match point from a linear combination of X\ 

XIL/2(1 - XI)-2/3 = FE1/3 M1# (M - 1)^6 (2-12) 

where m = Tri 

W2 

9. From Fig. 8, obtain Fj. 

10. Calculate the second match point by using Eqn. (2-13): 

(2-13) 

andX2. 

(2-14) 

12. Calculate t j-from: 
Hi 

(2-15) 

X* s 
13. For this Cpi, X, and gj, read the values for gy from Fig. 5, and jjy 

from Fig. 4. 
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14. Compare the initial values chosen for these quantities to those found in 
step 13. If they are within 1% of each other the process is done. 

X* s 
Otherwise repeat steps 3-14 with these new values of gj and gj 

until convergence is reached. 

The above method yields a length to height ratio, a match point (the intersection point if the 

3rd order contours are used), a Cpi value and approximate location of the maximum and 

minimum pressure points, ^ and respectively. 

For the present wind tunnel the following parameters were specified: 

CR = 6 Hi = 99.06 cm 
xo = 0.2deff = 19.11 cm H2 = 16.51 cm 
v = 15.68X10"6 m2/s Uioo = 5.833 m/s 

x • g 

The first estimate of gy and put them at 0.3 and 0.12 respectively. Equation (2-10) 

gave Rex to be 150,000, within the gray region between laminar and turbulent boundary 

layer regimes. It was decided to examine both boundary layer types in conjunction with 

varying the 2D reduction factor or the exit flow non-uniformity. This generates a wide 

variety of possibilities from which to choose the most suitable contour/length combination. 

The results of each case are detailed in the following paragraphs. 

Laminar Boundary Laver 

Case 1: 

Cpi = 0.173 gj- = 0.3605 

Cpe = 0.04 gp 0.1471 

X = 0.7309 = 1.3290 

2D Reduction Factor =1.00 
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Case 2: 

Cpi = 0.12261 ^ = 0.3763 

Cpe = 0.04 — = 0.154 

X = 0.7654 = 1.4169 

2D Reduction Factor = 0.70 

Turbulent Boundary Laver 

Case 1: 

Cpi = 0.2854 j|j- = 0.3146 

Cpe = 0.04 = 0.1332 

X = 0.6597 sn =1.1363 
Hi 

2D Reduction Factor = 0.70 

Case 2: 

Cpi = 0.2855 ^- = 0.3110 

Cpe = 0.03 |^- = 0.1326 

X = 0.6248 Jjr"= 1.167 
Hi 

2D Reduction Factor = 0.70 

Case 3: 

Cpi = 0.2851 jjj- = 0.3073 

Cpe = 0.025 0.1313 

X = 0.5981 rn= 1.1924 
Hi 

2D Reduction Factor = 0.70 

2.1.3.3 Comparison of Results 

The length is the primary factor in determining the exit boundary layer thickness 

and non-uniformity, hence it was the first factor to analyzed. The shapes generated from 

Cases (1) and (2) were too long at this Reynolds number to maintain a laminar boundary 
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layer without either transition or separation taking place before the exit. The other three 

lengths are similar, varying by 5.5 cm from the shortest to the longest. Chmielewski 

(1974) presented a graph of contraction ratio versus length-to-height ratio derived from 

working nozzles. The interpolated curve represented a dividing line between satisfactory 

designs and those that experienced separation. For the present contraction ratio of 6 this 

graph shows that the length-to-height ratio should be in the neighborhood of 1.2 to avoid 

separation. For this reason, the last of the turbulent cases with L/Hi = 1.1924 was chosen 

as the length of the contraction. 

2.1.3.4 Contour Creation and Selection 

Creation of contours, h(x), that match the calculated length can be done in several 

ways. One method is to use two matched third order polynomials, as Morel (1975) or 

(1977) suggested, with the curves meeting at the match point found above. Another 

method is to use a fifth order polynomial fit with boundary conditions as follows: 

i. x = 0 h = Hi g = 0 

ii. x=L h = H2 ^ = 0 

iii. x = xi 

where xi is the location of the inflection point. By varying this location a variety of 

contours will be generated which can be compared until a suitable one is found. In general, 

the contour that seems to be the most gentle over the entire length will give the optimum 

wall shape. As is mentioned by Metha (1977), a "design-by-eye" approach has been used 

by more than one investigator in the past and has given satisfactory performance provided 

the contour is smooth, the radii of curvature at the narrow end is less than at the wide end, 

and each end must join the parallel section, where the first derivatives should be zero and 

d2h 
dx2 

= 0 

^ = 0 
dx2 
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the second derivatives should be small. For the length-to-height ratio decided upon the 

following contours were generated: 

(a) 3rd order polynomial with the match point at X. 
(b) 5th order polynomial with xi = Xe. 
(c) 5th order polynomial with xi = 0.7L. 
(d) 5th order polynomial with xi = 0.65L. 
(e) 5th order polynomial with xi = X. 
(f) 5th order polynomial with xi = 0.55L. 
(g) 5th order polynomial with xi = 0.50L. 

These are shown in Figs. (2-11) through (2-17). 

In looking at the contours to find the smoothest transition between the two ends that 

is straight enough on the ends to allow for axial flow from the last screen on the upstream 

end and fully developed flow on the exit end, it was apparent Figs. (2-11), (2-12), (2-13), 

and (2-15) were not acceptable. The contour shown in Fig. (2-17) was found to be 

symmetric which is not desirable for the reasons discussed by Metha (1977). Figures (2-

14) and (2-16) are both acceptable, and ultimately it was felt that the contour in Fig. (2-16) 

would be the most suitable choice. 

Figures (2-18) and (2-19) are the construction drawings from which the contraction 

was built. The cutouts located on both sides of the contraction are for flow observation. 

With the proper visualization techniques, the flow entering and exiting the contraction can 

be viewed to insure no separation regions exist within the section. 



2.1.4 Test Section 

2.1.4.1 Basic Design Rational 

The test section was designed to accommodate several features of the existing 

tunnel and those desired for the new series of experiments. Overall test section dimensions 

were based largely upon the existing wind tunnel and are shown in Figs. (2-20), (2-21), 

and (2-22). Inner dimensions of the duct work at the point where the new sections were to 

be inserted were the primary consideration in choosing the height and width of the test 

section. To provide the largest contraction ratio possible while still allowing enough testing 

area, a height of 16.51cm (6.5") was chosen, resulting in a contraction ratio (CR) of 6. 

The width of the test section was chosen to be that of the existing sections, 72.39cm 

(28.5"). Test section length was based on the desire to provide sufficient length to capture 

events far downstream of the obstruction and the maximum length the existing structure 

could accept while meeting space limitations. The overall test section length of 2.635m 

(103.75") includes 2.3685m (93.25") in which testing can be performed. 

Several other features were incorporated into the test section. The length was 

divided in half with the resulting upstream and downstream floor and ceiling sections 

designed for easy removal. This allows easy access to the test area through the ceiling 

sections. The floors were also designed to be interchangeable with an independent floor 

section which holds an instrumented surface from which heat transfer quantities can be 

measured. The design of this surface will be discussed in Sec. 2.2. Plexiglas™ was used 

for the majority of the test section surfaces to allow for flow visualization. Mating flanges 

are fabricated from aluminum to provide referenced surfaces for the removable sections. 

This basic design was completed by another engineer whose notes were unavailable. 
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Both the ceiling and floor sections were modified to integrate instrumentation into 

the test section. These modifications will be discussed in the following sections. 

2.1.4.2 Ceiling Modifications 

To allow for total pressure, hot-wire velocity, and temperature measurements inside 

the test section, the ceilings were reworked to include spanwise slots as shown in Figs (2-

23) and (2-24) for the downstream and upstream sections, respectively. To insure the flow 

conditions inside of the test sections remain relatively undisturbed, plexiglas plugs, as 

illustrated in Fig. (2-27), were constructed to occupy the open area of the slot when probes 

are not located at that streamwise position. To prevent an unacceptable source of mass 

entrance or exit when a probe is immersed into the test section through a particular slot a 

brush assembly was designed, as shown in Figs. (2-25) and (2-26). Nylon brushes with a 

suitable aluminum holder were acquired through Sealeze1. The 4.8768cm (1.92") width 

of the slot was chosen such that two brushes could be placed in the slot, allowing the probe 

to move spanwise at the mating surface of the brushes. Figure (2-28) details this 

arrangement. The benefits of this configuration are that the brush: 

(1) prevents a major source of mass influx or outflow. 

(2) facilitates movement of the probe in the spanwise 

direction with little resistance. 

(3) permits limited probe motion in the streamwise direction 

up to ± 0.95cm (0.375") from the centerline of the slot, 

into the bristles. 

1 Sealeze Corporation o 8013 Whitebark Terrace o Richmond, VA 23237 o 
(804) 743-0982 
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(4) provides support to the probe at a point much closer to 

the measuring location than the probe holder located on 

the traversing mechanism. 

This last, unanticipated benefit, significantly reduced the observed vibrations of the probe 

tip under actual flow conditions. Section (3.1.4.6) examines the influence of the brushes 

on static pressure signal of the ceiling. 

The slot location was based such that the measuring location of the hot-wire probe 

to be used, which is offset 1.27cm (0.5") from the slot centerline, is located at the 

centerline of the 10.287cm (4.05") wide instrumented panels that compose the heat transfer 

surface. Due to the aluminum bracket at the mid-length of the test section, there is a 

37.01cm (14.57") region which the probes cannot access. This is illustrated by the 

difference in the tenth slot location in Fig (2-24) and the first slot location on the 

downstream ceiling, as shown in Fig. (2-23), with an additional length of 11.1125cm 

(4.375") allowed for the aluminum bracket. 

Included in the ceiling modifications are a series of static pressure ports located 

every 10.287cm (4.050") along the centerline starting 1.4288cm (0.5625") from the X 

reference for the upstream ceiling section and 7.501cm (2.953") from the reference for the 

downstream ceiling. These locations are also shown in Figs (2-21) and (2-22). The static 

pressure port design was based on the design of Hussain and Reynolds (1975) and is 

shown in Fig (2-29). The basic purpose of these ports is for hot-wire calibration. The 

total pressure signal is measured with a Kiel probe located at the same streamwise location 

as the hot-wire and the static pressure is measured through the port located just upstream of 

the slot in which the probes are situated in the tunnel. The velocity is computed from the 

pressure signals using the Bernoulli Equation. 
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In anticipation of making in situ measurements to capture the streamwise effects and 

variations caused by the flow over the two-dimensional obstacle, another ceiling section 

was designed with slots orientated in the streamwise direction. Due to differences in the 

dimensions of the existing sections a completely new ceiling is needed. The drawing 

package showing this new suggested section is shown in Figs. (2-30) through (2-36). 

This section is designed to be interchangeable between the two ceiling locations. Due to 

time and resource limitations, this section was not fabricated, but left for future work. 

2.1.4.3 Floor Modifications 

The floor sections were modified to facilitate a proper investigation of the 

hydrodynamics allowing a comparison of the physics of the hydrodynamic two 

dimensional obstacle flow to that of the same obstacle exposed to a heated surface. To 

properly duplicate the conditions of the heat transfer surface, the location of the fence was 

reproduced on the plexiglas surfaces. This was done using slots, wide enough for the 

width of the fences. Two slots were milled into each floor section, the first slot is located 

at the position between the first and second panel on the heat transfer surface, with the 

leading edge 10.287cm (4.050") from the X reference point on the floor. The second slot 

is located mid length along each panel, 61.722cm (24.30") from the X reference. Figure 

(2-37) illustrates these slot locations. When testing is to be done without the fence located 

in a particular slot, plugs have been fabricated to occupy the slot, as shown in Fig. (2-38). 

Static pressure ports were also manufactured into the floor sections. These ports 

are of the same design as those used in the ceiling, Fig. (2-29), and are located starting 

1.27cm (0.5") from the X reference every 2.54cm (1.00") along the spanwise centerline. 

In order to assure that the flow around the obstacle is predominantly two-dimensional, 
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static pressure ports are located off span wise centerline in 10.16cm (4.00") increments 

starting 10.16cm before the fence location at 5.08cm intervals, as shown in Fig. (2-37). 

The measurements from these ports will reveal any three-dimensional effects introduced by 

the obstacle. 

2.1.4.4 Traversing Mechanism 

To move the probes throughout the test section a traversing apparatus was designed 

and installed onto the test section. This apparatus consisted of two Velmex1 sliders, which 

provide motorized motion in the spanwise and transverse directions, and two Thompson2 

rails with associated pillow blocks to provide manual motion in the streamwise direction. 

The assembled apparatus is pictured in Figs. (2-39) and (2-40) with an assembly drawing 

of the probe holder is shown in Fig. (2-41). The traversing rig is designed to hold two 

probes at the same streamwise location with an adjustable offset, varying from 3.81cm 

(1.5") to (4.0") in the spanwise direction. This configuration is shown in Fig. (2-20) in its 

final location on the test section. 

The streamwise measuring location of the probe is known by the use of rules 

graduated in 0.5mm (0.019685") increments, attached to the streamwise rails. With the 

positioning assembly that uses a wire in an eyeglass to provide accurate measurements 

against the rules, the position of the measurement site of each probe relative to the 

streamwise position indicator is found using a cathetometer. Table (2-4) shows the relative 

distances used to determine this streamwise measuring position. The lead screws used in 

1 Velmex, Incorporated o 7550 Routes 5 & 20 P.O. Box 38 o E. Bloomfield, NY 
14443 (800) 642-6446 

2 Kaman Industrial Technologies Corporation o 4401 S. Santa Rita Ave o 
Tucson, AZ 85713 o (602) 889-3324 



the Velmex sliders are both 40 threads/inch, which results in the spanwise and transverse 

locations being known to within ± 0.5 thread, or 0.3175mm (0.0125"). 

2.1.5 Diffuser 

The diffuser was designed to provide efficient recovery of flow kinetic energy into 

pressure or potential head. This is especially difficult because the flow experiences an 

adverse pressure gradient for the entire diffuser length and is prone to separation. Flow 

detachment of any sort can cause the pressure recovery to fluctuate with time. If the power 

input into the tunnel is constant this temporal variation can result in the wind tunnel speed 

also changing with time. A detailed discussion of the physics involved in the diffuser is 

given by Rundstadler, et. al. (1975). 

The design rules for diffusers are derived from empirical data gathered from 

working pieces. In general, as Metha (1977) discussed, the equivalent cone angle of the 

diffuser (the total included angle of a circular cone having the same inlet area, exit area, and 

length as the diffuser) should be between 5°, to achieve the best flow steadiness, and 10°, 

for the best pressure recovery. Kline, et. al. (1959 and 1962) compiled and organized data 

from working diffusers into a 'diffuser map' which showed the four distinct flow regimes 

a diffuser exhibits. A copy of this map is shown in Fig. (2-42). Kline also presented a 

discussion of the four basic types of design cases encountered. For the situation 

confronted here, that is, obtaining maximum pressure recovery for a specified area ratio, 

Kline suggested that the design should be satisfactory as long as the angle and length 

combination is below the steady flow line, line a-a in Fig. (2-42). 

The existing sections to which the diffuser provides a transition between the 

specified inlet area, 72.39cm (28.5") X 16.51cm (6.5"), and exit area, circular with a 



66.675cm (26.25") diameter. If Metha's suggestions for a total equivalent cone angle of 

5° is adopted, the diffuser length will be 3.168m (124.73") to achieve steady flow. If a 

superimposed over Fig. (2-42), as shown in Fig. (2-43), the calculated length, from 

finding the intersection point of the two curves, is 20.599m (811"). From the practical 

standpoints of space considerations and fabrication costs these lengths are too long. To 

shorten the length a total included cone angle of 6.63° is chosen, making the actual angle on 

the diffuser to be approximately 6° and the length to be 2.388m (94"). This configuration 

is noted on Fig. (2-42) by the 'X' and is in the region where transitory stall characteristics 

could possibly exist within the diffuser. The drawbacks of this behavior have been 

discussed previously but there is a benefit in the fact that the pressure recovery is higher 

than if the design fell below the steady flow line. The reasoning for this is explained by 

Kline (1962). The final diffuser design for wind tunnel is shown in Figs (2-44) and (2-

45). If, after the entire flow circuit is assembled and tested, the flow exhibits a high 

amount of unsteadiness or loud operating sound levels, transitory stall in the diffuser may 

be a likely explanation for this. Bradshaw and Pankhurst (1964) provide several methods 

by which the flow in the diffuser can be modified to remove these characteristics if they 

should exist. 

2.1.6 Conclusions 

graph of 20 vs. , given by Eqn. (2-16), for the given area ratio is 

(2-16) 

Using the procedure within the preceding sections Wind Tunnel #1, Fig. (2-46) 

was constructed. The photograph depicts the facility before the test section modifications 

were accomplished. 
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2.2 Heat Transfer Surface 

2.2.1 Introduction 

The heat transfer surface used in this study was designed to provide a constant heat 

flux boundary condition on a uniform surface. It was instrumented with thermocouples 

such that local temperature measurements provide both the average temperature of the entire 

surface and a detailed accounting of variations of temperature in both the spanwise and 

streamwise directions. The streamwise temperature measurements show the extent of both 

upstream and downstream recirculation regions and provide an estimate of the effect the 

obstacle has upon the heat transfer from a nominally flat plate. The spanwise temperatures 

show the extent of three-dimensional effects that occur in what is nominally a two-

dimensional flow. 

The surface was modeled, to some extent, after a surface used by Wang, Simon, 

and Buddhavapu (1985), Wang and Simon (1987), and Wang and Simon (1989), in which 

the surface construction consisted of a variety of layers. This provides the highest heat 

flux to the test surface while minimizing the losses to the back through conduction without 

the use of an additional guard heater. 

2.2.2 Design 

2.2.2.1 Basic Design Rational 

The panels which make up the heat transfer surface all fit within a cart frame that is 

interchangeable with the floor sections of the wind tunnel test section, refer to Sec. (2.1.4). 

The cart is pictured in Figs. (2-47) and (2-48) with relative dimensions and other features 

noted. An end view of the cart in test position is depicted in Fig. (2-49). The cart is 
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0.7239m (28.5") wide fits within the width of the test section. Where the panels are placed 

the sidewalls of the cart are 6.35mm (0.25") thick therefore each panel is 0.7112m (28") 

long in the spanwise direction. The box that holds the panels is 1.1525m (45.375") long. 

The streamwise length of each panel is fixed by the heater dimensions, which is on the 

average 10.287cm (4.050"). The test cart holds 11 panels with a 3.4925cm (1.375") gap 

at the downstream end which is occupied by a piece of wood of appropriate dimensions. 

2.2.2.2 Thermal Analysis 

A simplified conduction analysis was performed to obtain a first order estimate of 

the back-losses that will be experienced using a layered approach. The model for this 

analysis is shown in Fig. (2-50) with a description of the materials and their thickness and 

thermal properties given in Table (2-5). The following assumptions were made: 

(1) Steady-state, one-dimensional conduction. 

(2) Heater was modeled as a line heater with a dissipative 

resistance heater. 

(3) Heater is thin enough that both sides of it are at the same 

temperature, Th. 

(4) Contact resistance between materials is negligible. 

(5) Constant properties. 

The heat flux dissipated in the heater (q") is divided between the amount conducted to the 

test surface (q'conv) and that lost through the back (q"i0ss) such that 

_ II , || 
q -q conv + q loss (2-17) 
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For an ideal surface all of the power dissipated in the heater would be conducted to the test 

surface. This model can be replaced by an equivalent thermal circuit, refer to Chapter 3 of 

Incropera and DeWitt, which is shown in Fig. (2-51). 

Using this model and performing an energy balance in the positive direction results 

in 

Th-Tlt<so Th-TliCO 
q conv • it *• •• 

and towards the bottom 

1 loss 

£R+ Rconv + R-i + R2 (2-18) 

Th - T5iCO Th - T5>00 

11 <1 ii 
LR_ % + R4 + Roq (2-19) 

The third term in the summation of thermal resistances in Eqn. (2-19), R"eq, is the 

equivalent thermal resistance for the combined contributions of natural convection and 

radiation from the bottom surface of the panel, given by 

_ 11 _ » 

R" _ K-ncRrad 
eq — „ „— 

Rrad + R'nc . (2-20) 

Equations (2-18) and (2-19) can be solved for the heat fluxes in terms of the thermal 

resistances and ambient temperatures, which results in 

1 loss q conv 2R-f -I^Tj oo T5i00) (2-21) 

If the ambient temperatures on both sides of the panels are assumed to be equal, Eqn. (2-

21) reduces to 

SR- q'conv 

SIC q'toss (2-22) 
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Upon substitution of Eqn. (2-17) the equation becomes 

JL=i + ^ = i + i t* i±*S-
1 loss £R+ Ri + R2 + Rconv (2-23) 

In the above equation R"i, R '2, and R"3 are easily determined from the data presented in 

Table (2-5). Once R"Conv» R "rad» and R"nc are determined, the material that minimizes the 

amount of flux lost to the back can be established from the choices listed in Table (2-5). 

Bottom of the Panel 

The bottom surface of each panel will be exposed to quiescent air, with heat transfer 

occurring through the combination of natural convection and radiation. 

Natural convection from this surface was modeled as that from a horizontal heated 

plate facing down, as detailed in Chapter 9 of Incropera and DeWitt. The average heat 

transfer coefficient for this case was 

77 0.27 Rag;25 kf 
L (2-24) 

The main parameter in Eqn. (2-24) is the Rayleigh Number, Ra, a measure of the relative 

magnitude of the buoyancy and viscous forces in the fluid, which is represented by 

g P (T5 - T5oo) L3 

RaL = -
av (2-25) 

With the air properties evaluated at the film temperature, Tf = ^^5°°. Upon 

substituting and simplifying, the following equation for the average heat transfer coefficient 

is found 
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h -0.56825 kf p3-TSt,W* 
nc L1/4 (avplTs+TsJ (2-26) 

The characteristic length is easily determined from the known geometric properties (As = 

0.06798 m2, p = 1.5494m), the fluid properties can be determined from reference tables 

once the surface temperature is known, and the ambient temperature is assumed to be 24°C. 

The amount of heat transferred from the bottom of each panel by thermal radiation 

is given by 

qrad = 6tf As F 12(15 —1500) (2-27) 

A worst case estimate of this value is determined by assuming that all of the radiation 

emitted by the bottom of the panel is captured by the opposite wall of the test cart, which is 

assumed to be at the ambient temperature of the air surrounding the panel, T5... For this 

case the shape factor, F12, is equal to unity. An equivalent heat transfer coefficient for 

radiation can be defined using 

qrad = hr As (T5 — = £ <J As (2-28) 

Resulting in 

h ,  =•  
(T5-T5<x>) (2-29) 

The equivalent thermal resistance per unit area for radiation is the reciprocal of the 

coefficient presented in Eqn. (2-29). 

The thermal resistances given by Eqn. (2-26) and (2-29) are both dependent on the 

surface temperature, T5, which can only be determined by knowing other parameters which 
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are still unknown (q"Conv, Th, or R'3). Once the surface temperature is established, Eqns. 

(2-26) and (2-29) can be evaluated and the results used in Eqn. (2-20) to determined the 

equivalent thermal resistance, R"eq. 

Top of Panel 

The top surface of the panel is subjected to a forced convection boundary condition. 

Natural convection will still be present when the test section velocity is less than 1 m/s, as 

discussed in Chapter 10 of Incropera and DeWitt, but for the projected test velocities the 

contributions from natural convection will be neglected. 

The forced convection problem was simplified by assuming that this is a flow over 

a flat plate with a fully developed turbulent boundary layer originating at the start of the 

uniform heat flux surface. The same location is assumed for the beginning of the thermal 

boundary layer. In reality the momentum boundary layer will have a virtual origin 

somewhere upstream and the thermal conditions may include an unheated starting length. 

The equations that govern this case are discussed in Sections 7.2 and 7.3 of Incropera and 

DeWitt. The equation for the local Nussult number is. 

Nux = 0.038 Rex
0-8 Pr0-333 (2-30) 

Substituting the expression for the local Reynolds Number in Eqn. (2-30) illustrates the 

dependence of the heat transfer coefficient on test section velocity, streamwise location, and 

air properties. This is shown by 

h _ 0.038 kf U°-8 Pr0-333 

v0-8 x0-2 (2-31) 
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The air properties are contingent on the surface temperature, Ti. The thermal resistance is 

based on the average value of the coefficient, which is given by 

Upon substitution of Eqn. (2-31) and performing the necessary integration a general 

equation for this factor is determined. 

This expression was evaluated for the first panel completely enveloped by the turbulent 

boundary layer. For a flat plate, the accepted criteria for determining when the boundary 

layer is completely turbulent is when ReCT ^ 500,000. For the high speed case, with the 

test section velocity being 35 m/s, the boundary layer is predicted to become fully turbulent 

0.228m (8.98") from the origin. Each panel is 0.10287m (4.050") long in the streamwise 

direction which places the critical point about 2.5cm (0.984") from the upstream edge of 

the third panel. Therefore the fourth panel (0.3048m < x <, 0.4064m) is used for 

calculating the average coefficient. Equation (2-34) shows the average heat transfer 

coefficient after evaluation. 

h = 0.8033 kf v-°-8 Pr0-333 (2-34) 

Similarly, for the low speed (5 m/s) conditions the average heat transfer coefficient is 

determined for 1.646m ^ x < 1.749m resulting in 

h = 0.1239 kf V"0-8 Pr0-333 (2-35) 

(2-32) 

h = 0.4617 kj V"0-8 U0-8 Pr°-333(x^8 - x^8) (2-33) 



These equations show the dependence of the heat transfer coefficient on the air properties 

which are determined from the surface temperature, Ti. This temperature is similar to the 

back surface temperature T5, and can be determined once q"conv» Th, or R'3 are specified. 

Determining Back-Loss Percentages 

To determine the energy lost through the back of each panel, an iterative approach 

was used. This method is described using the high speed test section velocity for 

illustration purposes. 

Initially, the amount that each surface is heated over the ambient temperature was 

estimated and used to determine the properties of the air in proximity to the top and bottom 

surfaces. Equation (2-34) was solved for the average heat transfer coefficient due to forced 

convection from the top surface. The equivalent resistance from the bottom surface was 

determined from the combination of the results of Eqns. (2-26) and (2-29) for the natural 

convection and radiative heat losses. For this example, 10 °C is chosen for the amount of 

overheat on each surface, resulting in R"COnv = 0.0077 (W/m2K)-1 and R"eq = 0.1161 

(W/ir^K)'1. For a particular choice of material for the insulation layer, polystyrene (R' 3 = 

0.5032 (W/rr^K)-1) in this example, the sum of resistances from the heater to the ambient 

conditions on the bottom surface is found, £R'_ = 0.6608 (W/IT^K)"1. A similar sum, 

ZR '_ = 0.0222 (W/n^K)"1, was determined for the path from the heater to the top of the 

panel. From Eqn. (2-23) the reciprocal of the loss coefficient (n) is calculated and equals 

0.0325 for these conditions. 

Using a value for the power applied to the heater, 250 W for example, and the 

definition of T|, the amount of flux transported to both surfaces of the panel is determined. 
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For this illustrative example q 'conv = 3248.07 W/m2 and q"i0ss = 109.09 W/m2. Using 

Eqn. (2-36) the temperature on either side of the heater is found, and equals 96 °C in this 

q conv (R conv + R l + R 2) ~ ~~ (2-36) 

case. This information, coupled with Eqn. (2-37), results in the temperature on the bottom 

T5 = Th - q"loss (R'j + R4) (2.37) 

surface equaling 36.39 °C. Similarly, the temperature of the top surface is determined from 

Eqn. (2-38) to be 49.19 °C. 

Ti = Th - q'konv (R1 + R2) (2-38) 

These results give the overheat of the top surface to be 25.19 °C and the bottom surface to 

be 12.69 °C. Since these values are not equal to the initial estimates, the procedure is 

repeated until a convergence between assumed and calculated values is reached. The loss 

coefficient, ri, is the value at convergence. In the example case, as shown in Table (2-6), 

convergence is obtained after 5 iterations and the loss coefficient is 3.28%. 

This procedure was repeated for each material being considered for the insulation 

layer, at both test velocities. Table (2-7) illustrates the results of these calculations for the 

four materials being considered at 5 m/s and 35 m/s. A spreadsheet was programmed with 

the equations illustrated and equations approximating the relationship of the air properties 

with temperature. Calculation time was greatly reduced allowing more materials and 

conditions to be considered. 
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Analysis 

As can be seen from the results displayed in Table (2-7) polystyrene is the best 

material to use for the insulation layer. In both extreme cases the polystyrene gave the 

lowest percentage of heat flux transferred through the bottom of the panel, 3.21% for a test 

section velocity of 35 m/s and 9.30% for the low velocity of 5 m/s. The worst 

performance projected is with basswood at a low velocity and high power which results in 

83% of the energy transferred to the test surface and a overheat on the test surface of almost 

60 °C. This surface overheat is 6 times what is intended to be tested. By reducing the 

power to a level which gives an overheat in the area of 10 °C the percentage of energy 

conducted to the bottom of a panel is reduced almost 10%. For machinability and 

availability reasons basswood was initially chosen as the insulation medium. Reasons 

discussed in the Insulation part of Section (2.2.2.3) illustrate the rationale behind choosing 

polystyrene as the material to use for panel assembly. To reduce the levels of heat flux 

conducted to the bottom surface a loose-fill insulation could be placed in the area under the 

panels, as done by Wang and Simon (1987). This additional material would inhibit the 

formation of natural convection cells and decrease the effects of radiation. As to whether 

this region will be filled with a loose-fill insulation is to be decided after initial qualification 

of the test surface occurs. 

Design curves, showing projected top surface overheat versus applied power to the 

heater for various test section velocities, are given in Fig. (2-52). Intuitively, for lower test 

section speeds the amount of power needed to achieve a specific overheat is greatly 

reduced. From preliminary tests, detailed in the Insulation part of Section (2.2.2.3), it was 

observed that deformations occurred in the polystyrene for long exposures to high power 

settings. For this reason it was decided that the temperature on the heater surface should 
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not exceed 100 °C. Line a-a on Fig. (2-52) shows this limit and should be taken into 

account during surface use. 

2.2.2.3 Material Selection 

The surface was designed around the heater layer. The design criteria were (1) the 

majority of the energy emitted from the heater must be transmitted to the test surface; (2) a 

minimal amount is transmitted to the back of the build-up and (3) the test surface must be as 

flat and smooth as possible. The layer next to the surface was designed such that the 

thermocouples could placed close to the surface without affecting the smoothness of the 

surface. As discussed in the previous section, the majority of the materials used were 

predetermined. The section provides more information about the intended purpose of each 

section and how it was chosen. Figure (2-53) shows an isometric view of an end of a 

typical panel. The layers are labeled with the materials that were used to manufacture them. 

Heater 

The heater used in this surface was an Inconel™ foil heater etched onto Kapton™. 

Inconnel is an excellent choice for the heater material because of its high resistivity, very 

low thermal coefficient of expansion, and very low thermal coefficient of resistance. When 

the heater is exposed to high power settings, resulting in high temperatures, the heater size 

changes a maximum of 0.6357mm (0.025") for a 100 Watt supplied power, see Section 

(2.2.2.4). The resistivity of the heater changes approximately 0.013% for a heater 

temperature of 100°C. The foil heater strips, 10.287cm (4.050") wide by 67.31cm (26.5") 

long with a thickness of 0.381mm (0.015"), were constructed by Heater Designs, 



Incorporated1. Figure (2-54) shows a depiction of the heater etching, giving an indication 

of the uniformity and area coverage provided. The nominal resistances of the heater for 

each panel is shown in Table (2-8). 

Insulating Medium 

This layer is of utmost importance as discussed in Section (2.2.2.2). The material 

used in this layer must be a very good insulator to decrease the amount of heat conducted to 

the back of the panel, very machinable due to the fact that the panel thickness is controlled 

by the thickness of this layer, and provide good, clean bonding surfaces for adhering with 

the other layers. Originally it was thought that basswood would be used for this layer. 

Basswood has one of the lower thermal conductivities for wood, is harder than balsa wood 

thereby providing a less pliable bonding surface, and is very machinable. Using a standard 

wood planar, the thickness can be controlled to ± 0.508mm (0.020"). A dummy section 

was built as shown in the isometric view, Fig. (2-53), using a plexiglas backing, plexiglas 

ribs, basswood insulating layer, and a heater with a nominal resistance of 46.4 £2. Elmer's 

contact cement, manufactured by Borden, Incorporated, was used to adhere the basswood 

onto the plexiglas backing and the heater adhesive. Scotch 467 Hi Performance Film 

Adhesive, was used to secure the heater to the basswood. 

A test was performed with two objectives in mind. The first was to determine if the 

adhesive used would be suitable for bonding the layers together under extreme conditions. 

The second objective was to evaluate the suitability of the basswood to the role as an 

insulator. Thermocouples were placed in the center of the panel on both the top and bottom 

of the panel. The temperatures at these locations were monitored using a Fluke 73 

heater Designs, Incorporated o 13826 Struikman Road o Cerritos, CA 90210 o 
(714) 421-0971 
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Multimeter coupled with a Fluke 80TK Thermocouple Module. The heater assembly was 

connected to a Powerstat®, a variable output transformer manufactured by The Superior 

Electric Company, that was set at 60Vac. This resulted in a surface temperature of 74°C, 

approximately 50°C greater than the ambient temperature, which is much higher than the 

panel would ever be exposed to under actual test conditions test. These conditions 

represent power being applied without forced convection cooling from the wind tunnel. 

After nine hours of continuous exposure to this power setting, the entire buildup 

started to warp and deform. The bond between the basswood and the plexiglas deteriorated 

to the point that the two layers could be pulled apart by applying slight pressure. The 

reason for the deformation is speculated to be that the basswood was being dried by the 

heater, thereby warping. This warping created stresses within the two layers that overcame 

the strength of the contact cement. After the layers were separated and the power levels 

reduced, both the plexiglas and basswood returned out to their initial states. This showed 

that basswood would not be a suitable material to use for the insulating layer. 

In light of these results, it was decided to search for a better medium to use as an 

insulator. A foam material was found in the University of Arizona Aerospace and 

Mechanical Engineering Production Engineering Laboratory. The foam was very stiff, had 

good machining properties, and provided acceptable surfaces for adhesion. Through a 

chemical analysis, performed by the University of Arizona Chemistry Department, the 

foam was identified to be polystyrene with a density of 64.208kg/m3 (4 lbs/ft3). A dummy 

buildup, akin to the one described with basswood, was constructed. When subjected to the 

same extreme test conditions no bending or significant deformation was exhibited after 13 

hours of exposure. The only non-uniformity was a slight depression developed in the 

middle of the top surface. It is believed that this depression is due to the foam melting 
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under the extreme temperatures generated at the heater/foam interface. Although the results 

were not ideal, there was no dissociation between the bonded surfaces and it was decided 

that a slight depression would be better to work with than basswood panels that would 

warp along their entire length. 

The drawback to using the foam is that there is no assurance that the thermal 

conductivity values published for polystyrene are directly applicable to these pieces due to 

aging effects, long term exposure to ultraviolet radiation and density differences. A search 

was undertaken to find a manufacturer of 64.208kg/m3 (4 lbs/ft3) polystyrene. From the 

numerous foam manufacturers contacted, see Table (2-9), none supplied polystyrene with a 

similar density, nor was a company located that could produce it. The search continues to 

find a manufacturer that produces an equivalent material such that referable material data 

can be found. It was decided to use the foam that was available from the Production 

Engineering Laboratory and to undertake an effort to measure its thermal conductivity by a 

separate means. Until proven differendy, the value used for the thermal conductivity will 

be that of high-impact polystyrene (k = 0.0363 W/mK for a 27.288 kg/m3 (1.7 lbs/ft3) 

sample). 

Backing Laver 

The backing layer is to serve primarily as an inflexible member to keep the panel 

from deflecting under the load applied by the pressure differential across the panel due to 

the test section velocity. Also this layer is to have a low thermal conductivity to help 

decrease the amount of heat lost through the back. For these reasons it was decide to use 

0.635cm (0.25") thick plexiglas, with a thermal conductivity of 0.154W/mK. For 

additional stiffness, two plexiglas ribs, 1.27cm X 1.905cm, were run spanwise along each 



panel, set in 0.3175cm from the leading and trailing edges of the section, as shown in Fig. 

(2-53). 

Thermocouple Laver 

The thermocouple layer just above the heater serves as a spacer allowing the 

thermocouples to be placed against the exposed test surface without influencing the surface 

profile. This layer should be as thin as possible, on the order of the thermocouple 

thickness of 0.4826mm (0.019"), with a high thermal conductivity so the layer presents as 

little impedance to the conduction of energy to the surface as possible. Ideas for this layer 

were based in part on the surface described in Wang and Simon (1985), where double-

sided tape was used to provide a spacing layer for the thermocouples. The idea was to cut 

the adhesive layer on the tape and lay the thermocouple inside of the tape core material. 

This was attempted without success with several tape samples obtained from 3M and 

Mactac. When Scotch #4992, a black, double-coated Neoprene tape, 0.762mm (0.030") 

thick, was tested, the neoprene material closed in on itself, not allowing the wire to be 

inserted into it. A tape with a softer core material, the Mactac IM-1700 with a polyethylene 

foam core, was also evaluated. Thermocouple placement was very difficult and concerns 

about the deformity of a foam with a soft, pliable core made this an unacceptable choice. 

The second material evaluated was a hard, fibrous material which could be gouged 

to create a channel for the thermocouple. In theory, this would allow easy and reliable 

placement of the thermocouples while providing a smooth surface for bonding. Four 

materials were examined, 0.635mm (0.025") thick cardboard, 0.762mm (0.030") thick 

monument board, 0.889mm (0.035") thick balsa wood, and 1.016mm (0.040") thick 

maple wood, using different methods in order to create a channel in them. The tools 

examined included a pizza cutter, a screwdriver, two types of scribes and a gouge. It was 



difficult to obtain a clean channel, without burrs, in both the monument board and the 

cardboard. Clean channels were attainable in the wood samples using the gouge with the 

balsa wood being the easiest to work with. This resulted in the decision to use a 

0.79375mm (0.03125") thick sheet of balsa wood for this layer. This thickness is roughly 

twice that of the thermocouple diameter. A channel was cut to dimensions slightly greater 

than the thermocouple wire allowing it to lie flush, thereby not protruding into either 

adjoining layer. To make the channels, a blade from a hand planar, Stanley Tools 

Replacement Part Number 60 1/2 P (13-060), was modified such that the blade was only as 

wide as the wire. The depth of cut was adjusted with the planar until the wire lay flush, if 

not a little below the surface. The modified blade is shown in Fig. (2-55). While balsa 

wood has a relatively low value of thermal conductivity, the thinness of this layer results in 

the conduction resistance being roughly 1/50 of the insulating medium, refer to Section 

(2.2.2.2). 

Thermocouples were located such that both the streamwise and spanwise surface 

temperature will be accurately portrayed. Because the streamwise surface temperature 

development is of the most interest and the flow is nominally two dimensional, the 

thermocouples are located at 1.27cm (0.50") intervals along the spanwise centerline starting 

0.635cm (0.250") from the leading edge of the upstream panel. To obtain an idea of three 

dimensional effects introduced by the obstacle, thermocouples are located off spanwise 

centerline along each panels streamwise centerline at 5.08cm (2.00") lacunae. These 

thermocouples start 5.144cm (2.025") from the leading edge of the first panel and are at 

10.287cm (4.050") intervals in the streamwise direction. Figure (2-56) displays the 

locations of the thermocouples from the back side of the thermocouple layer, the paths 

created for the thermocouple wire by the channels, and the numbering convention used for 
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reference. The channels were laid out symmetrically around the spanwise centerline, as 

shown, to create even conduction paths for the energy inputted by the heater. 

Surface Laver 

This layer is used to insure the oncoming flow is exposed to a smooth surface and a 

uniform heat flux. A material with a nominal thermal conductivity and a small thickness is 

desirable. A thin layer prevents heat spreading in the spanwise and streamwise directions 

thus ensuring uniform heat flux in the normal direction. It was decided to use a sheet of 

304 stainless steel foil, 0.0762mm (0.003") thick, consistent with the surface of Wang and 

Simon (1987). 

2.2.2.3 Thermal Expansion Analysis 

Since each panel will be heated it was necessary to determine if the amount of 

energy input into the different layers is enough to cause them to expand to the point where 

the contact adhesive bond will fail. Thus creating the need for a different adhesive. 

For this analysis it is assumed that each layer is independent of the others, i.e. it is 

allowed to expand in any direction without hindrance from the bond to the other layers. 

After the amount each would expand is determined, these values were compared. If the 

values between adjoining layers differ by a large amount, the resulting shear stresses 

between layers will have to be determined. These stresses will be compared to the bonding 

strength of the contact adhesive to insure dissociation will not occur. To supplement this 

analysis, the results obtained from the test build-up used for insulation evaluation will be 

used. 
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The model used for this analysis is the same as that shown in Figs (2-50) and (2-

51). The following assumptions were made for simplification purposes: 

(1) Each layer is allowed to expand independent of adjoining layers. 

(2) The heater is exposed to a parabolic temperature distribution. 

(3) One-dimensional, steady-state conduction. 

(4) Contact resistance between layers and the adhesive is negligible. 

(5) Ambient temperature is 24°C. 

(6) A worst case expansion model where each layer is at a uniform 

temperature that is equal to the highest temperature found within 

the layer. Each estimate will then be the maximum expansion 

possible. 

The thermal resistance values and loss percentages needed were taken from the thermal 

analysis, Section (2.2.2.2), with an applied power to the heater of 100 Watts, a test section 

velocity of 5 m/s, and the insulation layer being polystyrene. The overheat values on the 

top and bottom surface are given in Table (2-7) along with the back-loss percentage. These 

conditions represent a worst case analysis because of the high power level combined with 

low velocities. 

To determine the temperature at the interface between each layer, a one-dimensional 

Fourier conduction analysis was performed using the surface and heater temperatures 

ascertained during the iterative process discussed in Section (2.2.2.2) along with the 

material information presented in Table (2-5). Employing this method yielded the 

following interface temperatures: 
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Interface Temperature (°Q 

1 

2 
3 

4 

5 

88.39 

88.40 

105.98 

43.07 

37.96 

To determine the expansion of each layer Eqn. (2-39) was used with Lo being the 

nominal length, width, or thickness when the panel is at 24°C, a being the thermal 

coefficient of expansion for each material, and T0 being the ambient temperature. 

Table (2-10) shows these values and the resulting dimension changes for the each layer at a 

uniform temperature. 

Several comments can be made from the data presented in Table (2-10). Transverse 

changes indicated that the section will expand by about 0.116mm which is a 0.448% 

change in thickness. This is negligible if each section were to expand evenly, but the 

amount may be position dependent on each panel. This could contribute to uneven surface 

variations, which might affect surface qualification. When the changes in streamwise 

lengths between layers are compared it is seen that each layer expands less than 1mm in this 

direction with the largest differences being between the heater and the polystyrene, a 

difference of 0.0972mm and 0.5988mm. From the mock panel tested, stresses created by 

this disparity were not of the magnitude to affect the adhesive bond. Spanwise increases 

are below 1mm except for the insulating layer, 4.214mm. Again, this bond was tested 

using the mock panel and the contact adhesive showed no signs of yielding under extreme 

^-^=a(T-T 0 )  
J-'O 

(2-39) 
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temperature. The mock panel provided initial qualification of the adhesive used between 

layers. 

2.2.3 Panel Assembly Procedure 

2.2.3.1 Preparations 

In preparation for the panel assembly the following items were completed. These 

are listed in no particular order of importance. 

(1) The plexiglas backing and insulation layer were cut to length and width. 

(2) The insulation layer was planed to desired thickness. It was decided that this layer 

would be machined 0.381mm (0.015") thinner than the original design thickness. 

All of the panels would then be under final thickness. Shim stock was then be used 

to bring each panel to its final level. This was intended to remove any sensitivity 

the final surface level had to thickness variations in the layers of each individual 

panel. 

(3) Thermocouples were fabricated using Omega1 Type K 40 gauge thermocouple wire 

and a Unitek Equipment™ 2 TCW Thermocouple Welder. The resistance and the 

physical strength of each thermocouple bead were examined to insure the weld was 

acceptable. 

(4) Each panel has two ribs, centered in the spanwise direction and 0.15875cm (0.0625") 

from the upstream and downstream edges, affixed onto the bottom plexiglas 

1 Omega Engineering, Incorporated o P.O. Box 2669 o Stamford, CT 06906 o (800) 
826-6342 

2Unitek Equipment Division of Weldmatic Corportation o 1820 South Myrtle 
Avenue o Monrovia, CA 91017-7133 o (818) 303-5676. 
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surface. The plexiglas ribs are 68.58cm X 1.905cm X 1.27cm and were attached 

to the back piece with an acrylic adhesive. 

(5) Two 0.476cm (0.1875") diameter holes were drilled through the plexiglas back piece, 

centered in the streamwise direction and inset 2.22cm (0.875") from each end. The 

thermocouples were fed through these holes to their terminating connections on the 

bottom of the panel. 

(6) Two thirty centimeter lengths of 16 gauge stranded wire were soldered onto the tabs of 

the heaters. 

(7) To allow for the heater leads, two 0.3175cm (0.125") diameter holes were drilled 

through the back piece. The tabs on the heaters for making the power connection 

varied in relative position, therefore heaters were assigned to a specific panel 

number and matched to a plexiglas back. 

(8) To hold each panel securely in the box during test, four 8-32UNF-2A nylon flat head 

screws were used. Threaded holes were located in the proper location for each 

panel in the ledge of the sidewall, where the panels rest. This arrangement is 

shown in Fig. (2-57), with Fig. (2-47) depicting the streamwise locations of these 

holes. 

(9) In anticipation of inserting a 0.3175cm (0.125") thick obstacle between panel, slots 

were machined in the plexiglas back. The slots are 0.432cm (0.170") wide with 

0.3175cm between centers. Figure (2-58) depicts the locations of the slots along 

with the other modifications done to the back piece. 
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(10) From Fig. (2-53), the upper layers of a panel (heater, spacer, and foil) do not extend 

over the entire spanwise length of a panel but are centered on it. To prevent 

deformation and disfigurement of the exposed part of the insulation layer by the 8-

32 flat head screws used to hold each panel in position, phenolic strips were 

machined to act as wear guards. These strips are shown in Figs. (2-57) and (2-59). 

2.2.3.2 Top Laver Assembly 

(1) The stainless steel foil was cut to the width using a paper cutter with a 36" cut, that was 

borrowed from the University of Arizona Main Library. Due to the fact that each 

heater varied slightly in width, the foil was cut to match each specific heater. 

(2) Using the modified planar blade, see Fig. (2-55), and a positioning jig, the channels 

for locating each thermocouple were fashioned into each of the balsa wood spacers. 

Figure (2-56) shows the channels and the respective thermocouple numbers. 

(3) The balsa wood spacer and stainless steel foil pieces were glued together using contact 

cement After the adhesive had set, a roller was used to smooth out any air pockets 

left between the two layers and the balsa wood was trimmed to match the foil. 

(4) Thermocouples were placed into each channel and labeled with the appropriate number. 

Small pieces of Scotch tape were used to hold the thermocouples in position until 

they were mated to the respective insulation/backing layers. Figure (2-60) is a 

photograph of the assembly at to this point showing the thermocouples in their 

respective positions. To insure the measuring point of each thermocouple was in 

contact with the stainless steel foil, an awl was used to poke an angled hole through 

the balsa wood spacer. When the thermocouples were placed into the channels, the 
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bead was then inserted though this hole until it came into contact with the stainless 

steel foil. It was difficult to hold the bead against the foil while working with this 

part of the assembly. If this procedure is to be repeated, it is suggested that an 

epoxy be used to secure the bead in its final location in contact with the foil and 

contact guaranteed by using an ohmmeter to measure the conductivity between the 

foil and the thermocouple. 

2.2.3.3 Bottom Laver Assembly 

(1) To obtain an estimate of the amount of energy conducted to the back of the panel, three 

thermocouples were placed along the streamwise centerline between the plexiglas 

and polystyrene layer. One is in the center of the panel, and the others are located 

6" from each end. A pizza cutter was used to indent the foam, allowing the 

thermocouples to lie flat between the materials. Tape was used to hold the wires in 

place against the foam. An example of this is shown in Fig. (2-61). 

(2) As the layers were being placed together, the thermocouple wire was pulled through 

the feed-thru hole in the plexiglas, until taught. 

(3) After the adhesive was allowed to set, the holes located in the plexiglas for the heater 

leads, hold-down screws, and thermocouples were transferred through the foam 

using a dremel tool and cork borers. 

(4) The foam was notched using an X-acto knife to accommodate the phenolic wear strips 

on each end of the panel. 
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(5) The heater was adhered to the insulation layer. The heater leads were fed through the 

appropriate holes, as shown in Fig. (2-62), and then the layers were brought into 

contact. 

2.2.3.4 Final Assembly 

(1) After the assembly steps were completed, the top layers were glued onto the heater, 

being careful not to tangle any of the thermocouple wires in between the layers. 

After the adhesive had set a roller was used to flatten out any surface variations 

between the layers. 

(2) The thermocouple wires were fed through the appropriate holes. The resistances of 

each thermocouple was checked to insure that it was not damaged up to this point 

during construction. After the conductivities were guaranteed, Silicon RTV was 

placed into the feed-thru holes to act as a strain relief for the thermocouple wires. 

(3) The wear strips were then attached to each panel, also with Silicone RTV. 

(4) The panels were then placed into the instrumented cart in what would be their final 

streamwise position. Shim stock, in varying thicknesses, was used to bring each 

panel to a level that left the joint between adjoining panels as smooth as possible. 

This process is to be repeated whenever a panel is removed from the instrumented 

box to insure as smooth of a final surface as possible. 

A completed panel is pictured in Fig. (2-63). As can be seen, the surface has some 

variations due to the thermocouples which will need to be quantified during surface 

qualification. 
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2.2.4 Heat Transfer Surface Fence Design 

The fences that are to protrude into the flow field are designed to have the smallest 

deflection possible under the loading imposed by the impinging fluid while being able to be 

inserted between any adjacent panels. Two fences are to be used for the initial studies, one 

extending 5.08cm (2.00") and the other 2.54cm (1.00") above the test surface. Both meet 

the criteria that the span of an obstacle be greater than ten times the height which was 

established by de Brederode and Bradshaw (1972) for maintaining a predominantly two-

dimensional flow field 

The fences were to be fabricated out of a material such that the maximum deflection 

of the tallest fence be less than 0.01mm (0.0004") under the load of the impinging fluid. 

The fence was modeled as a cantilever beam subjected to a uniform loading. This assumed 

that the boundary layer thickness is much less than the fence height and there is no 

recirculation region established upstream of the fence. Figure (2-64) illustrates how the 

fence is to be pressed between contiguous panels along with the modeled loading. The 

deflection is determined using the methodology established in Chapter 8 of Crandall, Dahl, 

and Lardner with the maximum deflection determined from Eqn. (2-40). 

8max = 8 E Izz (2"4°) 

The distributed load is due to the maximum test section velocity of 35 m/s impacting onto 

the 72.39cm (28.5") fence span, resulting in a worst case analysis for the deflection. Table 

(2-11) lists the predicted maximum deflections for the variety of materials considered. 

From the information presented, any of the metals examined would meet the 

deflection criteria. This added a new dimension onto the design. The fence is to be 
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inserted between two heaters and if it has a high thermal conductivity will tend to act as an 

extended fin. This will influence the assumption of a uniformly heated surface that the 

panels were designed to provide. Stainless Steel 316 has one of the highest strengths 

examined, only allowing a deflection of 0.0019mm, and the lowest thermal conductivity of 

the metals, 13.4 W/mK as compared to 14.9 W/mK for Inconel 600. Due to this, and 

availability, the fences were fabricated out of this material. To estimate the amount of heat 

conducted through the fence, thermocouples are to be placed at the spanwise centerline of 

each fence. The thermocouples are to be embedded in channels milled into the fences and 

then encapsulated using a metal filler with a conductivity on the order of the stainless steel. 

Figure (2-65) shows the location and spacing of these thermocouple wells in both of the 

fences. The thermocouple leads run underneath the panels and out of the instrumented box 

where the signal is taken to the data acquisition system. If the amount of heat conducted to 

the fence is found to be dissatisfactory, the surfaces of the fence that are in contact with he 

panels can be coated with an insulating material, as shown in Fig. (2-66). If the deflections 

observed during test are unacceptable the fence could be anchored between the panels even 

further by making spacers which also sandwich the fence between the plexiglas ribs on the 

bottom of each panel. This is pictured in Fig. (2-66). 

By making the thickness of the fence stem, the portion of the fence that is actually 

in contact with the panels, a standard amount, the streamwise thickness of the exposed 

segment can be varied. A possible configuration along this line is shown in Fig. (2-66). If 

the upper portion of a thicker fence covers any of the heated test surface, the contact area 

should be insulated to decrease the amount of heat conducted to the fence, also illustrated in 

Fig. (2-66). 
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2.2.5 Conclusions 

The finished instrumented cart is shown in Fig. (2-67) in front of the wind tunnel 

test section. Figures (2-68) and (2-69) illustrate the cart being positioned to replace the 

upstream and downstream floor sections for testing. The final test position of the surface is 

depicted in Fig. (2-49). 
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2.3 Instrumentation 

2.3.1 Wind Tunnel 

2.3.1.1 Computer System Used 

The primary computer system used in this study was the MASSCOMP® 5550. 

This system is based on the Motorola 68020 microprocessor with a 68881 floating point 

co-processor, both operating at 20MHz. The MASSCOMP was used in conjunction with 

laboratory modules to perform timing and acquisition of experimental data as well as 

communications between laboratory devices. Lab modules used in the present study were 

a real time clock (CK-10 Programmable Clock Interface), an analog-to-digital converter 

(AD 12FA 12-Bit 1MHz A/D Converter), a digital-to-analog converter (DA-08F 12-Bit D/A 

Converter), a general purpose IEEE-488 interface (IB488A GPIB Interface Option), and a 

general purpose serial line interface (SL-02 Dual RS-232-C Serial Line Interface). The 

CK-10, real time clock, was used for timing purposes. The AD 12FA was used for 

sampling the analog voltage levels from the pressure transducers and hot-wire anemometer. 

Control of the motor speed and channel by channel incrementing of the Scanivalve system 

was done through the DA-08F. Tunnel freestream temperature was measured using a 

thermistor and a digital voltmeter which is sampled through the IB488A interface. The RS-

232-C interface was used to control the position of the measuring probe and to 

communicate with the hot-wire bridge, allowing remote setting of various conditions 

(standby/run, local/remote, etc.). 

® MASSCOMP is a registered trademark of Concurrent Computer Corportation 
Concurrent Computer Corportation o 106 Apple Street o Tinton Falls, NJ 
07724 o (800) 631-2154 
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The MASSCOMP is capable of a 1 MHz sampling rate on one channel. For the 

majority of data acquisition undertaken for this project, direct array transfer was used 

which allowed transfers of buffers as large as would fit conveniently into available physical 

memory. The maximum available space depended on the amount of physical memory 

present in the system as well as certain system configuration parameters. For the 5550 

system used, 8192 kbytes of I/O map space is initially available. After accounting for 

space occupied by various device drivers and the kernal data, an estimated 622 kbytes, 

7530 kbytes of I/O map space is available for direct array transfer. If transfers involving 

large amounts of data, greater than 1 Mbyte, are desired, either direct disk or queued buffer 

transfers should be used. 

During the course of equipment installation it was discovered that a specific pinout 

configuration was required for proper communications through the SL-02 Dual Serial 

Interface on the MASSCOMP. When communicating with devices configured as a DCE 

(Data Communication Equipment) that are equipped with a standard 25 pin D-Subminiature 

Connector and employ only pins 2, (receive), 3 (transmit), and 1 and 7 (ground), loop 

backs must be made between pins 4 and 5 and between pins 6 and 20 of the SL-02 

connector. A standard 25 pin gender changer was modified to provide this configuration 

and is used when communicating with the TSIIFA-100. Communications through 9 pin 

D-Subminiature connectors are not affected due to the loop backs present in the 25-to-9 pin 

cable adaptors. 
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2.3.1.2 Motor Speed Control 

The fan, a Joy Axivane, was powered by a General Electric 7.5 HP Induction 

Motor which is controlled with a Toshiba1 Transistor Inverter, Model VF Pack-Pi. This 

provided an interface between the 0-5V output of the DA-08F on the MASSCOMP and the 

3 phase voltage requirements of the GE Induction Motor. The Transistor Invertor has a 

resolution of 0.025 Hz with an accuracy of 0.5% for the maximum frequency. The 

changeover of the Voltage/Frequency characteristics, the conversion slope of input voltage 

to output frequency, along with the initial threshold and upper frequency cutoff can be 

adjusted. The motor characteristics can then be adjusted to provide the desired fan output 

for the provided range of control voltages. 

The system was first connected with the control voltage to the Transistor Inverter 

being supplied by the DA-08F. The MASSCOMP Data Acquisition/Control Processor 

(DA/CP) leaves the level of a D/A transfer high upon formal completion. It was thought 

that this feature could be used to provide a constant voltage source to the frequency driver, 

resulting in a constant speed in the motor. While this was accomplished other module 

processes and system level tasks could be accomplished simultaneously. During initial 

stages of testing, the voltage supplied by the DA-08F periodically dropped causing the 

motor to stop. Several different methods of software control were attempted to correct the 

problem, including stopping the array transfer before it was complete then ignoring the 

system level error that was generated and creating a separate 'child' process that would 

establish an infinite array transfer for motor control independent of other activities. The 

sporadic behavior of the D/A transfer remained despite any of the various attempts to 'trick' 

industrial Motor Supply o 2025 W. Highway Drive o Tucson, AZ 85705 o (602) 
887-4816 
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the processor into maintaining the transfer. This behavior is thought to be due to an 

nvi 
interrupt generated at the UNIX system level that affects processes under the control of 

the DA/CP, either in the foreground or background, and causes those not locked in I/O map 

space to be halted. For that reason, a Sample and Hold Circuit was built by the University 

of Arizona Instrument Shop, Electronics Department. This circuit samples an incoming 

signal, if it is over the threshold level of 0.1 Volts, it outputs that signal until another signal 

is received which is also over the threshold. The Sample and Hold Circuit has 12-Bit A/D 

and D/A converters to provide the same signal resolution as the DA-08F. The threshold 

voltage is used so the Sample and Hold Circuit does not interpret line noise as a signal to be 

latched onto, thereby changing to an undesired output level. 

A schematic representation of the connections used to control the motor speed is 

given in Fig. (2-70). Figure (2-71) shows a typical correlation between MASSCOMP 

supplied voltage and a typical test section velocity for the present settings of the Toshiba 

Transistor Inverter. 

2.3.1.3 Ambient Pressure 

A Princo1 Fortin type mercurial barometer was used to measure the ambient 

pressure of the laboratory during test. The ambient pressure is used for calibrating the 

pressure transducers and in giving an idea of when transducer re-calibration is required. If 

there are large changes in ambient pressure during the course of a test sequence, the 

transducers should be re-calibrated. The uncertainty analysis used to estimate the 

measurement error is based on the method of Moffat (1978) and is reported in Table (2-

TM 
UNIX is a registered tradmark of AT&T Bell Laboratories. 

Princo Instruments, Incorporated o 1020 Industrial Highway o Southampton, 
PA 18966 o (215) 355-1500 
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12). A detailed uncertainty analysis of the pressure transducer is presented in Appendix C 

as an example. 

2.3.1.4 Test Section Free Stream Temperature 

The free stream temperature of the test section was measured using a thermistor, 

Omega Model THX-400-GP-12 inch. This temperature was used, in combination with the 

local static pressure and the assumption of a perfect gas, to calculate air properties such as 

density, dynamic viscosity, thermal conductivity, and thermal expansion coefficient. The 

resistance of the thermistor is measured using a Fluke145 Dual Display Multimeter which 

was sampled via the IEEE-488 interface by the MASSCOMP. The thermistor was 

calibrated against a platinum resistance temperature detector located in the University of 

Arizona Cancer Center Thermometry Laboratory. The calibration points measured are 

presented in Table (2-13). Omega suggests an inverse log curve fit to this data, as shown 

in Eqn. (2-41). 

^ = A + B(ln R) + C(ln R)3 (2-41) 

The constants derived from the calibration are A = 3.1477xl0"3, B = 2.5687x10-4 and C = 

5.3245xl0"7. The generated calibration curve is shown in Fig. (2-72). Appendix A 

contains a discussion of the sampling time used to obtain valid measurements. 

The thermistor is located in the first plug of the upstream ceiling section 20.2311cm 

(7.965") from the test section entrance and 18.0975cm (7.125") to the left of the spanwise 

centerline, as the air sees it. A threaded pipe fitting is used to adjust the immersion length 

Uohn Fluke Manufacturing Company, Incorportated o P.O. Box C9090 o Everett, 
WA 98206 o (206) 356-1556 
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of the thermistor into the core flow. In the event that the velocity probes are to be inserted 

through the first slot, this plug will be moved to the next downstream slot location, placing 

the measurement point at 30.5181cm (12.015") downstream from the contraction exit. 

A schematic of the free stream temperature measurement system is shown in Fig. 

(2-73). Uncertainties in the measured temperature and the resulting calculated air density 

are shown in Table (2-12). 

2.3.1.5 Static Pressure 

Static pressure measurements were made along the entire length of the 

hydrodynamic test section on both the floor and ceiling. When the heat transfer surface is 

used the static pressure measurements are made in the remaining floor section and along the 

ceiling. Refer to Figs. (2-23) and (2-27) for locations of the measurement points in the 

ceiling and floor sections, respectively. The static pressure-tap design follows that of 

Hussain and Reynolds (1975) and is pictured in Fig. (2-29). The pressure taps were 

connected to an automated Scanivalve1 system, borrowed from Dr. Larry Scott of the 

University of Arizona Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering Department. This system 

consists of a Model 48J9-1 Scanner, Model JOETM-48 Xmitter, Model JS4-48 Drive, 

Model CTLR2P/S2-S6 Solenoid Controllers, and Model OED2 Odd-Even Decoder and is 

connected to two relays which trip when exposed to a 4.9V output from the DA-08F. One 

relay was for incrementing the Scanning channel and the other was for 'homing' it to a 

preset channel. The pressure was read using a Celesco2 pressure transducer, Model DP31-

00R1-111, with a 0-0.1 psia range connected to a Model CD-10D Carrier Demodulator. 

1 Scanivalve Corporation o P.O. Box 20005 o San Diego, CA 92120 o (714) 283-5851 
2Celesco Transducer Products, Incorporated o 7800 Deering Ave. o Canoga Park, 

CA 91304-5005 o (818) 884-6860 
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The transducers were calibrated using the methodology discussed in Appendix B. The 

procedure used to determine the uncertainty in this measurement is presented in Appendix 

C, the results of which are shown in Table (2-12). Appendix D discusses the time delay 

needed before taking measurements after the Scanivalve channel was switched. The output 

of the pressure transducer was sampled by the AD 12FA module on the MASSCOMP. 

Figure (2-74) shows a schematic of the connections for measuring both the static and total 

pressures. 

During testing it was established that the zero pressure output of the Celesco 

Demodulator would drift with ambient temperature while the span remained constant This 

drift was reduced to an acceptable level when the demodulators were kept at a constant 

temperature. This was achieved by placing a sealed bag of ice on the demodulators about 

one-half hour before testing was to commence and maintaining the ice until testing was 

completed 

2.3.1.6 Total Pressure 

Total pressure in the free stream was measured using a Kiel probe. The Kiel probe 

was read using a similar pressure transducer system as that for the static pressure 

measurements along with the MASSCOMP AD 12FA. The same calibration procedure as 

that used for static pressure was used for this Transducer/Demodulator system. This 

pressure measured with this tube, along with the static pressure measurement and 

calculated density, was used to derive the test section velocity from the Bernoulli Equation, 

as shown in Eqn. (2-42). This velocity is used to calibrate the hot wire output. The 

uncertainty in the velocity measurements with this system is shown in Table (2-12) and 

discussed in Appendix C. 
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_ yt / P total ~ P static 

v p (2-42) 

To make total pressure measurements at the inlet to the test section, which is 

20.23cm (7.965") upstream of the first slot, a total pressure tube was built. The measuring 

point is offset 22.987cm (9.05") from the centerline of the vertical portion of this tube, as 

shown in Fig. (2-75). The majority of the tubing is 4.763mm (0.1875") outer diameter 

304 seamless stainless steel with 0.7112mm (0.028") thick walls1. This is reduced to 

3.175mm (0.125") O.D. tubing which is then necked down to the 20 Gauge hypodermic 

tubing (University of Arizona Stores Order No. 1400 5602) which is used as the 

measuring point. Each joint was sealed with Silicone RTV. The ridges shown before each 

joint were made with a dulled tube cutter until the smaller tube fit tight in the internal ridges 

created, thereby centering the smaller tube within the larger one. This probe was used to 

make the measurements presented in Section (3.1.5). 

2.3.1.7 Mean and Fluctuating Velocity 

A constant-temperature hot-wire anemometer system, TSI2 IF A-100 which 

consisted of a Model 150 Anemometer coupled with a Model 157 Signal Conditioner, 

operated at an overheat ratio of 1.8 is to be used for measuring the mean and fluctuating 

components of the streamwise velocity. Digital data acquisition tied directly into the 

MASSCOMP was used at all times. This allows quick (less than 10 minutes) on-line, in 

situ, calibration eliminating the need for linearizers, and allows the measurement of 

turbulent intensity levels based on the local mean as high as 50%. The hot wire to be used 

*Tube Service Company o 1107 E. Jackson Street o Pheonix, AZ 85034 o (602) 267-
9865 

2TSI Incorporated o P.O. Box 64394 o St. Paul, MN 55164 o (612) 483-4711 
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is a TSI Model 1218-T1.5 etched to expose a 4 micron (0.00015") diameter platinum plated 

tungsten wire with an active length of 1.27mm (0.050"). The typical frequency response 

of the hot wire is 600kHz @ lOOm/s. The wire is to be calibrated against the total pressure 

tube at a given location by placing the Kiel probe in the probe holder to either side of the 

hot-wire, an arrangement discussed in Section (2.1.4.4) and shown in Figs. (2-39) and (2-

41). This procedure has been developed but not implemented. The data is to be fit with a 

King's Law correlation with an exponent that results in the lowest rms error between fitted 

and measured points. The uncertainty estimate for velocity and fluctuation measurements 

was not determined at this time. Figure (2-76) shows the systems used for monitoring and 

controlling the hot-wire system. 

2.3.1.8 Automated Probe Positioning 

Automated position control was accomplished using a variety of equipment from 

Techno1. This consisted of a Three Axes Controller Card, Model No. HL 1200 M3345 

with an RS-232-C computer interface, two Two Phase Stepper Motor Drivers, Model No. 

HL 1100 M3312 with full and half step drive available up to 10,000 steps/second, and 2 

DC Stepper Motors, Model No. HL 2100 M3455, with a step angle of 1.8° and a holding 

torque of llONcm on a standard NEMA 23 frame. The Controller is programmed in 

relative coordinates. This description requires the number of steps needed to move to the 

next position from the current location, with negative motion indicated by a negative 

number of steps, and the rate of movement, steps/second. The Motor Drivers are 

configured to a half-step mode, which translates into 400 steps per one rotation of the 

techno a DSG Company o 2101 Jericho Turnpike o New Hyde Park, NY 11040 
(516) 328-3970 
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motor shaft. The lead screws on the Velmex Sliders have 40 threads/lineal inch. The 

number of steps required to move a specified distance (in inches) is given by Eqn (2-43). 

S = (400 steps/rotation) (40 rotations/inch) d (2-43) 

For example, to move the probe 0.1016m (4.0") in positive spanwise direction in 32 

seconds, the Controller would be given the command: 

@0A 64000, 2000, 0, 100 

This instructs the controller to turn the motor 64000 steps in the positive direction at a rate 

of 2000 steps per second. For the present two axis configuration, first two integers relate 

to spanwise movement and the last two integers affect transverse motion. Due to Velmex 

Slider positioning positive displacement of the spanwise slider corresponds to probe 

motion from the left to the right side of the test section and for the traverse direction 

translates into movement from the ceiling towards the floor. 

Remote interfacing with the controller card is possible via the RS-232-C interface at 

9600 Baud. For further information on the command syntax required by the Controller 

refer to the Techno Controller Card Manual-Programming and Setup. A schematic of this 

system is shown in Fig. (2-76). 
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2.3.2 Heat Transfer Surface 

2.3.2.1 Computer System Used 

A Hewlett-Packard1 Vectra Personal Computer was used to control and perform 

measurements associated with the heat transfer surface. This personal computer is based 

on an Intel 80386 microprocessor with a 200Mbyte hard drive for temporary file storage. 

The Vectra was used as a platform for the HP BASIC® programming language allowing 

easy access to the Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus (HP-IB) on the HP 82990 HP-IB Card 

and two RS-232-C Serial Ports. The IEEE-488 HP-IB Interface is used for scanning 

through the numerous channels of the Data Acquisition/Control Unit and acquiring the 

voltage read with the multimeter. The Serial Ports are used to control and monitor the 

output of the power supplies. All data manipulation was done directly with the HP BASIC 

language with the resulting information stored temporarily onto the hard drive. The 

information was transferred to floppy disk and is on file at the University of Arizona AME 

Heat Transfer Laboratory. 

2.3.2.2 Temperature Measurement/Wirinp 

The thermocouples were measured using a combination of two instruments. A 

Hewlett-Packard2 3497A Data Acquisition/Control Unit, Option 001 without an internal 

digital voltmeter, was used to scan through each independent thermocouple channel and 

Hewlett-Packard Company o Personal Computer Group o 974 E. Argues Avenue 
o P.O. Box 486 o Sunnyvale, CA 94086 

© Copyright 1989 Hewlett-Packard Company o Corvalis Information Systems o 
1000 N.E. Circle Boulevard o Corvalis OR 97330 

2Hewlett-Packard Company o PLoveland Instruments Division o P.O. Box 301 o 
Loveland, CO 80357 « (303) 667-5000 
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provide an external trigger signal to a Fluke Model 8840A Digital Multimeter which 

measured the respective voltage levels. The instruments were daisy-chained through the 

IEEE-488 bus. Scanning rates of 4 channels per second were achieved using external 

triggering and a medium measurement rate on the Fluke 8840A. To reduced the effects of 

electronic noise on the thermocouple reading the ensemble average of 5 voltage 

measurements would be converted to a single temperature value using table lookup with a 

first-order Lagrange interpolation between table values. A representative wire sample was 

calibrated against a platinum resistance temperature detector located in the University of 

Arizona Cancer Center Thermometry Laboratory. The calibration curve is shown in Fig. 

(2-77). Due to the fit of the calibrated and reference voltages, the reference values from 

Dally, Riley, and McConnell (1984), are used in the table lookup. 

Each of the 11 instrumented panels has 24 thermocouples positioned to provide 

surface measurements with an additional thermocouple used as an ice point reference. 

Therefore, each panel had 25 thermocouples associated with it. The 3497A utilized 5 

Option 010 20 Channel Relay Multiplexer Assemblies to allow for measurement of 100 

thermocouples. The number of available channels in the 3497A meant that only four panels 

could be measured at one particular time. When the entire surface was measured, the 

connections were physically changed after the readings were acquired from each group of 

four panels before the next group could be measured. 

From the thermocouple beads, made with 40 gauge type K thermocouple wire, the 

wires wound onto the bottom surface of each panel where they were terminated onto barrier 

strips with compensated, alumel (-) and chromel (+), thermal lugs (Omega Part Nos. 

TLAL-20 and TLCH-20, respectively). From these barrier strips, 30 gauge type K 

extension grade thermocouple wire (Part No. TT-K-30) was used to run the connections 
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down to the bottom of box which support the panels. This wiring is shown, in part, in 

Figs. (2-47) and (2-48). From these barrier strips, also with compensated thermal lugs, the 

signal is carried by 20 gauge type K 24 pair extension thermocouple cable (Omega Part No. 

24KX20PP) which lead into the thermal zone boxes. From here the signal was taken to the 

data acquisition hardware via 28 gauge SO conductor flat ribbon cable. At each point 

during assembly the conductivity of each thermocouple was checked. Of the 264 

thermocouples used within the surface, two were damaged during assembly. These two 

are thermocouple #18 on panel #2, which is far out in the spanwise direction, and 

thermocouple #24 on panel #10, which is the located between the insulation and plexiglas 

on the left side of the panel, as the air sees it. 

Figure (2-78) illustrates the system described. The uncertainties in measuring the 

temperature are reported in Table (2-12). 

2.3.2.3 Power Distribution 

The power supplies used in this system were designed and built by the University 

of Arizona Instrument Shop, Electronic Department. Each of the three power supplies has 

four channels to provide separate power control and input to each of the 11 panels. In 

addition, each channel has a switch to turn it off independently of the main power switch, a 

manual/computer switch which sets the control of a channel to either the manual mode or 

computer mode, course and fine adjustment of the voltage across the connected load, and 

analog meters which display the voltage drop and current draw across the connected load. 

Computer control is accomplished through either an IEEE-488 or a RS-232-C interface. 

For serial communications when the interface driver is HP BASIC, the host computer must 

have a 80386 microprocessor operating at 20MHz and be set to a 1200 baud rate. Consult 
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the AC Power Controller manuals for details of the command syntax expected by the 

controller. 

Each channel has output and sense lines. The sense lines measure the voltage and 

current drop across the resistance load, serving two purposes. The first is to provided a 

feedback loop, which the Intel 8051 microprocessor uses in monitoring the AC input 

signal, from standard wall outlets, insuring the desired output, either voltage or true power, 

is maintained to an stability of 1%. This senses changes in the load and would be able to 

vary the applied voltage accordingly to maintain a constant power. Because the power 

supplied is based on voltage and current measurements obtained at the load by the sense 

lines, the resistance and associated power draw through the lead lines are disregarded. 

This gives a better representation of the actual power delivered to the load. 

The output waveform of the power supplies is a clipped AC signal, as shown in 

Fig. (2-79). The microprocessor signals a triac to pass a portion of the input waveform 

that results in the voltage or power desired at the load. The pulse width is updated every 

33.3 milliseconds and the pulses have the frequency of the input signal, 60Hz nominal. 

Since the output of the power supplies is not a DC signal the power provided by the heaters 

would have a varying output if the thermal time constant of the heater/panel buildup is of 

the same order as the driving frequency of the waveform. The thermal time constant for the 

heater alone is on the order of 5 seconds, so the variations of signal provided are too quick 

for the heater response to be noticeable. The heater will integrate any fluctuations and 

provide a uniform heat flux to the surface. The power distribution system is shown in Fig. 

(2-80). 



Table 2-1 

Reynolds Number and Pressure Drop Values For Various Mesh Screens1 

Mesh 

Wire Diameter 

(mm) 

Space Between 

Wires (mm) 

Open-Area 

Ratio (B) 

Reynolds No. 

(Based on B) 

Pressure Drop 
(K) 

(Wieghardt) 

Pressure Drop (K) 

(Scheiman&Brooks) 
28 0.1905 0.9071 0.6241 97.3340 1.3637 1.0386 
30 0.1905 0.8467 0.6006 101.1383 1.5445 1.1121 
32 0.1778 0.7938 0.6022 94.1526 1.5675 1.1459 
35 0.1778 0.7257 0.5700 99.4631 1.8564 1.2718 
36 0.1651 0.7056 0.5868 89.7250 1.7427 1.2456 
42 0.1397 0.6048 0.5914 75.3299 1.7984 1.3412 
45 0.1346 0.5644 0.5800 73.9829 1.9329 1.4101 
50 0.1211 0.5080 0.5800 66.5909 2.0022 1.4930 
55 0.1101 0.4618 0.5800 60.5380 2.0669 1.5759 
60 0.1009 0.4233 0.5800 55.4912 2.1276 1.6588 
65 0.0932 0.3908 0.5800 51.2226 2.1852 1.7417 

1 Conditions: 
Test Section Velocity: 30 m/s 

Contraction Ratio: 6 
Kinematic Viscosity (v): 1.57 X 10'5 m2/s 



Table 2-2 

Number of Screens Needed for an Initial Turbulence Intensity of 5% 

Honeycomb/Screen No Honeycomb Honeycomb+ Honeycomb+ Honeycomb+ 
Configuration: Honeycomb 20M Screen 28M Screen 36M Screen 

Reduction Factor Through 
Honeycomb/Screen Assy: 1.000 0.5035 0.2877 0.23017 0.1943 

Reduction Factor Needed 
Through Screen Pack: 0.0455 0.0904 0.1583 0.1978 0.2343 

Mesh no. of screens no. of screens no. of screens no. of screens no. of screens 
28 7.18 5.59 4.29 3.77 3.37 
30 6.62 5.15 3.95 3.47 3.11 
32 6.55 5.10 3.91 3.44 3.08 
35 5.89 4.58 3.51 3.09 2.76 
36 6.12 4.76 3.65 3.21 2.88 
42 6.00 4.67 3.58 3.15 2.82 
45 5.74 4.47 3.43 3.01 2.70 
50 5.62 4.37 3.35 2.95 2.64 
55 5.51 4.29 3.29 2.89 2.59 
60 5.42 4.22 3.23 2.84 2.55 
65 5.33 4.15 3.18 2.80 2.50 



Table 2-3 

Number of Screens Needed for an Initial Turbulence Intensity of 10% 

Honeycomb/Screen 
Configuration: 

Reduction Factor Through 
Honeycomb/Screen Assy: 

Reduction Factor Needed 
Through Screen Pack: 

No Honeycomb Honeycomb+ Honeycomb+ Honeycomb+ 
Honeycomb 20M Screen 28M Screen 36M Screen 

1.000 0.5035 0.2877 0.23017 0.1943 

0.0228 0.0452 0.0791 0.0989 0.1172 

Mesh no. of screens no. of screens no. of screens no. of screens no. of screens 
28 8.79 7.20 5.90 5.38 4.99 
30 8.10 6.63 5.43 4.95 4.59 
32 8.02 6.57 5.38 4.91 4.55 
35 7.21 5.90 4.83 4.41 4.09 
36 7.50 6.14 5.03 4.59 4.25 
42 7.35 6.02 4.93 4.50 4.17 
45 7.03 5.76 4.71 4.30 3.99 
50 6.88 5.63 4.61 4.21 3.90 
55 6.75 5.53 4.53 4.13 3.83 
60 6.63 5.43 4.45 4.06 3.76 
65 6.53 5.35 4.38 3.99 3.70 
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Table 2-4 

Offset From Measuring Position on Traversing Apparatus for Various Probes 

Probe Offset fmrn) 

Kiel Probe -9.0 

Single Wire Hot-Wire1 2.5 

Extended Pressure Tube 1 197.5 

1 TSI Model 1218-T1.5: TSI Corporation 500 Cardigan Road P.O. Box 64394 St. Paul 
MN 55164 (612)483-0900 
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Table 2-5 

Layer Materials, Thicknesses, and Thermal Conductivities 

Thermal 
Layer Material Thickness (mm1) Conductivity (W/mKI 

1 304 Stainless 0.0762 14.91 

Steel Foil 

2 Balsa Wood 0.7938 0.055 1 

3 a) Basswood 18.288 0.10038 2 

b) Balsa Wood 18.288 0.055 1 

c) Polystyrene 18.288 0.03634 2 

d) Polystyrene 6.35 0.03634 2 

Balsa Wood 11.938 0.055 1 

4 Plexiglas 6.35 0.154 2 

1 Incropera and DeWitt. An Introduction to Heat and Mass 
Transfer. John Wiley and Sons, Inc. New York. 1985. 

2 Touloukian, Y.S. and C.Y. Ho, Eds. Thermophvsical 
Properties of Matter. Plenum Press, New York, 1972: Vol. 2. 
Thermal Conductivity of Nonmetallic Solids. 



Table 2-6 

Example of Results of Iterative Method Used to Determine Back-loss Percentage1 

(Ti-•Ti,„)(°C) (Ts- T5,oo) (°C) 

Assumed Calculated Assumed Calculated T1 (%) 

10.0 25.192 10.0 12.686 3.25 

25.188 25.549 12.686 12.459 3.279 

25.549 25.558 12.459 12.483 3.281 

25.558 25.558 12.483 12.481 3.280 

25.558 25.558 12.481 12.481 3.280 

Conditions: 
Power Applied to Heater: 

Test Section Velocity: 
Insulation Layer: 

Ambient Temperature: 

250 W (q" = 3357.16 W/m2) 
35 m/s 
Polystyrene (R"3 = 0.5032 (W/n^K)"1) 
24 °C 



Table 2-7 

Percentage of Energy Lost to the Bottom for Selected Insulation Materials1 

Test Section Velocity: 5m/s 

Insulation Material (Ti -TO (0O rr<-T<„H0O n (%) 

Balsa Wood 62.19 17.79 12.24 

Basswood 58.63 23.69 17.04 

Polystyrene 64.40 13.96 9.30 

Polystyrene and 63.10 16.23 11.02 
Balsa Wood 

Test Section Velocity: 35m/s 

Insulation Material (Ti - Ti J) (°C) (T< - T< „) (°C) n (%) 

Balsa Wood 6.96 9.97 4.30 

Basswood 9.78 9.60 6.12 

Polystyrene 10.08 5.34 3.21 

Polystyrene and 10.01 6.30 3.85 
Balsa Wood 

Conditions: 
Power Applied to Heater: 100 W 

Ambient Temperature: 24 °C 
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Table 2-8 

Nominal Resistances of Each Heater with and without Lead Wires 

Pangl NQ, Resistance ffl) Resistance with Lead Wires (Q) 

1 46.3 46.4 

2 46.1 46.0 

3 46.8 47.0 

4 46.2 46.4 

5 46.8 46.7 

6 46.4 46.3 

7 46.1 46.5 

8 46.2 46.4 

9 46.3 46.3 

10 46.3 46.3 

11 46.8 46.8 



Table 2-9 

Foam Manufacturers From Which Samples Have Been Obtained 

Manufacturer: 

Clark Foam 

General Plastics 
Manufacturing Co. 

Telephone No.: 

(714) 582-1431 

(206)473-5000 

Brand Name: 

Clark Foam 

Last-a-Foam 

Material: 

Polyester-based, Toulene 
Diisocyanate Prepolymer, 
Water Blown, Rigid 
Polyurethane Foam 

Variable Density 
Polyurethane Foam 

Dow Plastics, 
Dow Chemical Co. 

Dow Chemical 

(800) 258-2436 x25 Trymer 9501-4 

(800) 232-2436 StyrofoamHI 115 

Polymerized, Polyurethanic 
Polyisocyanurate, Rigid 
Plastic 

Polystyrene 

Westlake Plastics Co. (215) 459-1000 High-Impact 
Polystyrene 

Polystyrene 
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Table 2-10 

Expansion Characteristics for Each Layer1 

Thermal Coefficient 
Laver Direction of Expansion (I0r6/°C) Temperature fO L-Lo (ram) 

1. Foil Streamwise 
Spanwise 
Transverse 

18.2 88.40 0.1206 
0.7890 
0.000089 

2. Balsa Streamwise 
Spanwise 
Transverse 

43.218 
4.5 

27.612 

105.98 0.3645 
0.2483 
0.001797 

3. Heater* Streamwise 
Spanwise 
Transverse 

11.52 105.98 0.0972 
0.6357 
0.00036 

4. Polystyrene Streamwise 
Spanwise 
Transverse 

71.0 105.98 0.5988 
4.2135 
0.1064 

5. Plexiglas Streamwise 
Spanwise 
Transverse 

61.0 43.08 0.1197 
0.8423 
0.00739 

* The heater section is modeled as being composed purely of Inconel™. This 
gives a higher expansion amount than if the Kapton™ were included. 

Conditions: 
Power Applied to Heater: 100 W 

Test Section Velocity: 5 m/s 
Ambient Temperature: 24 °C 



Table 2-11 

Maximum Predicted Fence Deflections with Various Materials1 

Thermal Young's 
Material Conductivity fW/mlO Modulus CGPa') (mm) 

Aluminum 6061 177 73 0.0029 

Bass wood 0.10 10.1 0.0211 

Inconnel 600 14.9 216 0.000984 

Nylon 2.9 2.1 0.1012 

Phenolic 0.328 18.0 0.0118 

Plexiglas 0.154 2.8 0.0759 

Stainless Steel, 316 Series 13.4 190 0.00119 

Steel SAE 1020 51.9 206.8 0.00103 

Titanium 17.3 17 0.0125 

Assumptions: 
Fence Height is 5.08cm (2.0") Above the Test Surface. 
Test Section Velocity is 35 rajs. 
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Table 2-12 

Measurement Uncertainties 

Typical Measurement Parameters 
Variable Uncertainly (%) Velocity # of Samples Averaging Time 

Ambient Pressure ±0.0145 

Free Stream Temperaure ±0.5 

Density ±0.015 

Static Pressure ±0.0148 10.34 10000 100 

Total Pressure ±0.0148 10.34 10000 100 

Velocity, Pitot Tube ±0.491 10.34 2000 10 

Surface Temperature ±0.17 

Applied Power ±0.5 



Table 2-13 

Thermocouple and Thermistor Calibration Points1 

Reference 
Temperature (TO 

Thermistors (kQ) 
No, 0 N9, 2 

Thermocouples2 (mV) 
Sample 1 Sample 2 Sample 3 

283.52 4.4105 4.4031 0.414 0.411 0.415 

286.22 3.8763 3.8695 0.522 0.522 0.526 

289.69 3.2985 3.2937 0.622 0.620 0.622 

290.76 3.1416 3.1371 0.705 0.703 0.704 

291.74 3.0048 3.0003 0.744 0.743 0.744 

295.78 2.5044 2.5012 0.906 0.906 0.905 

298.22 2.2469 2.2436. 1.006 1.005 1.004 

302.10 1.8811 1.8830 1.163 1.162 1.160 

304.71 1.6863 1.6878 1.271 1.269 1.266 

305.93 1.6020 1.6028 1.320 1.319 1.315 

308.58 1.4368 1.4373 1.430 1.429 1.424 

315.57 1.0842 1.0848 1.715 1.715 1.709 

324.19 0.7823 0.7824 2.066 2.066 2.056 

Calibration Performed at University of Arizona Cancer Center Thermometry Laboratory 
(602) 626-7471 

2Icepoint Voltages Included in Reported Values 



AME Heat Transfer Laboratory — Wind Tunnel #1 
Overall Dimensions: 

12.8 m X 3.2 m X 0.914 m 

Settling Chamber: 
1.15m X 0.99m X 0.72m 
6 36 Mesh Screens 
0.04m long Honeycomb with 0.635cm Cell Dia. 

Contraction: 
Contraction Ratio: 6.0 
1.18m Long 

Test Section: 
2.64m X 0.165m X 0.72m 

Diffuser: 
2.39m Long 
0.165m X 0.72m Entrance 
0.667m Dia. Exit 

Contraction. -Settling Chomber. Diffuser Test Section' 

Figure (2-1): Wind Tunnel #1 Overall and Component Dimensions 



Screen Pack Flow Straightener 

test start 

Contraction 

Honeyconb/Screen Assenbly 

Figure (2-2): Cross Section of Settling Chamber 
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Pressure Drop Characteristics 
vs. 

Flow Entrance Angle 

+4 = 5° 
= 7.5° 

-4 = 10° 

Figure (2-3): Flow Straightening Effects of the Pressure Drop Across a Screen. 



SETTLING CHAMBER 

Figure (2-4): Settling Chamber Assembly Drawing 
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Fig. 2 Wall velocity distribution and tha "ona-dlmanslonal" valoclty 
distribution 

Figure (2-10): Wall Velocity Distribution, Morel (1975) 

Contraction Contour 
H = 49.53 - 0.0011473X3; x < = 70.647cm 

H = 8255 + 2555354(1 - 0.008466*)3; x > 70.647cm 
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Figure (2-11): Contraction Contour - Matched 3rd Order Polynomials, Morel (1975) 
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Contraction Contour 
H=49.53-0.00515lx3+1.77411E-4x4-1.62282E-5x5 
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Figure (2-12): Contraction Contour - 5th Order Polynomial with x; = 0.94L 

Contraction Contour 
H=49.53-6.22808E-4x3-1.73371E-5x*+4.710778E-5xs 
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Figure (2-13): Contraction Contour - 5th Order Polynomial with xj = 0.72L 
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Contraction Contour 
H=49.53-1.85581E-3X3+3.56858E-5X4-9.901651E-5XS 
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Figure (2-14): Contraction Contour - 5th Order Polynomial with xj = 0.65L 

Contraction Contour 
H=49.53-2.485959E-3*3+6.2787E-5x4-3.904047E-5xs 
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Figure (2-15): Contraction Contour - 5th Order Polynomial with x; = 0.59L = Xm 
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Contraction Contour 
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Figure (2-16): Contraction Contour - 5th Order Polynomial with x; = 0.55L 
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Figure (2-17): Contraction Contour - 5th Order Polynomial with x; = 0.50L 



Figure (2-18): Contraction Section Assembly Drawing 
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Figure (2-19): Contraction Section Flanges 
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Figure (2-20): Test Section Side View with Traversing Apparatus 
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Figure (2-21): Test Section End View with Traversing Apparatus 
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Figure (2-22): Test Section Top View 
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Figure (2-23): Downstream Ceiling Section Modifications (Filename: DOCEEL.DWG) 
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Figure (2-24): Upstream Ceiling Section Modifications (Filename: UPCEEL.DWG) 
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Figure (2-25): Brush Holder Assembly and End Piece (Filename: ASSEMBLY.DWG) 
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Figure (2-26): Brush Holder Frame Pieces (Filename: HOLDER.DWG) 
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Figure (2-27): Spanwise Slot Plug (Filename: BLANK.DWG) 
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Figure (2-28): Cross Section of Slot with Brush Assembly 
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Figure (2-29): Static Pressure Port Configuration, Hussain and Reynolds (1975) 



Figure (2-30): Interchangeable Ceiling Section Assembly with Streamwise Slots (Filenames: INTRCEE.DWG and £ 
MAIDONE.DWG) 
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Figure (2-31): Main Ceiling Construction Drawing (Filename: INTRCEEl.DWG) 
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Figure (2-32): Streamwise Slot Locations (Filename: INTRCEE2.DWG) 
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Figure (2-34): Brush Assembly and End Piece (Filename: INTRCEE4.DWG) 00 
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Figure (2-35): Brush Holder Frame Pieces (Filename: INTRCEE5.DWG) 
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Figure (2-36): Streamwise Slot Plug (Filename: INTRCEE6.DWG) ® 
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Figure (2-37): Hydrodynamic Floor Modifications, Both Sections (Filename: UPFLOOR.DWG) 
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Figure (2-39): Traversing Apparatus Front View 
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Figure (2-40): Traversing Apparatus Side View 
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Figure (2-41): Probe Holder Assembly (Filename: HLDASS.DWG) 
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Figure (2-42): Diffuser Map, Kline et.al. (1962) 
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Figure (2-43): Superposition of Diffuser Map and Results of Eqn. (2-16) 
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Figure (2-46): AME Heat Transfer Laboratory Wind Tunnel #1 
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Figure (2-47): Instrumented Cart Side View 
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Figure (2-49): Instrumented Cart in Wind Tunnel Test Configuration 
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Figure (2-52): Panel Applied Power Curves for Various Velocities 
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Figure (2-56): Thermocouple Channel Layout 
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Figure (2-61): Plexiglas Backing and Insulation Layer Before Bonding 



Figure (2-62): End View Showing Heater Leads Through Insulation and Backing 

Figure (2-63): Top View of Completed Panel 
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Figure (2-67): AME Heat Transfer Laboratory Instrumented Heat Transfer Surface 



Figure (2-68): Heat Transfer Surface in Upstream Test Position 
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Figure (2-69): Heat Transfer Surface in Downstream Test Position 
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Figure (2-70): Motor Control Schematic 
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Figure (2-72): Thermistor No. 0 Calibration Curve 
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Chapter 3 

PRELIMINARY QUALIFICATION EXPERIMENTS 

3.1 Wind Tunnel 

3.1.1 High Speed Flow Characteristics 

3.1.1.1 Background 

During testing to verify the pressure transducer calibration procedure a large 

fluctuation was noticed in both the total and static pressure signal at test section velocities 

starting at approximately 20m/s. This anomaly manifested itself as an observable increase 

in the pressure read with the Perflow micromanometer. 

3.1.1.2 Initial Tests 

In an attempt to determine the severity of the fluctuations, tests were run using the 

Kiel probe, a static pressure port, and an uncalibrated hot-wire. Test-section velocity was 

set close to 20m/s. Both transducers and the hot-wire output were read with the 

MASSCOMP. Fluctuation were observed with the micromanometer in the total pressure 

but the corresponding hot-wire output, observed on an oscilloscope, did not exhibit any 

anomalous behavior. Static pressure at the mid-length of the upstream floor section was 

then measured with the micromanometer. Again the anomaly occurred at random intervals. 

The following items were investigated to determine if they were related to the cause 

of this behavior: 
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1. Motor RPM Variation with Line Voltage Fluctuations. 

2. Motor RPM Variation with Driver Voltage Fluctuations. 

3. Ambient Pressure Variations of AME Heat Transfer Laboratory. 

4. Sound levels within the Diffuser. 

3.1.1.3 Preliminary Investigation 

Motor RPM Variation with Line Voltage Fluctuations 

To determine whether fluctuations in the supply line voltage were causing motor 

output variations, the line voltage into the Toshiba Transistor Inverter and shaft RPM, 

between the Cleveland Gear Variator1 and the shaft entrance to the tunnel were monitored 

simultaneously. One voltmeter measured the output of a Johnstone Tachometer Adaptor 

(Model #H24-687) which gave a 0-200mV output corresponding to a 0-2000RPM range. 

The line voltage was monitored with another voltmeter. Each instrument was sampled at 5 

second intervals. To record when an anomaly occurred two observers were used. One 

indicated when an increase in pressure started and ended on the Perflow micromanometer 

and the other noted these times in relation to shaft RPM and supply voltage. The results of 

this test are shown in Fig (3-1). From the micromanometer observations it was noted that a 

pressure increase occurred at approximately the same time as a drop in shaft RPM. As can 

be seen from these graphs there is no correlation between line voltage fluctuations and 

those in shaft rotational speed. 

Motor RPM Variation with Driver Voltage Fluctuations 

The next series of measurements were to determine if variations in shaft RPM were 

a result of fluctuations in the voltage supplied by the Toshiba Transistor Inverter. The 

1 Mark Costello Company 1145 Dominguez Street, Suite J o Carson, CA 90746 o 
(310) 637-1851 
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same test configuration as described in the preceding section was used. However, the 

second voltmeter was connected in series to any one of the three phase power lines of the 

GE Induction Motor. It is shown in Fig. (3-2) that there is no direct evidence of a 

correlation in driver voltage variations and those seen in the shaft RPM. The same 

evidence of a link between the pressure increases and RPM was noted by the observers. 

These first two figures show that the average shaft RPM decreases over time. 

Measurements of the shaft RPM were taken for the motor starting after being idle for a 

period of 4 hours. Figure (3-3) illustrates that there is a warm-up time on the order of 30 to 

35 minutes required until the shaft RPM reaches a steady state mean value. 

Ambient Pressure Variations 

The AME Heat Transfer laboratory is coupled with the pressurized clean room 

facility located in the Electrical and Computer Engineering Building. When doors are 

opened in either laboratory, the pressure transducers and Perflow micromanometer register 

a change when they are measuring versus ambient pressure. To eliminate the effects of 

ambient pressure fluctuations the micromanometer was set to measure the differential 

pressure between total and static ports. During test the fluctuation was observed. This 

demonstrates that the anomaly is not connected with conditions external to the tunnel. 

3.1.1.4 Additional Characterization 

Further investigation of the link between shaft RPM and the pressure fluctuation 

was undertaken. Total pressure, static pressure, and hot-wire voltages were monitored 

continuously by the MASSCOMP for a period of ten minutes at a sampling rate of 250Hz. 

The pressure transducers were calibrated to measure test section velocity. Test section 

temperature was monitored with the thermistor reading measured by the Fluke 45 
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multimeter and inputted via the keyboard at the start and finish of sampling. The 

MASSCOMP supplied the control voltage to the Toshiba Transistor Inverter from 2.0 volts 

to 3.4 volts in 0.2 volt increments. This translates into a velocity range from 7.94 m/s to 

25.47 m/s. The shaft RPM was measured at 5 second intervals using the Johnstone 

Tachometer and HP BASIC. The tachometer was monitored continuously from start of test 

to end due to an inability to correlate the sampling start time on the different computers. 

The delay between the motor speed change and start of measurement was noted thereby 

allowing the data to be properly correlated. 

Figure (3-4) illustrates the overall test range of shaft RPM over the test time of 

approximately 90 minutes. The spikes at the third, fourth, and fifth RPM levels 

correspond to sudden terminations of the MASSCOMP control voltage, as discussed in 

Section (2.3.1.2). Fluctuations in the RPM become significant in the higher range. The 

analysis was concentrated in the region from 2.6V (15.04 m/s) to 3.2V (22.47 m/s). An 

overlay of hot-wire signal and shaft RPM versus time for a test section velocity of 15 m/s is 

presented in Fig. (3-5). From this graph, no discernible relationship can be seen between 

RPM variations and fluctuations in the hot-wire signal. This is also true for the data taken 

at 17.38 m/s, as shown in Fig. (3-6). No explanation is offered for the increase in hot

wire noise after 400 seconds of sampling. The decrease in hot-wire output over time is due 

to the increasing test section free stream temperature during the sampling period and is 

evident in the remaining graphs. Appendix E discusses this drift and the corrections used 

to account for it while acquiring hot-wire data. 

At an average test section velocity of 20.13 m/s (3.0 V) a notable relationship 

between large fluctuations in hot-wire signal and shaft RPM can be seen, Fig. (3-7). 

Fluctuations on order of 9 times larger than what is considered acceptable turbulent flow 
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variations occur at approximately the same time as drops of 6 RPM in the shaft. This same 

occurrence is also shown in the total and static pressure signals, Figs. (3-8) and (3-9), 

respectively. Due to the inability to exactly time the RPM monitoring and probe measuring, 

it is uncertain whether the flow increase precedes or follows the RPM variation. Hot-wire 

data taken at an average velocity of 22.49 m/s is shown in Fig. (3-10) illustrating that these 

variations are not limited to a single speed setting but occur when the test section velocity 

approaches and exceeds 20 m/s. 

3.1.1.5 Conclusions and Recommendations 

Conclusions 

After these initial tests the following two ideas were suggested as possible 

explanations for this anomalous behavior. 

(1) The General Electric Induction Motor or the Cleveland Speed Variator is 

slipping and causing a variation in fan speed. The fluctuations observed in 

the test section are a result of this slipping. From the relations presented in 

Fox and McDonald (Section 4-7.2) the mean volume flow from a fan is 

directly proportional to shaft RPM (co). This would imply that as RPM 

decreases, volume flow would also decrease. From the data collected, the 

exact opposite is occurring with Wind Tunnel #1. 

(2) Transitory stall is occurring at some point within the tunnel loop. The 

'stalled* flow changes the loading on the fan, which results in decreased 

RPM's. The most likely place for this to occur would be within the 

diffuser, which was designed slightly short of the length suggested to 
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provide a 'safe' pressure recovery system. Refer to Section (2.1.5) for a 

discussion of the diffuser design. 

Recommendations 

After the initial stage of this investigation it was decided that any testing done with 

this facility would take place under a test section velocity of 18 m/s. The higher speed 

regime would not be studied until the source of the anomaly was identified and corrected. 

The following suggestions are made to help in this determination: 

(1) Determine a method of correlating the start time of sampling of the 

velocity/pressure probes and tachometer. This could be done by sampling 

the tachometer with the MASSCOMP. Two processes that run 

simultaneously could be created, one sampling the test section probes and 

the other interrogating the shaft RPM. This information would establish 

whether the RPM variations precede or follow the test section fluctuations. 

(2) Monitor the RPM between the motor and the variator in addition to the other 

measurements taken. This would show whether the cause of the RPM 

variation is due to slippage in the variator or the motor. When running at 

higher speeds, a clicking sound is emitted from the variator. As per a 

conversation with a representative of the regional office for Cleveland Gear, 

the clicking sound is an indication that the variator has a bad bearing and is 

the first sign that slipping could be occurring. 

(3) Use a tuft probe, Moffat (1978), to determine if this pocket of transitory air 

has a large effect on the flow qualities within the test section. 
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(4) The diffuser could be removed from the tunnel circuit. The test could be 

repeated with the tunnel operating as an open return facility. If the 

fluctuation is still present then transitory stall within the diffuser is 

eliminated as its source. Other locations within the circuit could be the 

source and would have to be investigated at this point 

3.1.2 Steady State Temperature Characteristics 

3.1.2.1 Introduction 

A hot-wire anemometer is to be used to perform the majority of mean and turbulent 

velocity investigations in this facility. The basic principle behind a constant temperature 

hot-wire anemometer is that the temperature of the wire will be kept constant with respect to 

the free stream temperature; the time-dependent voltage required to accomplish this is 

monitored. Measurements taken are then dependent upon a isothermal free stream flow. 

To insure that the free stream temperature variations of the tunnel are of a level that would 

not affect the hot-wire output to a significant degree, the free stream temperature of the test 

section was monitored over extended time periods These were accomplished using the 

basic instrumentation set-up as shov/n in Fig.(2-69) except for the computer system. At 

the time these tests were performed the MASSCOMP did not have IEEE-488 capability, an 

HP Vectra using HP BASIC was used to perform this function. 

3.1.2.2 Test Results 

For the first test the tunnel was set to a speed of approximately 24 m/s, with a 

control signal of 3.4V, for a period of 3 hours. The fan was then turned off for 2.5 hours. 

The fan was run for another 3 hours at a lower speed in the vicinity of 17 m/s, 2.8 V. The 
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fan speed was reduced to provide 16 vols, 2.7 V, for another 1.5 hours and finally turned 

off. The resulting temperature versus time distribution is shown in Fig. (3-11). At the 

high speed settings there was an 8 to 9°C temperature rise that took approximately 2 hours 

to reach a steady-state condition. At the lower speed the 3°C temperature increase also 

required approximately 2 hours to reach steady state. Based on the experimental data, a 

tunnel time constant was determined to be 26.7 minutes. It took just under 30 minutes for 

the free stream temperature to reach 63.2% of the steady state value. 

Figure (3-12) shows a similar temperature versus time investigation. The tunnel 

speed was programmed to mimic the settings that would be used during a calibration run of 

one transducer and the hot-wire. An approximate value for the temperature change 

experienced during calibration was be derived from the results. The voltage settings, 

approximate velocities, and time spent at that setting are presented in Table (3-1). The 

temperature rise experienced during hot-wire calibration was on the order of 1.5°C. This 

temperature increase could be reduced by decreasing the amount of time spent at each 

velocity. This could be achieved with an automated calibration routine. 

3.1.2.3 Conclusions 

It is shown that acceptable hot wire calibrations and measurements can be 

performed in this facility in the present configuration. Regardless, the free stream 

temperature experiences dramatic changes during the course of a typical test cycle. For 

more reliable measurements, especially when using the heat transfer surface, a heat 

exchanger should be added to the present tunnel configuration. This would provide an 

extra pressure drop in the circuit to aid in turbulence reduction and an isothermal flow, 

necessary for performing low turbulence level hot-wire measurements. 
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3.1.3 Boundary Laver Trip Size and Location 

3.1.3.1 Background 

To insure that the boundary layer of the channel flow within the test section was 

completely turbulent, a boundary layer trip was installed at the test section entrance. A 

review of relevant literature reveals that the majority of experiments use a boundary layer 

trip on the order of 1 to 3 mm thick, Pauley and Eaton (1988) and Adams, Johnston, and 

Eaton (1984) for example. Aung (1983) used the thickest trip of 8.6mm (0.339"). It was 

decided to use a 0.228cm (0.090") thick, 1.27cm (0.5") wide strip of plexiglas for the trip. 

The downstream edge of the trip was placed at the joint of the aluminum flange and 

upstream floor section, 13.65cm (5.375") downstream of the contraction exit. The 

downstream edge of the trip was used as the effective origin of the boundary layer resulting 

in an overall test section length equalling 249.87cm (98.375"). Scotch 665 double-sided 

tape was used to secure the trip to the inside perimeter of the test section. If the trip needs 

to be removed, either denatured alcohol or acetone can be applied to dissolve the adhesive 

from the test section. The trip insured that the boundary layers on all four walls of the test 

section were turbulent. 

3.1.3.2 Preliminary Results 

Several observations can be made from the initial static pressure distributions 

measured along the floor and ceiling sections, Figs. (3-13) and (3-14), respectively. There 

is a sharp rise in static pressure until a linear profile is achieved around 13.97cm (5.5") 

from the effective origin. The magnitudes of this rise coupled with the proximity of the 

first tap location to the downstream edge of the boundary layer trip, supports the idea that 

these locations are within a recirculation region behind the trip. The influence of local floor 
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geometry on the local static pressure, as exhibited to some degree in Fig. (3-13) in the 

vicinity of the 5th pressure tap, will be discussed in full detail in the next section. To utilize 

the entire instrumented length of the test surfaces the boundary layer trips were moved 

upstream such that their leading edge was 1.905cm (0.75") downstream of the contraction 

exit. Spacers were fabricated for repeatable placement of the trips. The results of testing 

this configuration are shown in Fig. (3-15). The amount of the initial increase from 

measuring locations 1 to 5, was decreased with the change in boundary layer location. 

These pressure ports were no longer within the immediate recirculation region of the 

boundary layer trip but still report a non-linear increase in static pressure. This trend does 

not satisfy accepted channel flow characteristics. 

3.1.3.3 Discussion 

A couple of explanations for the existence of this non-standard static pressure 

distribution are as follows. The joint between the plexiglas floor section and aluminum 

flange is very uneven and rough. Introducing either a forward or backward facing step, 

depending on the orientation of the discontinuity, that would serve as a boundaiy layer trip, 

restarting the flow. This accounts for the initial increase in static pressure. Another 

possibility is the exit flow of the contraction still had a slight amount of streamline 

curvature associated with it and did not fully recover to a parallel flow until roughly 

22.54cm (8.875") from the contraction exit. Per Euler's n equation, this curvature will 

have a pressure gradient normal to the streamline curvature from the surfaces to the core 

flow. The minimum pressures would be experienced along the surfaces. Figure (3-16) 

illustrates this explanation. 

As will be discussed in the next section, local variations of floor geometry does 

affect static pressure. The joint between the plexiglas and aluminum flange did have a 
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discontinuity associated with it. Strips of paper were placed on the lip of the floor section 

reducing the 0.127mm (0.005") step to less than 0.025mm (0.001"). The non-linear 

behavior was still evident leading to the conclusion that this was not the sole explanation 

for its existence. 

The purpose of a boundary layer trip is to project through the boundary layer to 

break it up and create a turbulent boundary layer. This concept could be extended to reduce 

the effects of the streamline curvature, as proposed by the second explanation. If the trip is 

thick enough, it would interfere with the curvature region, breaking it up and restarting the 

desired turbulent boundary layer. Six different thickness of boundary layer trip were 

fabricated and tested. Two thicknesses of plexiglas, 0.2286cm (0.090") and 0.5842cm 

(0.230"), served as the base. Using shim stock, trips were fabricated with thicknesses 

varying from 0.23cm (0.090") to 0.79cm (0.311"). The results are presented in Figs (3-

17) through (3-19) for velocities of 5.11, 11.31 and 17.51 m/s, respectively. As is 

illustrated at each of the test velocities, with trips of thickness less than or equal to 0.47cm 

(0.185") the static pressure still exhibited an initial increase over the first 8.89cm (3.5") of 

instrumented floor. As the trip thickness increased the static pressure began to show signs 

of regaining acceptable starting characteristics. As the boundary layer trip became 

exceedingly thick, 0.75cm (0.295") and 0.79cm (0.311"), the curvature of the static 

pressure distribution actually reversed, becoming non-linearly decreasing over that initial 

8.89cm (3.5"). 

3.1.3.4 Conclusions 

A 0.63cm (0.248") thick trip with its downstream edge located 10.16cm (4.0") 

from the joint of the aluminum flange/plexiglas floor piece or 3.175cm (1.25") from the 

entrance to the test section was used to insure a turbluent boundary layer. The trip consists 
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of 0.5491cm (0.215") (0.635cm (0.25") nominal) thick plexiglas strips, 1.27cm (0.5") 

wide in the flow direction. A steel shim 0.635mm (0.025") thick was adhered to it with the 

Scotch double-sided tape. The trip was attached to the inside perimeter of the test section 

with the Scotch double-sided tape. 

3.1.4 Static Pressure Distribution 

3.1.4.1 Introduction 

To demonstrate that the facility provides an acceptable channel flow, the static 

pressure distribution in the test section was measured. Because of increasing boundary 

layer thickness with streamwise position, the core flow experiences an acceleration due to 

decreasing cross-sectional area. This decreases the total pressure with streamwise position. 

This decrease is linear with streamwise location. The boundary layer growth can be 

approximated as a square root function, the effective area decreases in the same proportion 

resulting in the velocity increasing in the same manner. To observe conservation of 

momentum, the Bernoulli Equation states that the pressure differential decreases as a linear 

function. 

3.1.4.2 Test Procedure 

To confirm that the facility designed provided a typical static pressure distribution, 

the instrumentation configuration described in Section (2.3.1.5) and shown in Fig. (2-70) 

was used. The reference velocity was derived from the Bernoulli Equation, Eqn. (2-42). 

Total pressure was measured in the first slot of the upstream ceiling, 20.2311cm (7.965") 

from the entrance to the test section, 27.94cm to the right of spanwise centerline. Static 

pressure was measured in the first port of the upstream ceiling section. Because the total 
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pressure tube was inserted through the first slot, the free stream temperature thermistor was 

move to the alternate measuring position, as described in Section (2.3.1.4). 

3.1.4.3 Results 

The initial static pressure distributions measured are shown in Figs. (3-13) and (3-

14) for the upstream floor and ceiling centerline, as discussed in the previous section, with 

the downstream floor shown in Fig. (3-20) and the spanwise distributions pictured in Fig. 

(3-21). The far right point of the 4th streamwise row of the spanwise static pressure ports 

was obstructed during this run and is disregarded. The profile of the downstream floor 

section is non-typical for the following reasons. The pressure increased over the first three 

ports which is in the immediate vicinity of the joint between the upstream and downstream 

floor sections. There is an abrupt increase between the 3rd and 4th ports. These are 

located on either side of the first fence slot of this section. A dramatic drop occurs at the 

second fence slot location, between the 23rd and 24th static ports. The discontinuities 

measured across both fence slots in the downstream section and the first fence slot of the 

upstream floor illustrate the influence of local geometry on the static pressure. Finally, the 

pressure distribution follows a non-linear trend over the entire length of the floor. 

3.1.4.4 Overall Surface Profile 

The surface provided by the plexiglas floors was examined in greater detail. To 

measure the surface variations, a dial indicator1 was attached to rigid members that were 

clamped to the traversing mechanism. This allowed easy positioning of the indicator along 

the floor surface. Due to the aluminum cross member at mid-length of the tunnel an 

iDiEugenio Tool Center o 1760 West Grant Road o P.O. Box 5447 o Tucson, AZ 
85703-5447 o (602)622-5778 
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additional member was used to extend the dial indicator position forward of the traversing 

mechanism. Measurements were made across the joint between the upstream and 

downstream floor sections and over the entrance flange and the upstream floor joint. This 

configuration is shown in Fig. (3-22). The dial indicator has an accuracy of ±0.00635mm 

(0.00025"). An initial location is chosen as the zero reference. Measurements made are 

relative to this zero point. Each time the dial indicator was removed from the traversing rig 

a new zero level was established. All results shown for surface variations were to illustrate 

trends in the surface profiles, not to give absolute values. 

Initial variations of the downstream floor are shown in Fig. (3-23) and (3-24). 

Both sides of the floor section are bolted to the sidewalls of the test section, the upstream 

end is attached to the downstream end of the upstream floor and the downstream end is 

attached to the test section exit flange. The upstream section is similarly supported. The 

middle of each sections is completely unsupported, allowing it to sag due to its own 

weight. This surface variation is reflected in the non-linear results obtained from the 

span wise static pressure ports, Fig. (3-21), and the non-linear profile exhibited by the 

downstream floor centerline taps, Fig. (3-20). 

An additional complicating factor is that the slots milled into each floor section act 

as stress reliefs for the surface. The upstream end of the front floor section is attached with 

a bar clamp to the aluminum entrance flange. Starting 1.27cm (0.5") upstream of the 

flange/floor joint the surface level has a slight drop until the first slot at which point there is 

a 0.254mm (0.010") difference between one side of the slot and the other. This does not 

seem to be of great significance, but it does account for the discontinuity reported at the 

fifth location in Fig. (3-15). After the first slot the floor level continues to drop until it 

reaches minimum in the vicinity of the 2nd slot Both sides of the second slot are roughly 
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the same level, because neither side is in the vicinity of a fixed boundary condition. After 

the second slot, the floor remains at this lower level until roughly 30cm (11.8") from the 

joint of the two floor sections when it starts to rise. 

By increasing the level of the floor directly downstream of the first fence slot of the 

upstream floor, such that both sides of the slot were even, the static pressure discontinuity 

was removed. From this result it was thought that raising the center of the plexiglas floor, 

along the entire length of the floor sections with adjustable supports, would remove the 

non-linear static pressure behavior. There were two problems associated with 

implementing this idea. The first was that the slots acted as stress reliefs, making each 

floor section behave as two distinct regions, with the dividing line being the mid-length 

fence slot. The pressure responded accordingly, Fig. (3-25). The second problem 

encountered was that the joint of the downstream floor and exit flange was almost 2.54mm 

(0.1") lower than the entrance flange. Using the supports to bring the floors level over the 

entire length meant that this disparity, which was originally spread over the 1.17m 

(46.1875") length of the downstream floor, was concentrated in the final 25cm (9.84"). 

Figure (3-26) depicts this rapid drop-off at the back end of the downstream floor. Even 

with additional milling of the lap joint of the floor section this region is under severe stress. 

3.1.4.5 Upstream/Downstream Floor Joint 

The initial region of the downstream floor section has a non-linear, increasing static 

pressure signal. The joint between the upstream and downstream floor sections is thought 

to cause this behavior. The joint, as it is intended to perform is shown in Fig. (3-27). The 

upstream floor has a lip of 2.778cm (1.09375") long while the matching lip on the 

downstream floor is 1.1cm (0.4375"). It is thought that when the two sections are fastened 

together the resultant force acts at the front edge of the downstream lip. The free body 
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diagram would be drawn similar to a cantilever beam exposed to a uniform loading where 

the two sections overlap. This causes a deflection of the upstream floor lip into the flow. 

The initial region of the downstream floor drops off rapidly, Fig. (3-26). Figure (3-28) 

illustrates an exaggerated view of the resulting joint. 

The flow over this joint would tend to separate, causing a recirculation region to 

exist over the first three static pressure ports. Without much rework and modification to 

the existing floor sections, a method of improving the joint was attempted. A heater was 

placed on the plexiglas joint. The temperature at the joint was maintained at approximately 

-100°C for an extended period of time with weights applied. It was hoped that the high 

temperature would allow the plexiglas deform under the applied load. Figures (3-29) and 

(3-30) show the surface variation measurements before and after this procedure at two 

spanwise locations. In both cases the discontinuity at the joint was reduced by this 

procedure. Figure. (3-31) illustrates that the improvement was not sufficient to remove the 

initial non-linearity from the static pressure distribution. 

Also shown in Fig. (3-31) is the effect of modifying the level of the region 

immediately downstream of the joint with an adjustable support. The non-linear region can 

actually be inverted such that the static pressure decreases dramatically, then increases 

before assuming the linear profile. The problem with this solution is that the effect 

changing this surface level has on the surface immediately upstream of the joint. The 

increased non-linear tail of the upstream static pressure centerline distribution is 

demonstrated in Fig. (3-31). 
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3.1.4.6 Effect of Brush Assembly 

Due to the obvious effect that local surface geometry has on the static pressure 

distribution, tests were performed to determine the influence of replacing a ceiling slot plug 

with the brush assembly. To test this effect a suite of measurements with the brushes in the 

desired location was completed and then repeated after removing the brushes. Figure (3-

32) illustrates that the brush assembly has no effect upon the static pressure distribution 

along the opposite wall. Further tests of the ceiling static pressure varied the location of the 

brush assembly. The standard configuration consisted of a brush assembly located in the 

first slot of the upstream ceiling section. This first slot is designated as 1 with the last slot 

of the downstream ceiling being 20. The other brush assembly was inserted at either slot 

7, 12, or 17. Each configuration was tested at a low, mid and high test section speed to 

determine if the effects are velocity dependent. Referring to Figs. (2-23) and (2-24), the 

static pressure ports are located on either side of a slot, with 10 slots in both ceiling 

sections. The results are shown in Figs. (3-33) through (3-35). Inserting the brush in a 

specific slot will lower the static pressure reading of the port located directly downstream of 

the brush. The pressure recovers by the next measurement position. 

Considering that the plugs used in the slots are not exactly flush with the surface 

and may introduce steps and bumps to the flow, the ceiling static pressure distribution is 

acceptable. Provided the static pressure is measured at the location direcdy upstream of the 

brush assembly, there should be no significant influence of the brushes on readings taken. 

3.1.4.7 Conclusions/Recommendations 

From the testing performed to determine the static pressure characteristics several 

conclusions can be drawn. 
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(1) The static pressure distribution along the centerline of the test section is 

greatly influenced by the local surface variations of the floor. Small 

deformations effect the flow characteristics and are reflected in the static 

pressure measurements. 

(2) The slots milled in each floor section for placement of the two-dimensional 

obstacles act as stress reliefs for the large sheets of plexiglas. The 

deformations of the surface are increased beyond the point of normal 

bowing which would occur if the slots were not present. 

(3) Any discontinuities in the static pressure signal across a slot can be removed 

by using an adjustable support in the immediate vicinity of the slot. Both 

sides of the slot should be brought to the same level for proper testing to be 

completed. 

(4) The joint between the upstream and downstream floor sections is of a design 

which encourages a discontinuous surface. It is thought that the joint has 

existed in this manner for a long enough period of time that the regions in 

the immediate vicinity of the joint are permanently set in this deformed state. 

(5) The brush assembly used has very little effect on the centerline static 

pressure distribution measured on the ceiling. With the assembly in a 

particular slot the pressure measured immediately downstream of the slot is 

slightly lower than were the assembly not present. Provided the static 

pressure used for calibration is measured upstream of the slot there is no 

effect on measurements. The brush assembly allows probes to be inserted 

into the test section while inhibiting mass flow in or out of the opening. 
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Based on these conclusions, the following suggestions are made to improve the 

system. 

(1) The existing floor sections should be reinforced to eliminate the sag 

exhibited by them. One solution which would not be time intensive would 

be to fabricate ribs that would run spanwise at every 10.16cm (4.0") in the 

streamwise direction. The ribs could be attached to the wings on the present 

floor sections and placed to insure the resulting test surface is as flat as 

possible. Ribs of thicknesses less than 1.905cm (0.75") could be easily 

positioned between the existing static pressure ports. 

(2) Without performing any modifications to the floor sections, adjustable 

supports can be used to remove local discontinuities across the fence slots. 

(3) The joint between the upstream and downstream floor sections should be 

reworked. A bracket much like that used on the ceiling, where each section 

has a lap joint with the bracket, and the bracket is secured to the sidewalls of 

the test section, is suggested. This would allow the center of the test section 

to be fixed at the proper height, decreasing the slope of the floor sections. 

The heat transfer surface should be taken into account with any 

modifications so that it can still be interchangeable with either upstream or 

downstream floor. 

(4) Because the automated system used for accomplishing these measurements 

was returned to Dr. Scott, the floor was left in an incomplete stage. 

Acquisition of a similar Scanivalve system should be made a high priority if 

these measurements are to be completed. 
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3.1.5 Total Pressure Traverse at Test Section Inlet 

3.1.5.1 Introduction 

As part of the initial qualification of the flow delivery system the velocity profile at 

the exit to the contraction, entrance to the test section was measured. Any gross 

disturbances exiting the contraction would be seen during this test 

3.1.5.2 Test Performed 

To measure the velocity profile at the test section inlet, the total and static pressures, 

along with free stream temperature were monitored. At the time this test was performed, 

the pressure instrumentation shown in Fig. (2-70) was not fully operational. For that 

reason these measurements were completed with the Perflow micromanometer. The total 

pressure was measured with the tube pictured in Fig. (2-71). The actual measuring 

location was 1.4mm (0.055") upstream of the contraction exit. The static pressure was 

measured at the first static pressure port location on the upstream floor which is 14.9cm 

(5.375") from the entrance to the test section. The static pressure was measured three times 

during each spanwise line of measurements with the total pressure tube. The static 

pressure value used to calculate the velocity profile was the average of these three values 

for that line of measurements. The resistance of the test section thermistor was recorded by 

the observer and used in determining air properties. 

The probe position was controlled using the Techno Controller in conjunction with 

a program written in HP BASIC on the HP Vectra. Due to the design of the slots through 

which the measuring instruments are inserted into the test section, refer to Section (2.1.4), 

the probe can only traverse over the middle 61.67cm (24.28") of the 72.39cm (28.5") 
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span. The total pressures were measured in a 2.54cm (1.0") grid with a complete row of 

measurements taken in the spanwise direction, the probe was brought back to the original 

position on the left side (as the air sees it) of the test section and then lowered 2.54cm 

towards the test section floor. Figure (3-36) shows the grid of measuring points used 

which covered roughly 82% of the cross-sectional area of the test section. A mid-range 

setting, representative of the initial regime in which testing is to occur is used to perform 

these measurements. 

3.1.5.3 Test Results 

The velocity profile obtained from the calculations based on the measured quantities 

is shown in Fig. (3-37). As can be seen from the surface plot the velocity is very uniform. 

The data show that the calculated velocity is 11.96 ±0.07 m/s, a 0.56% variation. 

3.1.5.4 Conclusions 

The velocity profile at the entrance to the test section is very uniform. Over 80% of 

the cross-sectional area the flow is uniform to ±0.56%. In the future it would be beneficial 

to determine the extent of the corner effects in the core flow region. With the present slot 

configuration another special probe would need to be fabricated with the measurement 

location angled on the neck portion. This would allow for the corner regions to be 

extensively studied. This knowledge would help in establishing the limits of the two-

dimensional flow assumption made for most of the tests to be done in this facility. 
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3.2 Heat Transfer Surface 

3.2.1 Thermocouple Calibration 

3.2.1.1 Introduction 

After the surface was fabricated and the wiring of the thermocouples completed 

efforts were undertaken to insure that the output of the thermocouples were indicative of 

surface temperature of the panel. An accurate indication of thermocouple performance was 

not obtainable in simple tests with the surface exposed to ambient surroundings. In this 

case the thermal resistance for natural convection would be of the same order as that for 

conduction through the panel. These measurements would be influenced by changes in 

ambient conditions. 

A reliable method of insuring correct thermocouple operation is to expose the 

surface to an isothermal source. The thermocouple measuring junction location in relation 

to the surface could also be determined from these tests. This source would be insulated 

such that all other boundaries could be considered adiabatic. All of the energy inputted to 

the source would be conducted along the path of least resistance through the panel. Using 

this method, temperatures measured by the thermocouples within the panel could be 

compared to the sources temperature. In an ideal case the contact resistance of the 

source/surface interface is negligible and the thermocouples are in direct contact with the 

stainless steel foil. The temperature measured in the panel should equal, within the 

accuracy of measurement, that of the source. 
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3.2.1.2 Isothermal Block 

An isothermal source must have a large thermal mass and high thermal 

conductivity. The source was fabricated from a 33.02 (13") X 17.78cm (7") X 7.62cm 

(3") block of Aluminum 7049 acquired from the University of Arizona Instrument Shop, 

Metals Stockroom. Thermocouples were embedded within the block to measure the 

temperature. To minimize the error in the thermocouple measurement the depth of the hole 

the thermocouple was inserted in was 50 times the hole diameter. Type K 40 gauge 

thermocouple wire with a duplex diameter of 0.9652mm (0.038") was used; the hole depth 

was 5.08cm (2.0"). The measuring junction was designed to be 0.635cm (0.25") above 

the surface of the block. The final dimensions of the block are 30.48cm (12") X 15.24cm 

(6.0") X 5.715cm (2.25"). To facilitate the machining of the 1.016mm diameter (#60 drill) 

holes, 5.08cm (2.0") in depth a relief hole 1.778mm in diameter (#50 drill) was drilled to a 

depth of 2.54cm (1.0"). Channels were machined into the block to allow the 

thermocouples to be lead out of the holes without affecting the adhesion surface for the 

heater. Duralco 1321, a high temperature, thermally conductive, metallic base resin was 

used to encapsulate the thermocouples in the holes and the channels. Figure (3-38) shows 

an overall view of the block and its components. The thermocouple layout and numbering 

scheme of the block is pictured in Fig. (3-39). Note that thermocouple #8 is only 

immersed to a depth of 1.5" due to a drill bit breaking during machining, and a bit is 

broken off in the first column second row of thermocouples. All surfaces save for the 

surface exposed to the panel were insulated with 7.62cm (3") thick pieces of Styrofoam HI 

JContronics Corporation o 3379 Shore Parkway o Brooklyn, N.Y. 11235 o (718) 
646-7996 
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1152 which has a thermal conductivity of 0.039 W/mK. The top surface of the block was 

covered by a 30.48cm (12") X (15.24cm (6") Silicone Rubber Heater1 rated for 374W at 

120V. The heater is attached to the block with Scotch double-sided tape. 

Each panel has thermocouples distributed across its 67.31cm (26.5") span and the 

block is 30.48cm (12") long and 15.24cm (6.0") wide. The panels were divided into 

regions which the block could cover to measure all of the thermocouples. These areas 

consisted of: the left side, with thermocouples 10,12,14,16,18,20, and 24; the right side, 

with thermocouples 11,13,15,17,19, 21, and 22; and the center, with thermocouples 1 

through 9 and 23. A system similar to that shown in Fig. (2-78) was used to perform the 

measurements with the thermocouple inputs coming from the panel being tested and the 

isothermal block. At each location the block was covered with its insulation housing and 

allowed to reach a constant temperature such that the block temperature was constant 

between readings at five minute intervals. At this point the panel thermocouples were read. 

A typical data set generated is shown in Table (3-2). After readings were taken the block 

was moved to the next location. To provide the maximum coverage of the thermocouples 

and to reduce the effects of conduction in the panels the block was aligned such that the 

30.48cm (12") axis was in the same direction as increasing number of panel thermocouple. 

3.2.1.3 Results 

As can be seen from the results of this preliminary test shown in Figs. (3-40) 

through (3-45) the temperature measured by the thermocouples was on the order of 1.5% 

lower than the temperature of the block at both test temperatures. This indicated that the 

2Cellular Plastics, Incorporated o 13825 B Bentley Place o Cerritos, CA 90701 o 
(213) 404-3039 

iR.G. Mathew, Incorporated o 12400 Loma Rica Drive, Str. 5 o Grass Valley, CA 
95945 o (916) 477-5727 
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thermocouples slipped during fabrication and are no longer in direct contact with the 

stainless steel foil. Another factor in this disparity is that the contact resistance between the 

block and the surface is not negligible. These results demonstrated that all of the 

thermocouples reported temperatures of the same magnitude when exposed to a constant 

temperature source. The average percentage difference between the temperature of the 

isothermal block and that reported by the panel thermocouples over the entire surface was 

approximately 1.6 +0.5%. Except for a few regions, all of the temperatures were within 

the calculated measurement error of the mean value for a region. These measurements were 

performed before ensemble averaging of the thermocouple voltages was used to reduce the 

line noise associated with the measurements. Reported values that are out of measurement 

error can be attributed to line noise. The two thermocouples that were known to be 

inoperative, thermocouple #18 on the second panel and thermocouple #24 on the tenth 

panel, were reflected in the data. All other thermocouples were operating properly. 

3.2.1.4 Conclusions 

It was obvious that the thermocouples were not in direct contact with the stainless 

steel foil layer. The output of the thermocouples within the panel was uniform as reflected 

by the offset experienced from the isothermal source being of the same magnitude for all of 

the thermocouples. In the future these tests should be repeated with more care given to 

accounting for the contact resistance between the two surfaces, ensemble averaging used to 

reduce line noise effects, and monitoring the power levels applied to the block. This would 

require slight modification to the HP BASIC source code. An accurate correction factor 

can be determined, thus allowing the surface temperatures to be extrapolated from the 

measurements made by the thermocouples. By being careful with the bookkeeping it 

should be possible to estimate a correction factor for each thermocouple. 
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3.2.2 Heater Uniformity 

3.2.2.1 Introduction 

Liquid crystals are used to give a visual indication of heater uniformity. A sheet of 

liquid crystal with a temperature band of 25°C to 30°C, 30.48cm (12.0") X 30.48cm 

(12.0") was placed onto the centerline of three contiguous panels. The panels on either 

side of the three being examined were also heated by the same amount to reduced edge 

conduction. For instance, if panels 8,9, and 10 were being examined then panels 7 and 11 

were also heated. After the power was adjusted to provide a temperature within the band of 

the crystal, photographs were taken. 

3.2.2.2 Results 

Due to photographer inexperience, the majority of photographs taken did not 

convey the information desired. Most were a study in inappropriate lighting. Figure (3-

46) does show an exception for panels 8,9, and 10. This photograph is representative of 

the results for the remaining 8 panels. From the photograph it can be seen that there are 

regions with a slightly higher temperatures than the majority of the crystal. The majority of 

the area covered by the crystal is uniform. A narrow band crystal (31°C to 32°C) was 

placed on a bare heater. Figure (3-43) shows that the stainless steel foil does an excellent 

job of distributing the energy of the heater to provide a uniform heat flux to the oncoming 

flow. 

3.2.2.3 Conclusions 

Liquid crystals show that the panels built provide a uniform heat flux over the 

majority of surface area covered. These tests would provide better information if the 
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heaters could be used at a higher power setting. Since the tests were performed under 

natural convection conditions a very low power rating, on the order of 1W, was required to 

keep the crystal within its temperature band. This setting is very low in comparison to the 

maximum output of the AC Controller. Repeating these tests at a higher temperature would 

give a better representation of both heater and power supply operation. Crystals with a 

higher temperature range would need to be acquired and a photographer experienced in 

low-light photography should be utilized to perform the shoot. 
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Table 3-1 

Motor Programming for Free Stream Temperature Test 

MptorVQltagg Approximate Velocity Output Time (Minutest 

3.4 24.41 45 

0.0 0.0 15 

3.0 19.70 20 

0.0 0.0 10 

2.0 7.92 15 

0.0 0.0 15 

2.0 7.92 5 

2.2 10.28 5 

2.4 12.63 5 

2.6 14.99 5 

2.8 17.34 5 

3.0 20.88 5 

2.5 13.81 30 

0.0 0.0 — 



Table 3-2 

Sample of Isothennal Block Calibration File 

TIME: 13:31:46 DATE: 4 Apr 1992 
POWER TO BLOCK: 5.00 W AMBIENT TEMP: 23.49 C 

PANEL NO. 1 ISOTHERMAL BLOCK 
CENTERLINE 

1 41.43 1 42.01 8 42.01 
2 41.18 2 42.03 9 42.03 
3 41.50 3 42.06 10 42.06 
4 41.33 4 42.03 11 42.03 
5 41.35 5 42.03 12 42.08 
6 41.26 6 42.08 13 42.03 
7 41.45 7 42.03 14 42.06 
8 41.35 
9 41.38 
23 29.13 

LEFT SIDE 
10 41.26 1 42.03 8 42.03 
12 41.28 2 42.08 9 42.08 
14 41.35 3 42.10 10 42.06 
16 41.28 4 42.08 11 42.08 
18 41.45 5 42.06 12 42.06 
20 41.35 6 42.08 13 42.08 
24 28.25 7 42.08 14 42.08 

RIGHT SIDE 
11 41.47 1 42.07 8 42.07 
13 41.35 2 42.07 9 42.09 
15 41.40 3 42.09 10 42.09 
17 41.45 4 42.07 11 42.09 
19 41.18 5 42.12 12 42.09 
21 41.33 6 42.09 13 42.09 
22 26.84 7 42.09 14 42.09 
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Figure (3-5): Hot-wire Voltage and Shaft RPM at 15 m/s 
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Figure (3-9): Static Pressure Coefficient and Shaft RPM at 20.13 m/s 
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Figure (3-13): Upstream Floor Centerline Static Pressure Distribution 
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Figure (3-14): Ceiling Centerline Static Pressure Distribution 
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Figure (3-19): Upstream Floor Centerline Static Pressure Distribution for Varying Boundary Layer Trip Thicknesses at 17.51 m/s 
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Downstream Floor Static Pressure Distribution 
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Figure (3-20): Downstream Floor Centerline Static Pressure Distribution 
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Downstream Floor Surface Variations 
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Figure (3-23): Downstream Floor Streamwise Surface Variations at 3 Spanwise Locations 
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Figure (3-24): Downstream Floor Spanwise Surface Variations at 3 Streamwise Locations 
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Floor Static Pressure Distribution 
Using Supports To Raise Entire Surface Level 
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Figure (3-25): Floor Static Pressure Distribution, Effects of Adjustable Supports 
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Figure (3-26): Downstream Floor Centerline Surface Variations Using Adjustable 
Supports 
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Figure (3-27): Upstream/Downstream Floor Joint as Intended 
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Figure (3-28): Exaggerated Depiction of Actual Upstream/Downstream Joint 
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Figure (3-29): Effects of Heating Procedure on Surface Variations About Upstream/Downstream Joint at z = 9mm 
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Static Pressure Distribution Over Test Section Midlength 
Effects of Changing Floor Level Downstream of Joint 
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Figure (3-31): Mid-length Centerline Static Pressure Distribution Showing Effects of Increasing Joint Level with Adjustable 
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Brush Effect on Opposite Wall Static Pressure 
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Figure (3-32): Effect of Ceiling Brush Assembly on Floor Static Pressure 
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Figure (3-33): Effect of Brush Assembly Location on Ceiling Static Pressure at 5.14 m/s 
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Brush Effect on Ceiling Static Pressure Distribution 
Average Velocity = 1139 m/s 
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Figure (3-34): Effect of Brush Assembly Location on Ceiling Static Pressure at 11.39 m/s 
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Figure (3-35): Effect of Brush Assembly Location on Ceiling Static Pressure at 17.67 m/s 
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Figure (3-37): Test Section Entrance Velocity Profile at 12 nVs 
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Figure (3-39): Isothermal Block Thermocouple Numbering and Positioning 
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Figure (3-41): Low Temperature Isothermal Block Results for Panels 1-4 
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Figure (3-42): High Temperature Isothermal Block Results for Panels 5-8 
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Figure (3-44): High Temperature Isothermal Block Results for Panels 9-11 
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Figure (3-45): Low Temperature Isothermal Block Results for Panels 9-11 



Figure (3-46): Heater Uniformity Test Using Liquid Crystal Sheets, Results 
Representative of Entire Surface 

Figure (3-47): Liquid Crystal Placed on Bare Heater 
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Chapter 4 

RECAPITULATION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

4.1 Introduction 

The purpose of this work was to design a facility to perform detailed fluid 

mechanics and heat transfer experiments in a turbulent channel flow over a two-

dimensional obstacle. Both the air delivery system and the uniform heat flux surface have 

been designed and fabricated as per the procedure in this document. The instrumentation 

necessary to perform the measurements has been assembled and shown to operate 

properly. Preliminary investigations of the characteristics of the facility have been 

performed. The results show areas requiring further work, but generally the system 

operates as intended. 

Conclusions were drawn at the end of each section describing the preliminary 

qualification work performed. These conclusions are summarized. In addition, this 

chapter will restate the suggestions put forth to improve the facility performance. 

4.2 Main Conclusions from the Preliminary Experiments 

O By performing the uncertainty analysis presented by Moffat (1978), it was 

determined that both total and static absolute pressures could be measured to 

±0.0148% of reading. The major contribution in this uncertainty was derived 

from the error in evaluating the ambient pressure. The uncertainty in measuring 

the velocity at 10.3 m/s was calculated to be ±0.49%. This percentage decreases 

with increasing test section velocity. 
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O The anomaly observed in the test section for speeds in the neighborhood of 20 m/s 

is due to either slipping in the General Electric Induction Motor, in the Cleveland 

Speed Variator, or transitory stall at some point within the tunnel loop. From the 

correlation the burst exhibits with shaft RPM it is thought that the more probable 

explanation is transitory stall. Any testing done with this facility should take place 

under a test section mean velocity of 18.0 m/s until the fluctuation is properly 

corrected. 

O The free stream temperature of the core flow within the test section experiences 

dramatic changes during the course of a typical test cycle. 

O To perform its intended function properly a boundary layer trip must be thick 

enough to extend into the core flow just outside of the boundary layer. The 

characteristics of the flow are broken up, allowing a turbulent boundary layer to 

proceed from that point. For the present facility a 0.63cm (0.237") thick trip with 

its downstream edge located 3.175cm (1.25") from the entrance to the test section 

was used. The trip is attached to the inside perimeter of the test section to trip the 

boundary layers on all four walls. 

O The plexiglas pieces used for the hydrodynamic surfaces of the test section are 

large enough to deform under their own weight. This bowing is accentuated by 

the slots milled into each floor to accommodate the hydrodynamic fences. Local 

deformations effect the static pressure measurements. Discontinuities across the 

slots can be removed by providing support in the immediate vicinity of the lower 

side of the slot. 
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O The design of the joint between the upstream and downstream floor sections 

unfortunately resulted in the presence a discontinuous surface. It is thought that 

the joint has existed in this manner for a long enough period of time that the 

adjoining regions of the joint are permanently deformed. 

O A brush assembly was designed that allows probe insertion while inhibiting air to 

enter or escape the test section. This assembly has very little effect on the centerline 

static pressure distribution of the ceiling. Provided the static pressure used for 

calibration is measured upstream of the slot this assembly has no effect on 

measurements. 

O The velocity profile at the entrance to the test section is very uniform. Over 80% 

of the cross-sectional area the flow is uniform to ±0.56% at a mean velocity of 

11.96 m/s. 

O A surface that provides a uniform heat flux, as evidenced by liquid crystal sheets, 

was constructed. 

O All but two of the thermocouples embedded within the surface work properly. The 

temperatures measured by these thermocouples is not that of the stainless steel foil 

surface. This fact is reflected in the offset the panel thermocouples measured in 

relation to the temperature of an isothermal source 



4.3 Recommendations 

The following suggestions are put forth for future work to be done with the facility 

to improve performance. 

O The cause of the high speed fluctuation should be identified and properly 

corrected. There are several methods for determining its cause as detailed in 

Section (3.1.1.5). 

O A heat exchanger should be added to the present facility to create an isothermal test 

section flow. This would increase the reliability of hot-wire measurements. The 

extra pressure drop in the circuit would also aid in turbulence reduction. 

O The existing floor sections should be reinforced to eliminate the sag and 

deformities exhibited by them. Until that time, the adjustable supports can be used 

to remove the local discontinuities across the fence slots. 

O The joint between the upstream and downstream floor sections should be 

reworked. Any solution proposed should insure that the heat transfer surface 

remains interchangeable with either floor section. 

O The extent of the comer vortices into the core flow region should be measured. A 

special probe must be fabricated to facilitate these measurements. 

O The thermal conductivity of the polystyrene used within the panels of the heat 

transfer surface should be measured. A manufacturer of this material, or a suitable 

substitute, should be sought out. 
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O The surface variations of the heat transfer surface should be measured. The results 

can be compared to the boundary layer profiles to be measured for the 

hydrodynamic surfaces to indicate whether this surface can be used to model flat 

plate flow or heat transfer over a rough thickness. 

O Thermocouple calibration should be repeated using the isothermal block system 

developed for the initial tests. The new tests should take into account the 

contribution of contact resistance between the block and the surface in order to 

make proper estimates of a correction factor which would allow the surface 

temperatures to be derived from the measured temperatures. 

O Thermocouples have to be mounted within the stainless steel fences that are to be 

used with the heat transfer surface. 

O The heater uniformity tests should be repeated using liquid crystals with a higher 

temperature range. This would allow the power supplies to be operated at more 

realistic settings. 
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APPENDIX A 

Thermistor Sampling Rate 

A1 Background 

The measurement method used in the variety of thermocouple measurements 

undertaken in the AME Heat Transfer Laboratory consisted of ensemble averaging 5 

consecutive thermocouple voltages to calculate the corresponding temperature. Performing 

measurements using an ensemble average eliminates the perturbations introduced by system 

noise and results in repeatable measurements. Originally, the free stream temperature 

measurements, Fig. (2-73), were performed with a one point measurement of the 

thermistor resistance. This was converted to a temperature value using Eqn. (2-41). 

In light of the method used to perform thermocouple measurements it was thought 

that the thermistor measurements should also use an ensemble average of at least five 

consecutive resistance values to calculate the corresponding temperature. 

A2 Tests Performed 

To determine if using an ensemble method of measurement provided more stable 

thermistor readings, a test was performed under two temperature conditions. FORTRAN 

subroutines were used to acquire thermistor resistances through the IB488A module on the 

MASSCOMP. One subroutine calculated the temperature from one resistance reading, 

GETTEMP.F, while the other, GETTEMP2.F, acquired 8 resistance values consecutively and 

used the average to form the temperature value. The two different methods were applied 

via a driver program that called GETTEMP.F and then GETTEMP2.F. The two readings were 
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acquired within 0.25 seconds of each other and then a 10 second delay was implemented 

before the next points were taken. 

The thermistor was tested under two different conditions. First, the thermistor was 

immersed in an ice bath. Second, the tunnel free stream temperature with the fan on was 

used, providing an elevated temperature. 

A3 Results 

The results from these tests are shown in Figs (A-l) and (A-2). There is no 

appreciable difference between using single point measurements and ensemble averaging in 

determining the temperature. 

It was originally thought that such repeatability between single point and ensemble 

measurements of the thermistor were due to the averaging effect that the greater thermal 

mass of the thermistor had on the fluctuation signal. When the results were compared to 

the thermocouple measurements, it was concluded that the signal-to-noise ratio of the 

measured signals also contributed to this result. The values used in this discussion are 

obtained from Table (2-13). A typical thermocouple voltage is 1.32 mV for a temperature 

of 32.8°C (305.95 K). The system noise is ±0.003% + 3 counts or ±0.0034 mV for this 

signal, as given by the Fluke 8840A User's Guide. The signal-to-noise ratio for typical 

thermocouple measurements is 388. The same temperature generates a thermistor 

resistance of 1.602 kQ. The predicted noise from the FLUKE 45 Dual Display Multimeter 

is ±0.05% + 2 counts, which translates into ±1 Q for a 1602 £2 thermistor resistance. The 

signal to noise ratio in this case is 1602. 

In this simple comparison it is seen that thermistor measurements provide a signal-

to-noise ratio approximately 4 times that of thermocouple readings. 
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A4 Conclusions 

The main conclusion from this test was that ensemble averaging was not required if 

the signal-to-noise ratio of the components being measured is large. When the signal-to-

noise ratio is low, ensemble averaging provides a simple method of reducing the effect of 

system noise on the measurements. From the tests performed a good criteria for when to 

use ensemble averaging would be if the signal-to-noise ratio of the measurement is less 

than 500. 
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Figure (A-l): Thermistor Sampling Rate Comparison at Icepoint 
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APPENDIX B 

Pressure Transducer Calibration Procedure 

B1 Introduction 

Each Celesco pressure transducer was calibrated to provide independent 

measurements of the total and static pressure within the test section. Local static pressure 

was used with the free stream temperature to calculate the air density using a perfect gas 

law approximation. 

B2 Procedure 

Each transducer was calibrated against the pressure measured by a Perflow1 

'Combist' micromanometer, which has a range of 0-30 mmKfeO and an accuracy of ±0.02 

mmHkO. The density of water at STP was used to convert the micromanometer readings 

into Pascals, 1 mmKkO = 9.77856 N/m2. 

Four points were used to form the pressure-voltage relationship. The first point 

was at zero flow. The Celesco demodulator zero dial was adjusted to provide an acceptable 

zero flow voltage. The second point was at a tunnel speed close to the highest anticipated 

during test. The third point was at zero flow. The fourth point was at a medium tunnel 

speed. 

Motor speed was controlled using the schematic pictured in Fig. (2-70). To 

produce unbiased calibrations, the velocity for the second and fourth points was produced 

Perflow Instruments Limited o Unit 3, Chapsmans Park o High Road, Willesden 
o London, NW10 2DY « 011 44 0451 4577 
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using a base value modified by a random amount. For the second point the base motor 

voltage setting was 2.8. It was 2.0 V for the fourth point. The random number was 

generated from a seed value taken from the aiTay of integers collected during the A/D 

transfer. Because of the fluctuation seen in the instantaneous point measurements of the 

transducers, using these points generated a random distribution of numbers. The range of 

the number was modified to produce motor settings that varied by ±0.25 V around the 

base. 

Ambient pressure was used to give absolute pressures for the transducer output, 

primarily for the density calculations. 

At each pressure level the output of the transducer was measured in 50,200 sample 

blocks at a sampling rate of 100 samples/second. The average of each of the 50 blocks was 

displayed to the user, allowing the effects of demodulator settings adjustments to be seen 

immediately. No gain factor was used with the A/D module in reading these voltages; 

therefore the conversion factor between the MASSCOMP A/D integer voltage stored in a 

specified transfer buffer and actual voltage is 10/(212), 0.002441406 V/ADVolts. This is 

calculated from the set range of the AD12FA (-5V to +5V) and the 12-bit A/D, which has 

4096 (212) divisions per inputted value. 

The pressures and corresponding transducer voltages were used in a first order 

least-squares curve fit to produce the slope and the zero voltage intercept of the pressure-

voltage conversion. A typical calibration curve is shown in Fig. (B-l) for the static 

transducer, and Fig. (B-2) for the total transducer. The initial pressure and voltage data 

used to generate these graphs is presented in Table (B-l). 
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The last value read by the A/D module was the value used in calculating the slope 

and intercept in the least squares curve fit. Due to the large variance in the 50 points 

examined, the results of using the ensemble average of the 50 points in determining the 

slope and intercept were compared to the last point method. The linear fit generated from 

the ensemble averages is overlaid with the last point method calibration curve for the static 

pressure transducer. The comparison is pictured in Fig. (B-3). Similar results are shown 

in Fig. (B-4) for the total pressure transducer. It was determined that the difference 

between the generated calibration curves was negligible, therefore the last point method 

was used for the calibration subroutine. 

B3 Calibration Source Code 

Included is a driver program for calibrating a signal transducer. All of the 

subroutines used with this driver are included for completeness. In general the main 

subroutine, PCAL.F, was used within the driver program for the application that utilized the 

transducer output. 

Any subroutines referred to in the source code that begin with a MR 0. for 

example MRADXIN(), are subroutines specific to the MASSCOMP and are used to 

communicate with the DA/CP. 



APPENDIX B: Pressure Transducer Calibration Source Code 

ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
c 
c 

program pressure 
c 
c 
ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
cc 
c Program PRESSURE driver 
c Purpose: to be used as a separate driver program for calibrating 
c the Celesco Pressure Transducers. Stores calibration data 
c time, transducer, slope and intercept in a user defined file 
c with a .pel extension 
c 
c Written By: KurtBanaszynski Date: 4/18/92 
c Last Modified By: kab Date: 8/7/92 
c 
c 
c Variables Used: 
c ichan-integer, the channel of the AD12FA to read, 
c 0: static, 1: total 
c pamb-real, value of ambient pressure returned by ambpres.f 
c m-real, slope of pressure-voltage relationship 
c b-real, intercept of pressue -voltage calibration 
c outfile-character string, string used to store the user defined 
c file to write results out to 
c ctime-string, date and time 
c 
c Subroutines Used: 
c ambpres-returns value of ambient pressure corrected for bulb 
c temperature and latitude effects 
c fdate-system subroutine that returns time and date string 
c pcal-actual pressure transducer calibration routine 
c 
ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
c 

integer ichan 
real m,b,pamb 
character outfile*12, ctime*35 

data ichan/0/ 
data m,b,pamb/3*0.0/ 

print*,'Please input calibration file name:' 
read*,outfile 
outfile = outfile/Apcl' 

open(unit=9,file=outfile,status='new',form='formatted') 

print*,'input channel #' 
read*,ichan 

call fdate(ctime) 
call ambpres(pamb) 
call pcal(m,b,pamb,ichan) 

write(9,500) crime,ichan 
write(9,505) m,b 
write(*,510) m,b 

format section 

500 format(lx,a35,5x,'Channel No.: \i2) 
505 format(lx,fl3.7, t20,fl3.7) 
510 format(lx,'Slope = ',fl3.7,10x,'Intercept = \fl3.7) 

999 end 

ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 

to 
-a 
OS 
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ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc c makerand-generates a psuedo random amount to shift the 
c c motor voltage and an integer to determine +/- shift 
c c motor-outputs a dc signal to Toshiba Motor Driver 

subroutine pcal(VtoP,PatVZERO,pabm,ichan) c lesquares-performs a first order least squares data fit to passed 
c c array of voltages and pressures 
c c clear-clears the monitor screen 
ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc c wait-delays execution of program by specified amount 
c c 
c SUBROUTINE Pressure transducer CALibration cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
c Purpose: this subroutine is to be used in conjunction with c 
c the CELESCO pressure transducers and demodulators (mV) and c declaration of variables 
c the PERFLOW micromanometer (reads in mm of H20) to c 
c determine the conversion factor between them. integer i,j,icount,ichan,ipow 
c real v(4),vmot,vave(4),seed,delta 
c Written By: KurtBanaszynski Date: 4/18/92 real p(4),pref(4) 
c Last Modified By: kab Date: 9/15/92 character ans*l,an*l,name*6 
c c 
c Variables Used: c initialization of variables 
c ichan-integer, channel number of AD12FA to sample, c 
c corresponds to certain transducer data i,j,icount,ipow/4*0/ 
c i,j-integers, counters data pref,p/8*0.0/ 
c icount-integer, used to count times through fan off/on data v/4*0.0/ 
c procedure. data vave/4*0.0/ 
c ipow-integer, used to create random shift for motor voltage data vmot,seed,delta/3*0.0/ 
c v-real, array of 4, used to store the last voltage average of the c 
c pressure demodultor output c 
c vave-real, anay of 4, stores average of 50 measured points c check with user to make sure they want to be here 
c p-real, array of 4 absolute pressures calculated from micro- c 
c manometer values converted + ambient pressure call clear 
c pref-real, array of 4 to store Perflow pressures (mmH20) c 
c vmot-real, control voltage sent out thru DA08F print* 
c seed-real, seed value to generate random amount off of print*,' Please confirm that you want to calibrate the' 
c delta-real, motor voltage shift amount around base print*,' CELESCO pressure transducers. ([y],n)' 
c ans.an-character, response strings print* 
c name-character, for insuring calibrating desired transducer read(*,500) ans 
c c 
c Subroutines Used: if (ans.eq.'n*) then 
c adjust-allows zero and span settings on demodulators to be goto 998 ^ 
c adjusted while monitoring demodulator output endif 
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figure out which transducer/demodulator want to calibrate 
and then print out a header for insuring the proper 
connections are made. 

if (ichan.eq.O) then 
name='static* 

elseif (ichan.eq.l) then 
name='total' 

else 
print*,'For this calibration you must choose either' 
print*,' (0) static or (1) total' 
read*,ichan 
goto 5 

endif 

print* 
print*,'HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS:' 
print*,' -AD12FA Analog to Digital Converter.' 

-For '.name,' pressure port the appropriate tygon' 
line must be connected to a tee which goes to' 
the corresponding transducer and also to the' 
micromanometer.' 

-The corresponding demodulator must be connected' 
to channel'.ichan,' of the AD12FA.' 

-Output of Clock 4 on the CK10 must go to clock' 
input on AD12FA.' 

-Maximum voltages going into A/D must not exceed' 
+/- 5 Volts.' 

print*,' 
print*,' 
print*,' 
print*,' 
print*,' 
print*,' 
print*,' 
print*,' 
print*,' 
print*,' 
print* 
print* 

put in a delay of ten seconds at this point 

call wait(10) 

call clear 

write(*,*) 'A[[5;8H' 

print*,'Values from the transducer/demodulator will be' 
print*,"printed out for 50 iterations at a specified time 
print*,' intervals During this time adjust either the "zero'" 
print*,'or "span" dial on the demodulator (whichever one ' 
print*,'is being set at the time). After the time expires' 
print*,'you will be asked if value acceptable. If it isn"t' 
print*,'then another period of 50 values will be given for' 
print*,'adjusting the indicators further.' 

call wait(10) 

start loop for setting zero and span on demodulators 

do 100 icount=l,2 

adjusting the zero 

print*,'Adjusting demodulator zero.' 

call adjust(ichan,pref(2*icount-l),v(2*icount-l),vave(2*icou 
nt-l),seed) 

send the lone data point stored (seed) from the trans
ducer run out to makerand to create the amount the 
tunnel speed is going to be varied by 

call makerand(seed,delta,ipow) 

turn the tunnel on to a speed in the vicinity of 
the desired test speed 

if (icount.eq.l) then 
vmot=2.80 

to 
-J 
oo 
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else 
vmot=2.00 

endif 

print*,'motor voltage:',vmot+delta*(-l)**ipow 
call motor(2,vmot+delta*(-l)**ipow) 

doing calibration for span adjustment on demodulator 

print* 
print*,'Adjust demodulator span.' 

call adjust(ichan,pref(2*icount),v(2*icount),vave(2*icount), 
seed) 

turn the tunnel off 

voff = 0.0 
call motor(2,voff) 

115 

500 

998 

do 115 i=l,4 
print* ,v(i),vave(i),p(i),pref(i) 

continue 

use this section to plot a graph if figure out how 

format section 

format(a) 

return 

end 999 
c 
c 
ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 

continue 

convert the micromanometer readings from mmH20 to Pascals 
and add the ambient pressure read from Princo barometer 

do 110 j=l,4 

p(j)=pref(j)*9.77856 + pabm 

continue 

calculate the slope and intercept for conversion by calling 
lesqaures to do a first order least squares fit. 

call lesquares(p,v,PatVZERO,VtoP,4) 
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ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc c can be averaged 
c c an-character, response string 
c c 

subroutine adjust(ichan,pman,v,vmean,datapt) c Subroutines Used: 
c c adcset-general purpose subroutine for performing array 
c c array transfers through the AD12FA 
ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc c averint-takes an array of integer values and returns average 
c c and standard deviation of values 
c SUBROUTINE ADJUST demodulator c averreal-takes an array of real values and returns average and 
c PURPOSE: This subroutine is used for reading the current c standard deviation 
c value of the CELESCO demodulator and displaying it c clear-clears the monitor 
c while the zero or span dials are adjusted. c 
c ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
c Written By: Kurt Banaszynski Date: 4/25/92 c 
c Last Modified By: kab Date: 9/15/92 c assigning conversion factor from digital voltage to mVolts 
c c 
c Variables Used: parameter (convfac=( 10.0/(2* * 12))) 
c ichan-integer, first channel to sample thru AD12FA c 
c nchan-integer, number of channels being sampled with c declaration of variables 
c AD12FA, 1 in this case. c 
c nsamps-integer, number of samples per channel monitored integer ichan 
c user defined between 200 and 5000 to control sampling integer i.nchan.nsamps.igain.incr 
c time integer*2 ipres(5000) 
c igain-integer, gain factor or measured values, 0. real pman,v,stddev,samrat 
c incr-integer, increment value between channels read, 0. real volts(l),stand(l),vmean,datapt, vo(50) 
c ipres-integer*2, array of 5000 used to store the values read character* 1 an 
c through the A/D module c 
c samrat-real, number of samples per second per channel, c put ipres in a common block to align it on the long word 
c fixed at 100 Hz c boundary, block is named so it doesn't get declared 
c pman-real, micormanometer value, inputted from keyboard c in two routines that are taking data. 
c v-real, voltage value converted from average of ipres array c 
c stddev-real, standard deviation of values in ipres array common /trans/ ipres 
c volts-real, integer array of 1, the average A/D voltage level c 
c returned from averint.f c initialization of variables 
c stand-real, integer array of 1, standard deviation in A/D units c 
c vmean-real, the average of the 50 average voltage values read data i,igain,incr,nchan/3*0,l/ 
c datapt-real, one point of the integer array used as seed value data nsamps,samrat/0,100.0/ 
c for shifting motor control voltage data ipres/5000*0/ ££ 
c vo-Teal, array of 50 used to store the values displayed so they data vo,volts,stand/52*0.0/ O 
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enter the micromanometer reading (in mmH20) 

call clear 

print* 
print*,'Please enter the micromanometer reading.' 
read*,pman 

going thru the process of adjusting the demodulator 

prompting the user for the number of samples to take 
so the user has control over time of sampling 

print*,'Input the number of samples (200<nsamps<5000)' 
print*,' to be taken:' 
read*,nsamps 

if ((nsamps.lt.200).or.(nsamps.gt.5000)) then 
print*,"Number entered is out of range.' 
goto 10 

endif 

call clear 
write(*,505) 

do 20 j=l,50 

volts(l)=0.0 
stand(l)=0.0 
v=0.0 
stddev=0.0 

20 

call the data collection subroutine 

call adcset(ichan,nchan,incr,nsamps,samrat,ipres,igain) 

pick out one data point to use as the seed for varying the 
voltage supplied to the frequency driver. 

if (j.eq.16) then 
datapt=convfac*float(ipres(59)) 
print*,datapt,ipres(59) 

endif 

send data out to get average and standard deviation 

call averint(ipres,nsamps,volts,stand,nchan) 

convert signals to real voltages 

v=volts( 1 )*conv fac 
stddev=stand(l)*convfac 
vo(j)=v 

write(*,510) v 

continue 

check to see if this is an acceptable value, if it 
isn't then send it back to take more data. 

print* 
print*,'Is this value acceptable (y,<n>)?' 
read(*,500) an 

if (an.ne.'y') then 
II an= 

goto 10 
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endif 
c 
c send array of average voltages out to compile the ensemble 
c average 
c 

call averreal(vo,SO,vmean,stand) 
c 
c 
c format section 
c 
500 format(a) 
505 format (lx,*[ll2;10H7CURRENT DEMODULATOR OUTPUT:') 
510 format (lx,'A[[13;20H7Average = \f9.6,' V') 
515 format (Ix,i3,10x,f9.6) 
520 format (lx,f9.6) 

c 
c 
c return to the main subroutine with the appropriate values 
c 
c 
998 return 

c 
c 
999 end 

c 
c 
ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 

SUBROUTINE ADCSET(ICHAN,NCHANJNCR,NSPC,SR,IX,GAIN) 
C ** GENERAL PURPOSE A/D SUBROUTINE FOR EF12M *• 
C ** WRITTEN BY Barsam Marasli 4/28/88 ** 
c ** modified by Kurt Banaszynski 7/10/92 ** 
o changed clock number used 
C ** USES CLOCK NUMBER 4 ** 
C ** CHANNEL NUMBERING STARTS FROM 0 ** 
C ** ICHAN = STARTING CHANNEL ** 
C ** NCHAN=# OF CHANNELS ** 
C ** INCR=INCREMENT BETWEEN CHANNELS ** 
C •* NSPC=# OF SAMPLES PER CHANNEL •• 
C •* SR=# OF SAMPLES PER SECOND PER CHANNEL ** 
C ** IX = BUFFER OF SIZE NCHAN*NSPC (MINIMUM) ** 

INTEGER ADPATH,CLKPATH,nMEOUT,STATUS(2),GAIN 
INTEGER*2IX(1) 
COMMON /ADCDATA/ REALSR 

C 
ADPATH=-1 
CLKPATH=-1 

C** CLOCK MUST BE ARMED WITH THE AGGREGATE SR** 
SRAG=AMAX1(1.,AMIN1(NCHAN*SR,315789.)) 

C 
CALL MROPEN(ADPATH,7dev/dacp0/adfD,,0) 
CALL MROPEN(CLKPATH,7dev/dacp0/clk4',0) 

C ** THIS IS DEFAULT FOR EF12M ** CALL MRADMOD(ADPATH,0,0) 
CALL MRCLK1(CLKPATH,0,SRAG,REALSR,4,0.,RW,0) 
REALSR=REALSR/FLOAT(NCHAN) 
HMEOUT=2000*FLOAT(NSPC)/REALSR 
CALL MRADXIN(ADPATH,CLKPATH,-1 JCHAN.NCHAN.INCR, 

+ GAINJ4SPC.IX) 
CALL MREVWT(ADPATH,STATUS,TIMEOUT) 
CALL MRCLOSE(ADPATH) 
CALL MRCLOSE(CLKPATH) 

C 
RETURN 
END 
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cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
c 
c 

subroutine ambpres(pressure) 
c 
c 
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
c 
c Subroutine Pressure AMbient CORrection 
c Purpose: this subroutine takes in the ambient temperature 
c (deg C) and pressure read off of the Princo NOVA 
c barometer and corrects the reading for temperature and 
c latitude. 
c 
c Written By: Kurt Banaszynski Date: 5/2/92 
c Last Modified By: kab Date: 5/4/92 
c 
c REFERENCE: 
c Princo manual for Fortin Type Mercuial Barometers. 
c 
c OUTPUT: 
c pressure-real, corrected value of the ambient pressure 
c outputted in Pascals 
c 
c VARIABLES USED: 
c tc-real, ambient temperature in degrees Celcius inputted 
c from keyboard 
c p-real, ambient pressure read from NOVA barometer inputted 
c from keyboard 
c Pca,Pcb,Pc,Pctemp-real, temporary variables for holding 
c computations on the pressure 
c pcorrect-real, corrected value of the ambient pressure 
c 
c 
c start of executable code 
c 
c declaration of variables 
c 

real pressure 

real tc,p,pcorrect,theta 
real pca,pcb,pc,pctemp 

c 
c initialization of variables 
c 

data pca,pcb,pc,pctemp,theta/5*0.0/ 
data pcorrect,p,tc/3*0.0/ 

c 
c 
c prompt the user to input the ambient temperature and pressure 
c 

call clear 
c 

write (*,500) 
read*,tc 

c 
write (*,505) 
read*,p 

c 
c correcting pressure for temperature affects 
c 

pca=1.0+0.0000184*tc 
pcb=1.0+0.0001818*tc 
pctemp=p*(pca/pcb) 

c 
c correcting pressure for latitude (32° 14' 8.44") 
c 

theta=0.5626187*2.0 
pc=1.0-0.0026373*cos(theta)+0.0000059*((cos(theta))**2) 
pcorrect=pctemp*(980.616/980.665)*pc 

c 
c converting pressure to Pascals 
c 

pressure=pcorrect*133.322368 
c 
c clear the screen at the end 
c 

call clear 
c 
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c cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
c format section c 
c c 
c subroutine averint(idata,ndata,avedat,stdev,nchan) 
500 format(lx,' [12;2H','Input ambient temperature (deg C):') c 
505 format(lx,' [14;6H','Input ambient pressure (mmHg):') c 

c cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
c c 
c that's all for this c SUBROUTINE AVERage INTeger array 
c c purpose: this program is used to calculate the average 
998 return c and standard deviation of an integer array inputted 

c c to it and to separate out the averages of individual 
c c channels sampled simultaneously. 
999 end c 

c c WRITTEN BY:KurtBanaszynski REVISED BY: kab 
c c DATE:3/17/92 LAST REVISION DATE: 3/19/92 
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc c 

c INPUT: 
c idata-integer*2 array of values which the statitisical 
c mean and standard deviation are desired, commonly 
c the values read in from AD12FA 
c ndata-integer, number of data points contained within 
c the array 
c nchan-integer, number of channels which were sampled 
c with the idata buffer 
c 
c OUTPUT: 
c avedat-real array, the average value of the inputted array 
c separates out each channel 
c stdev-real array, the standard deviation of the data in 
c each channel 
c 
c VARIABLES USED: 
c i,j,k,l-integers, counters 
c suml,sum2-real anays,dummy variables for summing up the 
c mean and variance, respectively, have them set up for 
c measuring 4 channels at this point 
c 
ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
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c c 
integer ndata,nchan 
integer i,j,k,l 
integer*2 idata(ndata) 10 
real avedat(nchan),stdev(nchan) c 
real suml(4),sum2(4) c 

c c 
do 2 k=l,4 c 

suml(k)=0.0 
sum2(k)=0.0 c 

2 continue 
i=0 
j=0 
k=0 
1=0 

c 
c compute the average values of the airay, separating out the 
c individual channels depending on the number sampled, (set 
c for 4 separate channel inputs at this point) 
c 

do 5 i=l,ndata,nchan 
c 

if (nchan.eq.l) then 
suml(l)=suml(l)+float(idata(i)) 

elseif (nchan.eq.2) then 
suml(l)=suml(l)+float(idata(i)) c 
suml(2)=suml(2)+float(idata(i+l)) 15 

elseif (nchan.eq.3) then c 
suml(l)=suml(l)+float(idata(i)) 
suml (2)=suml(2)+float(idata(i+l)) 
suml (3)=suml(3)+float(idata(i+2)) 20 

elseif (nchan.eq.4) then c 
suml(l)=suml(l)+float(idata(i)) c 
suml(2)=suml(2)+float(idata(i+l)) c 
suml (3)=suml(3)+float(idata(i+2)) 998 
suml (4)=suml(4)+float(idata(i+3)) c 

endif 999 
c c 

5 continue ccccc 

do 10j=l,nchan 
avedat(j)=suml(j)/(float(ndata/nchan)) 

continue 

compute the standard deviation of the values, separating out 
each of the channels 

do IS k=l,ndata,nchan 

if (nchan.eq.l) then 
sum2( 1 )=sum2( 1 )+(float(idata(k)-avedat( 1 )))* *2 

elseif (nchan.eq.2) then 
sum2(l)=sum2(l)+(float(idata(k)-avedat(l)))**2 
sum2(2)=sum2(2)+(float(idata(k+l)-avedat(2)))**2 

elseif (nchan.eq.3) then 
sum2(l)=sum2(l )+(float(idata(k)-avedat( 1 )))* *2 
sum2(2)=sum2(2)+(float(idata(k+l)-avedat(2)))**2 
sum2(3)=sum2(3)+(float(idata(k+2)-avedat(3)))**2 

elseif (nchan.eq.4) then 
sum2( 1 )=sum2( 1 )+(float(idata(k)-avedat( 1 )))* *2 
sum2(2)=sum2(2)+(float(idata(k+l)-avedat(2)))**2 
sum2(3)=sum2(3)+(float(idata(k+2)-avedat(3)))**2 
sum2(4)=sum2(4)+(float(idata(k+3)-avedat(4)))**2 

endif 

continue 

do 20 l=l,nchan 
stdev(l)=sqrt(sum2(l)/(float(ndata/nchan))) 

continue 

return and end the subroutine 

return 

end 
to 
oo 

:cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc (-ft 
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cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
c 
c 

subroutine averreal(data,ndata,avedat,stdev) 
c 
c 
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
c 
c SUBROUTINE AVERage REAL array 
c Purpose: this program is used to calculate the average 
c and standard deviation of a real arTay inputted to it. 
c 
c WRITTEN BY:Kurt Banaszynski REVISED BY: kab 
c DATE:4/24/92 LAST REVISION DATE: 4/24/92 
c 
c INPUT: 
c data-real array of values which the statitisical 
c mean and standard deviation are desired, commonly 
c the values read in from AD12FA 
c ndata-integer, number of data points contained within 
c the array 
c 
c OUTPUT: 
c avedat-real, the average value of the inputted array 
c stdev-real, the standard deviation of the data 
c 
c VARIABLES USED: 
c ij-integers, counters 
c suml,sum2-real, dummy variables for summing up the mean 
c and variance, respectively 
c 
c 
c declaration of variables 
c 

integer ndata 
integer i.j 
real data(ndata) 
real suml,sum2,avedat,stdev 

c intialization of variables 
c 

i=0 
j=0 
suml=0.0 
sum2=0.0 

c 
print*,'in averrear 

c compute the average values of the array 
c 
c 

do 5 i=l .ndata 
c 

suml =suml-K!ata(i) 
c 

5 continue 
c 

avedat=suml/(float(ndata)) 
c 
c 
c compute the standard deviation of the values 
c 
c 

do 10 j=l,ndata 
c 

sum2=sum2+(data(j)-avedat)**2 
c 
10 continue 

c 
stdev=sqrt(sum2/(float(ndata))) 

c 
c return and end the subroutine 
c 
998 return 

c 
999 end 

c 
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
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cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc c initialize variables 
c c 
c data num,sumx,sumxy ,sumy,sumxsq,denom/6*0.0/ 

subroutine lesquares (y,x,cl,c2,npts) c 
c c insure local summing variables are zero 
c c 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC cl=0.0 
C c2=0.0 
c Subroutine LEast SQUARES sumx=0.0 
c Purpose: This subroutine is to calculate a first order least sumxy=0.0 
c squares fit to the given data. sumy=0.0 
c sumxsq=0.0 
c INPUT: denom=0.0 
c y-array of function values c 
c x-anay of data points c form ths elements of cramer's rule by summing coefficients 
c npts - number of points in above arrays c 
c num=float(npts) 
c OUTPUT: c 
c cl - least squares first order fit to the y-intercept do 5 i=l,npts 
c c2 - least squares first order fit to the slope sumx=sumx+x(i) 
c sumy=sumy+y(i) 
c VARIABLES USED: sumxy=sumxy+x(i)*y(i) 
c i - integer, counter sumxsq=sumxsq+x(i)*x(i) 
c num - real, converted from npts 5 continue 
c sumx - the sum of all of the x values c 
c sumy - the sum of all of the function values c compute coefficients from cramer's rule 
c sumxy - the sum of the product of the data points and fnc c 
c values denom=num*sumxsq-sumx*sumx 
c sumxsq - the sum of the squares of the data points cl=(sumxsq*sumy-sumx*sumxy)/denom 
c denom - denominator of the cramer's rule solution c2=(num*sumxy-sumx*sumy)/denom 
c c 
c start of executable code c that does it for this routine 
c c 
c declaration of variables 998 return 
c c 

integer i.npts 999 end 
real y(npts),x(npts),cl,c2,num c 
real sumx,sumxy,sumy.sumxsq,denom ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 

c -j 
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cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
c 
c 

subroutine makerand(datapt,rrand,irand) 
c 
c 
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
c 

Subroutine MAKE RANDom number 
Purpose: The purpose of this subroutine is to read in a value 
(intended to be from the AID input) and make a real random 
value (between 0.0S and 0.35) and an integer random value 

Written by: Kurt Banaszynski 
Last Revised By:: 

Date: 5/7/92 
Date: 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
c 

INPUT: 
datapt-seed number used for creating random value 

OUTPUT: 
rrand-a real random number 0.05<rrand<0.25 
irand-an integer random number gotten from datapt 

integer irand 
real datapt,pt,rrand 

pt=abs(datapt) 

checking to see if datapt is zero 

if (datapt.eq.0.0) then 
irand=ifix(pt) 
rrand=datapt 
goto 998 

endif 

determing an integer from data and insuring real number is 

10 

greater than 0.05 

if (pt.lt.0.05) then 
pt=pt*10.0 
go to 5 

else 
irand=ifix(100*pt) 
irand=isign(irand,nint(10000*datapt)) 

endif 

determining a Teal number from datapt that is less than 0.25 
and rounding real number of to two decimal places 

if (pt.gt.0.25) then 
pt=pt-0.081 
go to 10 

else 
rrand=(anint(100*pt))/100.0 
rrand=sign(rrand, datapt) 

endif 

returning to calling program 

return 

c 
c 
c 
998 

c 
c 
999 

c 
c 
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 

end 

N> 
00 
00 
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ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
c 

subroutine motor(ICHAN,VOLTAGE) 

ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
c 
c Subroutine MOTOR 

Purpose is to generate a signal thru the specified channel 
on the d/a to start the motor to wind tunnels, signal sent 
to sample and hold circuit for a period of 10 seconds which 
is more than enough time for the circuit to latch onto the value 

written by: Kurt Banaszynski date: 7/8/92 
modified by: kab date: 12/3/92 

based on code originally written by Barsam M. -pulse.f 

Variables Used: 
ICHAN-channel number for output 
TIME-time specified for the clock and d/a board to complete 

the transfer and allow acceleration time for motor, each 
channel is specific for the motor controllers on them. 

VOLTAGE-voltage setting to be outputted as a dc signal 
from the d/a channel selected, if zero desired output 
than set to 0.100 so SAMPLE AND HOLD gets triggered 
and outputs a voltage small enough that motor does not 
respond 

PARAMETER (NCHAN=1, MAXCHN=2, NSPC=12100) 
PARAMETER (NSPCL=(NSPC-NSPCH)/2, NSPCH=12000) 

C ** MAXIMUM VOLTAGE IS 4 VOLTS for tunnel #1 •* 
PARAMETER (VMAX=4.0) 

c 
INTEGER*2IX(NSPC) 

c 
REALTIME 

c 
COMMON /CONITN/ IX 

100 

998 
999 

DATA (EX(I),I=1,NSPC)/NSPC*0/ 

set a specified time for the transfer of 10 seconds, this should 
be more than enough time for the sample and hold circuit to 
latch onto the appropriate value, if the motor for either 
tunnel needs more time to attain resulting rpm's suggest that 
a delay be integrated after the motor call in the calling 
routine 

TIME=10.0 
IF(ICHAN.LT.2.0R.ICHAN.GT3) THEN 

PRINT *'MOTOR: ILLEGAL CHANNEL #' 
return 

ELSEff (ABS(VOLTAGE).GT.VMAX) THEN 

PRINT * MOTOR: VOLTAGE TOO HIGH' 
return 

ELSE 

IF( VOLTAGE.LE.0.075) THEN 
VOLTAGE = 0.100 

ENDIF 
IVOLT=NINT(VOLTAGE*409.6) 
DO 100 I=NSPCL+-1 J4SPC-NSPCL 

IXOHVOLT 
CONTINUE 
SR=FLOAT(NSPCH)/TIME 
CALL DACSETaCHAN.NCHAN.NSPC.SRJX) 

ENDIF 

RETURN 
END 

ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
oo 
V© 
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SUBROUTINE DACSET(ICHAN,NCHAN,NSPC,SRJX) 
C ** GENERAL PURPOSE D/A SUBROUTINE FOR EF12M •* 
C** WRITTEN BY Barsam Marasli 5/15/88 ** 
C *• USES CLOCK NUMBER 5 »* 
C ** CHANNEL NUMBERING STARTS FROM 0 ** 
C •* ICHAN = STARTING CHANNEL ** 
C ** NCHAN=# OF CHANNELS ** 
C ** NSPC=# OF SAMPLES PER CHANNEL ** 
C ** SR = # OF SAMPLES PER SECOND PER CHANNEL ** 
C ** IX = BUFFER OF SIZE NCHAN*NSPC (MINIMUM) •* 

INTEGER DAPATH,CLKPATH,TIMEOUT,STATUS(2) 
INTEGER*2DC(1) 
COMMON /DACDATA/ REALSR 

C 
DAPATH—1 
CLKPATH=-1 

C** CLOCK MUST BE ARMED WTTH THE AGGREGATE SR •* 
SRAG=AMAX1( 1AMIN1 (NCHAN*SR,315789.)) 

C 
CALL MROPEN(DAPATH,'/dev/dacp0/daf0',0) 
CALL MROPEN(CLKPATH,'/dev/dacp0/clk5',0) 

C ** THIS IS DEFAULT FOR EF12M »* CALL MRDAMOD(DAPATH,0,0) 
CALLMRCLK1(CLKPATH,0,SRAG,REALSR,4,0..RW,0) 
REALSR=REALSR/FLOAT(NCHAN) 
TIMEOUT=2000.*FLOAT(NSPC)/REALSR 
CALL MRDAXOUT(DAPATH,CLKPATH,-

1,ICHAN,NCHAN,1,NSPC,DU) 
CALL M REVWT(DAPATH,STATUS,TIMEOUT) 
CALL MRCLOSE(DAPATH) 
CALL MRCLOSE(CLKPATH) 

C 
RETURN 
END 

ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
c 
c 

subroutine wait(iendtime) 
c 
c 
ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
c 
c Subroutine WATT 
c Purpose: to suspend execution of originating program the 
c specified time interval, in seconds, (can't find another method 

with a smaller time base at time of origination.) 

Written By: Kurt Banaszynski 
Last Modified By: 

Date: 
Date: 

10/26/92 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
c 
c START OF EXECUTABLE CODE 

INPUT: 
iendtime-integer*4, the amount of time (in seconds) desired 

to suspend execution. 

SUBROUTINES USED: 
time()-system subroutine that returns an integer value for time 

in seconds since 00:00:00 GMT 1/1/70. REFER Fortran 
Compiler Users Manual p. A-68. 

VARIABLES USED: 
istarttime-integer*4, intial time that suspend request made 
ichecktime-integer*4, current time used to check against the 

initial time to determine if target time has been reached. 

integer*4 time.retval 
integerM iendtime.istarttime.ichecktime 

istarttime = time(retval) 
ichecktime = time(retval) 

to 
VO o 
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if ((ichecktime - istaruime).ne.iendtime) then 
go to 5 

endif 
c 
c 
c 

that does it for this routine 

998 return 
c 
c 
999 end 

ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 

ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
c 
c 

c 
c 
ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 

subroutine clear 

c 
c 
c 
c 

When called this subroutine will clear the screen. 
Written by Gerald J. The Fortran Stud* Lebeau 

write(* *) 'A[[2Y 
c 
c 

return 
end 

c 
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Table B-l 

Example of Typical Pressure Transducer Calibration Data1 

Ambient Pressure: 92697.633 Pa 

Total Pressure Transducer: 

p CmmH20~) P(P«) Xlast ^averaee Motor Voltage 

0.0 0.0 0.001074 0.0004746 0.0 

13.535 132.3528 1.696435 1.69725 2.56 

0.0 0.0 0.001013 0.0001619 0.0 

4.150 40.5810 0.524207 0.52199 2.0 

Slope (AT) = 78.08603 Pa/V 

Intercept (BT) = 92697.47656 Pa 

Static Pressure Transducer: 

p (mmH2Q') 

0.0 

3.165 
0.0 

0.730 

nIEal 
0.0 

30.9491 

0.0 

7.1383 

Xlast 
-0.000623 

0.694482 

0.000378 

0.157629 

Xaveraee 

-0.000711 

0.696131 

0.000050 

0.159065 

Motor Voltage 

0.0 

3.05 

0.0 
2.07 

Slope (As) = 44.51489 Pa/V 

Intercept (Bs) = 92697.67188 Pa 

*Data Taken from Calibration Performed on 9/25/92. 



Typical Static Transducer Calibration Curve 
Data Taken From Calibration Performed on 9/25/92 
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Figure (B-1): Typical Static Pressure Transducer Calibration Curve 

Typical Total Transducer Calibration Curve 
Data Taken From Calibration Performed on 9/25/92 
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Figure (B-2): Typical Total Pressure Transducer Calibration Curve 
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Comparison of Last Point and Ensemble Methods 
for Static Pressure Transducer Calibration 

Data Taken From Calibration Performed on 9/2S/92 
92745.0 

92740.0 

92735.0 

92730.0 
o 

92725.0 

u CM 92720.0 
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92700.0 

92695.0 

• last point 
• ensemble average 

0.0 0.1 0.2 03 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 

Static Transducer Output (V) 
Figure (B-3): Comparison of Using Last Point and Ensemble Methods for Determining 

Calibration Curve for the Static Pressure Transducer 
Comparison of Last Point and Ensemble Methods 

for Total Pressure Transducer Calibration 
Data Taken From Calibration Performed on 9/2S/92 
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Figure (B-4): Comparison of Using Last Point and Ensemble Methods for Determining 

Calibration Curve for the Total Pressure Transducer 
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APPENDIX C 

Uncertainty Analysis for Pressure Transducer Measurements 

CI Introduction 

The method used to calculate the uncertainty in the measurements performed is 

described by Moffat (1978). Within this appendix are the calculations used in determining 

the experimental uncertainties of measurements performed with the Celesco pressure 

transducers. These include the uncertainty in the slope and intercept of the transducer 

calibration curve, the pressure calculated from the calibration curve, and the velocity 

derived from the Bernoulli Equation, Eqn. (2-42). Results from similar analyses 

performed on the ambient pressure and free stream temperature measurements are used. 

The value of most interest is the velocity calculated from the Bernoulli Equation. It 

is used to calibrate the hot-wire anemometer. So, the accuracy to which hot-wire 

measurements can be made is affected by the uncertainty in the mean velocity 

measurements. To quote the uncertainty in the mean velocity, the uncertainties in the 

pressure values must be determined. To determine those values, the uncertainties in the 

calibration slope and intercept must first be determined. 

C2 Calibration Curve 

C2.1 Calibration Slope 

The slope of the transducer calibration curve is generated from a linear least-squares 

fit of the pressures read from the micromanometer and corresponding transducer voltage 

(Vi). 
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(C-l) 

With n being the number of points in the calibration, 4 for these measurements and the 

summations extending from one to n. The pressures in the above equation (pj) are the 

values from the micromanometer plus the ambient pressure. 

According to Moffat (1978), to calculate the uncertainty each variable used in the 

root-sum-square addition must be independent and have a quotable uncertainty associated 

with it. The uncertainty in the calibration slope consists of the uncertainties in each value 

measured during calibration as follows. 

8A = (C-2) 

Where: 5pj = 8p2 = 8p3 = Sp4 = 8p = uncertainty in reading the Perflow 
micromanometer. 

= ± 0.005 mmH20 = ± 0.0488928 N/m2 

8pa = uncertainty in ambient pressure measurements using the Princo 
barometer. 

= ± 0.1 mmHg = ± 13.8144 N/m2 

8Vi = 8V2 = 8V3 = 8V4 = 8V = uncertainty of the voltage reading, see 
discussion immediately following. 

= ± 0.005 mmH20 = + 0.0488928 N/m2 

8n = uncertainty in number of calibration points, equals 0. 

The uncertainty in the voltage measurement consists of the error in the transducer output, 

the error in the demodulator output, and the error in the A/D conversion through the 

AD12FA. These are as follows: 



i 
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8(AD12FA) = ± 1 Least Significant Bit (LSB) =^ = ± 0.0024414 V. 

8(Celesco Transducer) = 0.1% full scale accuracy with a 25mV/V output. A full scale 

output of 10V was assumed resulting in a transducer output of 0.25V and an 

error of +0.00025V. 

8(Celesco Demodulator) = Output noise is quoted to be lOmV peak-to-peak, therefore 

the error used was ±5mV. 

The uncertainty in voltage readings used was 

8V = ">/ (8(AD12FA))2 + (8(Celesco Transducer))2 + (8(Celesco Demodulator))2 

= ±0.00557 V 

The weighting factors presented in Eqn. (C-2) are presented below. 

dA nVj -EVj  

dpj nEVf-EViZV; 

dA_  (n — 4) XV,  _Q 

aP« nZVf-SVjEVi 

dA _  np j -Zp j  2 a 9A 

Bvi nSVf-EViEVj 5Pi 

With Eqns. (C-3a) and (C-3b) being summed over the four calibration points used in this 

procedure. 

Upon substitution of the weighting factors, Equation (C-2) simplifies to 

(C-3a) 

(C-3b) 

(C-3c) 

8A = nVj - ZV; 

_Vj = l  \n EVf-SViEVj 
I (8p)2 +1 

nPj-2Pi 

<j = i \n ZVf - 2V ;ZV; 
— 2A 

dA 
dpj  

(SV)^ 
L 
2 

(C-4) 
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An analysis of the results of these equations when applied to transducer data is 

presented for both static and total transducers the slopes and intercepts in Section 2.3. 

C2.2 Calibration Intercept 

The zero voltage intercept of the transducer calibration curve is generated from a 

linear least-squares fit of the pressures read from the micromanometer and corresponding 

transducer voltage (Vj). 

D SVfSpi-SVjSViPi 

nZVf-ZViZVi (C-5) 

With n being the number of points in the calibration, 4 for these measurements, and the 

summations extending from one to n. The pressures in the above equation (pO are the 

values from the micromanometer plus the ambient pressure. 

The uncertainty is expressed similarly to Eqn. (C-2) 

8B = 
3B 

Ll3Vi + 

3B 2w\2 IdBsvf /3B B 

iav3 
3) +(av4 

4) +U 

(C-6) 

All of the uncertainties quoted in the analysis of the slope uncertainty are applicable to this 

system of equations. 

The weighting factors derived from the partial derivatives noted above are presented 

below. 
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dB _ SV? -VjSVj 

3Pi nSVf-ZViZVi (C-7a) 

9B _ nSV? -ZVjSVi 
aP« nZVf-SViSVi (C-7b) 

aB_2VjZpi-ZVJ»i-pjSVi 2B9A 
3vj n SVf-ZVjZVi aPj (C-7c) 

Again, the pressure values (pi) are the sum of the micromanometer reading and ambient 

pressure and the j index denotes summation over the number of calibration points. 

These relationships simplify Eqn. (C-6). 

C2.3 Results 

Using the equations presented in conjunction with actual calibration voltages and 

pressures, the uncertainties in the calibration slope and intercept can be determined. Tables 

(C-l) and (C-2) present compilations of the slopes and intercepts determined from tests 

performed on several different days for the total and static pressure transducer/demodulator 

systems, respectively. Typical calibration pressures and voltages and ambient pressure are 

presented in Table (B-l). 

(C-8) 
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Several comments can be made about the results for the calibration slope. In 

general there is less error for the total pressure transducer than the static transducer slope. 

One possible explanation for this might be the difference between total and static pressure 

levels which result in the total transducer output being larger. This provided a greater span 

from which to calculate the slope. Another factor could be the zero set dial on the 

demodulator used in combination with the static transducer. Slight adjustments of it caused 

large variations in transducer/demodulator output. This would result in larger variations of 

the zero-flow values during calibration. The results from these tables are shown against the 

average slope over all of tests, with the appropriate uncertainty bars in Figs. (C-l) and (C-

2), total transducer and static transducer, respectively. The uncertainty in the zero voltage 

intercept is dominated by the measurement error of the Princo barometer and is very 

repeatable at 0.0148% of value. The ambient pressure contributes nothing to the calibration 

slope and 100% of the uncertainty in its measurement to the intercept. This is correct since 

the intercept is determined under no-flow conditions. These results are also presented in 

Tables (C-l) and (C-2). Figure (C-3) shows the variation of each intercept value around 

the mean ambient pressure for the test presented in Tables (C-l) and (C-2). 

C3 Pressure Measurements 

Pressure measured with the Celesco pressure transducers was calculated from 

p = AV + B (C-9) 

with p being the pressure desired, V being the voltage output of the transducer/demodulator 

used, A being the slope of the calibration curve, and B being the zero voltage intercept of 

the calibration curve 
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The slope and intercept used in Eqn. (C-9) are both dependent on the calibration 

pressures and voltages. To derive the actual uncertainty in transducer pressures, the above 

equation was expressed in terms of the base, independent components. 

P = f(Pi,P2,p3.P4,Vi,V2,V3,V4,V,n,pa) (C-10) 

Measurement uncertainties were determined from 

The weighting factors associated with the above equation were determined with the 

use of the chain rule. 

3p _ ydA + 3B 

dPj dPj 3Pj (C-12a) 

9p _ ydA dB 
aw, ~ avj avj" (C-i2b) 

3P =A 

dv (C-12c) 

3p = 9p = 1 
aP« 9B (C-12d) 

The pressure values (pi) are the sum of the micromanometer reading and ambient pressure 

With the j index denoting summation over the number of calibration points used to 

determine the slope and intercept. These expressions were evaluated from the equations 

presented in Section (C2) of this appendix. 
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Equation (C-ll) is simplified by substituting Eqns. (C-12a) through (C-12d), much 

like the procedure for the uncertainty analysis performed on the calibration slope and 

intercept. 

C3.1 Results 

Applying these equations to typical transducer/demodulator voltages during test 

results in the uncertainty in both the total and static pressures to be ±0.0148% of 

measurement. 

C4 Velocity Measurements 

Velocity was calculated using Eqn. (2-42) with the total (pt) and static (ps) 

pressures measured with the respective transducers. The density was calculated from an 

ideal gas law approximation for the air within the test section. 

With R being the universal gas constant for air, 287 m2/s2K, and T being the free stream 

temperature of the test section in °K. 

To determine the uncertainty in performing velocity measurements in this manner 

Eqn. (2-42) was expressed in terms of independent parameters. Since the static pressure 

occurs in both the numerator and denominator to calculate the uncertainty from Eqn. (2-42) 

directly would misrepresent the static pressure contribution to the velocity uncertainty. 

Substituting the equations for each component for the equation results in 

(C-13) 

U = 2RT ((ATVT + BT) - (AGV, + B,)) 
(A.V. + B.) (C-14) 
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This can also be expressed in terms of Eqns. (C-1) and (C-5) for the transducers' 

calibration slopes and intercepts. 

The starting equation for the uncertainty in measuring velocity with the Bernoulli 

Equation is shown below. 

8U = 

With: SVt = 8VS = 8Vj = 8V = ± 0.00557 V 

8pj = 8p = ± 0.0488 Pa 

8pa = 0.000148pa 

8T = error in free stream temperature measurement = ± 0.01 °C 

8R = error in quoted value of the Universal Gas Constant = 0 

The weighting factors in the above expression were derived using the chain rule and 

the results of the previous uncertainty analyses presented in this appendix. They are 

presented in Eqns. (C-16a) through (C-16h). 

a u _ a u a p t  a u d p  a u 9 p _  i  (Pt-P,) 
3T 3pt 3T dp, 3T dp dT pU T 

au = 1 (R-PJ 
dp, pU Pi 

au = a!_ 
dvt pU 

3U - A, /, ,(pt-p,)l 
av, pur P. I 

(C-16a) 

(C-16b) 

(C-16c) 

(C-16d) 
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a u \  =  JL/V—+— 
^4 puI ^pj 9pj,t 

au 
.3Vj. 

au 
dpj 

au 
.3Vj 

pu \ avj avj 

- 1 fi • (PT-P.)\fy9A BB] 
- pu' p. /(v ap,+apjj 

(1+!E^)(V|§-+|£. 
pu i p. i\ aVj avj 

(C-16e) 

(C-16f) 

(C-16g) 

(C-16h) 

When simplified, it was shown that the weighting factors expressed in Eqns. (C-16c), (C-

16e), and (C- 16f) and their respective quoted uncertainties combine to form 

(C-17a) 

The combination of quoted uncertainties and the weighting factors presented in Eqns. (C-

16d), (C-16g), and (C-16h) result in 

(C-17b) 

Finally, the expression for the uncertainty in the velocity measurements based on the total 

and static pressures is found by combining Eqns. (C-16a), (C-16b), (C-17a), and (C-17b). 

8U = 
L(^OT)V(_^fe^.5p| + (.^[

W_(Sp.f] 

(C-18) 
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The values of Spt and 8ps were calculated using the equations presented in Section (C3). 

C4.1 Analysis 

Tests were performed using the transducers and the thermistor to generate a set of 

data to determine the uncertainty in velocity measurements. The data generated is presented 

in Table (C-3). From these values the respective uncertainties in the total and static 

pressures are deteraiined. Those values were then used in calculating the uncertainty in the 

velocity. For a test section velocity of 10.337 m/s this analysis states the uncertainty to be 

±0.051 m/s, or 0.49% of measurement. 

Figure (C-4) shows the relationship that the uncertainty in velocity measurement 

has with test section velocity. The percent uncertainty decreases as test section speed 

increases. A possible explanation for this would be the higher voltage outputs by the 

transducers at higher test section velocities. 



Table C-l 

Calculated Uncertainties in Total Pressure Calibration Slope and Intercept 

No. Date Ambient Pressure (Pa") A(Pa/V> ±8A fPa/V") ±%A B (Pa) ±8B (Pa") ±%B 

1 5/28/92 92599.0 78.0962 0.3273 0.4190 92599.0542 13.7079 0.0148 

2 5/28/92 92678.6 78.4173 0.3357 0.4280 92678.7419 13.7190 0.0148 
3 5/29/92 92479.6 78.2106 0.3370 0.4309 92479.8119 13.6900 0.0148 
4 5/30/92 92852.9 78.2159 0.3407 0.4356 92852.8819 13.7451 0.0148 
5 5/30/92 92858.6 78.6055 0.3330 0.4236 92858.6589 13.7464 0.0148 
6 6/1/92 92771.5 78.2880 0.3254 0.4157 92771.4848 13.7334 0.0148 
7 6/1/92 92771.5 78.3156 0.2349 0.2999 92771.3720 13.7330 0.0148 
8 6/2/92 92413.3 78.1409 0.2043 0.2614 92413.2830 13.6799 0.0148 

o on 



Table C-2 

Calculated Uncertainties in Static Pressure Calibration Slope and Intercept 

No. Date Ambient Pressure (Pa) AfPa/V) ±8A CPa/VI ±%A BfPa) ±8B (Pa) ±%B 

1 5/28/92 92599.0 45.6420 1.2888 2.8237 92599.1239 13.7055 0.0148 

2 5/28/92 92678.6 46.3597 1.3105 2.8267 92678.6829 13.7173 0.0148 
3 5/29/92 92479.6 46.4084 0.6499 1.4003 92479.8626 13.6879 0.0148 
4 5/30/92 92852.9 46.0384 1.0877 2.3625 92852.9398 13.7432 0.0148 
5 5/30/92 92858.6 46.4767 1.3534 2.9120 92858.7135 13.7441 0.0148 
6 6/1/92 92771.5 44.7458 0.6167 1.3782 92832.1668 13.7401 0.0148 
7 6/1/92 92771.5 46.8972 1.4056 2.9971 92771.3774 13.7312 0.0148 
8 6/2/92 92413.3 45.8933 0.6553 1.4278 92413.4909 13.6781 0.0148 
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Table C-3 

Uncertainty Estimates for Velocity Derived firam Pressure Transducer Output1 

Transducer Output 
Total Static Total Static Ambient Density 

m m Pressure (Pa) Pressure ("Pa") Temperature (TO (kg/m3) U fm/s") ±5U Cm/si +%U 

0.0052 0.0026 92413.689 92413.608 297.0 1.084 0.387 1.421 367.076 
0.0791 0.0187 92419.464 92414.348 297.0 1.084 3.072 0.177 5.771 
0.242 0.0369 92432.19 92415.186 297.0 1.084 5.601 0.096 1.71 
0.4791 0.0636 92450.723 92416.411 297.0 1.084 7.956 0.066 0.834 
0.8049 0.1098 92476.175 92418.53 298.0 1.081 10.329 0.051 0.491 
1.2093 0.1781 92507.776 92421.667 298.0 1.081 12.624 0.042 0.332 

1.7131 0.2534 92547.147 92425.119 299.0 1.077 15.053 0.037 0.246 
2.2821 0.3334 92591.609 92428.792 302.0 1.066 17.475 0.035 0.201 
2.9235 0.4536 92641.729 92434.306 302.0 1.066 19.723 0.035 0.179 
3.8803 0.6022 92716.495 92441.126 302.5 1.065 22.743 0.037 0.163 
4.7852 0.7187 92787.203 92446.473 303.5 1.061 25.339 0.039 0.156 

*Data Taken From Tests Performed on 6/2/92. 
Calibration Data: Static Transducer Total Transducer 

A = 45.893 Pa/V A = 78.141 Pa/V 
B = 92413.491 Pa B = 92413.283 Pa 

Ambient Pressure: 92413.3 Pa 
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Figure (C-1): Uncertainty in Static Pressure Transducer Calibration Slope 
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Figure (C-2): Uncertainty in Total Pressure Transducer Calibration Slope 
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Figure (C-3): Uncertainty in Both Static and Total Pressure Transducer Zero-Flow 
Intercept: Note y Axis Limits Represent Calculated Uncertainty Range 

Uncertainty in Velocity Measurements 
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Figure (C-4): Uncertainty in Mean Velocity Measurements Using the Bernoulli Equation 
and the Output of the Pressure Transducers 
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APPENDIX D 

Scanivalve Switching Times 

D1 Introduction 

Tests were performed with the Scanivalve system to determine whether a delay was 

needed to allow the Celesco pressure transducer (used to measure the static pressure) to 

equilibrate when the solenoid switches to a channel with a significantly different pressure 

signal. 

D2 Tests Performed 

The static pressure system depicted in Fig. (2-74) was used for these tests. These 

tests entailed sampling 4 static pressure ports using two different methods. The first 

method did not pause the FORTRAN program execution between changing the Scanivalve 

channel and beginning data acquisition through the MASSCOMP AD12FA module. The 

second method included a 2 second delay between these events. A delay of 0.5 seconds 

was used to output the signal through the DA08F module to the Scanivalve relay, 

incrementing the open channel. 

The tubes were arranged such that the first tube was downstream of the second and 

fourth tubes to give a slightly lower pressure signal of them. The third tube was not 

connected to a static pressure port on the test section but left open to ambient pressure, 

resulting in a pressure quite different from the other 3 values. The data was collected in 

500 sample blocks over 5 seconds 
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The test was run twice with both methods to provide enough information to insure 

correct results. After the first method was employed, the source code was modified to 

include the delay and the program was re-run with the second method. The wind tunnel 

speed was set externally with manual control of the Toshiba Transistor Inverter and not 

changed during the course of the four measurements. 

D3 Results 

Figures (D-l) and (D-2) show the results obtained by measuring the static pressure 

immediately after switching the Scanivalve channel. The results with a delay included 

between incrementing the channel and pressure measurement are pictured in Figs. (D-3) 

and (D-4). If the pressure transducers required time to equilibrate to the different pressure 

within the tube switched to it would show itself by a non-linear trend in the initial values 

read. Comparing the results, no such evidence of a 'settling' time is seen. 

D4 Conclusions 

From the results of this test it was concluded that a delay between switching the 

channel on the Scanivalve and beginning measurements through the MASSCOMP was not 

necessary. The static pressure ports used within the test section, Fig. (2-29), are of such a 

configuration that the pressure signal is easily transmitted through the tubing. If the port 

were smaller in diameter and the tubing used was longer and thinner, the resistance to the 

pressure would be much greater. This situation would result in a lag time between 

switching the Scanivalve channel and achieving reliable readings of the pressure 

transducer. 
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Scanivalve Switching Characteristics 
No Wait Between Switching and Sampling 
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Figure (D-1): Transducer Output without a Delay After Switching the Scanivalve 
Channel: 1 
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Figure (D-2): Transducer Output without a Delay After Switching the Scanivalve 
Channel: 1 
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Scanivalve Switching Characteristics 
2.0 Second Wait Between Switching and Sampling 
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Figure (D-3): Transducer Output with a Delay After Switching the Scanivalve Channel: 1 
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APPENDIX E 

Data Archives 

El Introduction 

This appendix describes the data archives available on 3.5" Floppy Disk. The disks 

are available from Professor Alfonso Ortega of the Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering 

Department at the University of Arizona. The high density disks were formatted in MS-

DOS™ and labelled KBMS_DISK1 through KBMS_DISK5. The files are formatted and 

referenced against the figure number that is generated from them. Data files for the graphs 

and the AutoCAD™ drawing files used to create the illustrations that appear in this 

document are contained on these disks. 

E2 Graph Data Files 

Table (E-l) contains a cross-referenced list of the data files used to generate graphs. 

Unless stated otherwise these files have a '.dat1 extension. 

E3 Illustration Files 

Table (E-2) contains a cross-referenced list of the drawing files used to generate 

illustrations. These files were created with AutoCAD™ vlO and have a default '.dwg1 

extension. Drawings depicting the individual pieces of instrumentation used, the drawing 

package used to construct the traversing apparatus, and files which are used as the format 

for all construction drawings are listed in Table (E-3). 



Table (E-l) 

Cross-referenced List for Graph Data Files 

Disk Directory 

KBMS_DlSKl Ngraphs\chapt2\sect21\fig2-3 

KBMS_DISKl Ngraphs\chapt2Nsect21\fig21117 

KBMS_DISK1 Ngraphs\chapt2\sect21\fig21117 

KBMS_DISK1 Ngraphs\chapt2Ssect21\fig21117 

KBMS_DlSKl \graphsNchapt2Ssect21\fig21117 

KBMS_DISK1 NgraphsVhapt2\sect21\fig21117 

KBMS_DISKl \graphs\chapt2\sect2 l\fig21117 

KBMS_DISK1 \graphs~Nchapt2\sect2 lMig21117 

KBMS_DISKl NgraphsNchapt2\sect21\fig2-43 

KBMS_DlSKl NgraphsNchapt2\sect22\fig2-52 

Filenamefsl C*.DAT^ 

PHHTVE 
PFFLSEVH 
PHITEN 

FGG211PO 
FGG211NE 
CONTRCLM 

FGG212PO 
FGG212NE 
CONTRCLM 

FGG213PO 
FGG213NE 
CONTRCLM 

FGG214PO 
FGG214NE 
CONTRCLM 

FGG215PO 
FGG215NE 
CONTRCLM 

FGG216PO 
FGG216NE 
CONTRCLM 

FGG217PO 
FGG217NE 
CONTRCLM 

EQN216 
KLINE 

TEMDAT2 
THTPOW 
TOV5MS 
TOVLOMS 
TOV20MS 
TOV35MS 
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Table (E-l) — Continued 

Figure No. Disk 

2-71 KBMS DISKl 

Directory 

\graphs\chapt2\sect23\fig2-71 

2-72 KBMS_DlSKl \graphs\chapt2\sect23\fig2-72 

2-77 KBMS_DISKl \graphs\chapt2Ssect23\fig2-77 

3-1 KBMS_DlSKl \graphs\chapt3\sect311\fig3-l 

3-2 KBMS_DISK1 \graphs\chapt3\sect31 l\fig3-2 

3-3 KBMS_DISKl \graphsNchapt3\sect311\fig3-3 

3-4 KBMS_DISKl \graphs\chapt3\sect311\fig3-4 

3-5 KBMS_DISK1 \graphs\chapt3\sect31 l\fig3-5 

3-6 KBMS_DISKl Ngraphs\chapt3\sect31 l\fig3-6 

3-7 KBMS_DlSKl \graphsNchapt3\sect311\fig3-789 

3-8 KBMS_DISKl \graphs\chapt3\sect311\fig3-789 

3-9 KBMS_DISK1 \graphsVhapt3\sect311\fig3-789 

3-10 KBMSJDISKl \graphs\chapt3\sect31 l\fig3-10 

3-11 KBMS_DISKl \graphsVhapt3\sect312\fig3- l l  

3-12 KBMS_DISK1 \graphs^chapt3\sect312\fig3-ll 

Filenamefs't f*.DAT'> 

TUNSPD 
TUNSPDF2 

THERMIS4 
THRM4CF 

TCNOl 
TCN02 
TCN03 
TCVREF 

RPM271 
VOLTl 

RPM371 
VOLT2 

TACH69M.TXT 

RPM72 
RPM72AD 

RPM72D 
V26HWV 

RPM72E 
V28HWV 

RPM72F 
V30HWV 

RPM72F 
V30TOT 

RPM72F 
V30STA 

RPM73A 
V32HWV 

TEMTUN 
TEMAMB 

TAMB72 
TTON72 
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Figure No. Disk 

3-13 KBMS_DISKl 

3-14 KBMS_DISKl 

3-15 KBMS_DISKl 

3-17 KBMS_DISKl 

Table (E-l) — Continued 

Directory 

\graphsYhapt3\sect313\fig3-13 

\graphsVhapt3\sect313\fig3-14 

Ngraphs^haptSSsectS 13\fig3-15 

\graphs\chapt3\sect313\fig317 IS 

3-18 KBMS_DISK1 \graphs\chap6\sect313\fig31719 

3-19 KBMS_DISK1 NgraphsVhapt3\sect313\fig31719 

3-20 KBMS_DISKl \graphs\chapt3\sect314\fig3-20 

3-21 KBMS_DISKl \graphs^chapt3\sect314\fig3-21 
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FUenanre(s) f*,DAT) 

JLM3202.STA 
JLT40028.STA 

JLT40000.STA 
JLT40125.STA 

JLW51251.STA 
JLW51304.STA 

AGF41322.STA 
AGF41423.STA 
AGM71134.STA 
AGM71302.STA 
AGM71622.STA 
AGM71713.STA 
AGM71811.STA 

AGF41332.STA 
AGM71056.STA 
AGM71146.STA 
AGM71343.STA 
AGM71632.STA 
AGM71724.STA 
AGM71821.STA 

AGF41343.STA 
AGM71113.STA 
AGM71157.STA 
AGM71354.STA 
AGM71643.STA 
AGM71734.STA 
AGM71832.STA 

JLM32323.STA 
JLT40049.STA 

X22V79 
X24V79 
X28V79 
X30V79 
X72V79 
X74V79 
X79V79 
X81V79 
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Figure No. Disk 

3-23 KBMS_DISKl 

Directory 

Ngraphs^chaptSNsectS 14\fig3-23 

3-24 

3-25 

3-26 

3-29 

3-30 

3-31 

3-32 

3-33 

3-34 

KBMS_DlSKl NgraphsN«chapt3\sect314\fig3-24 

KBMS_DISK1 Ngraphs\chapt3\sect314\fig3-25 

KBMS_DISKl \graphs\chapt3\sect314\fig3-26 

KBMS_DISK1 \graphs\chapt3\sect314\fig3-29 

KBMS_DlSKl Ngraphs\chapt3\sect314\fig3-30 

KBMS_DlSKl \graphsVhapt3\sect314\fig3-31 

KBMS_DISK1 \graphs\chapt3\sect314\fig3-32 

KBMS_DISKl XgraphsV:hapt3\sect314\fig3-33 

KBMS_DISK1 \graphs\chapt3\sect314\fig3-34 

Filename^ f*.DAT~> 

DOFLZ-46 
DOFLZ-01 
DOFLZ37 

DOFLX52 
DOFLX72 
DOFLX99 

AGT42254.STA 
AGT42305.STA 
AGT42316.STA 
AGT42341.STA 
AGT42341.STA 
AGT42351.STA 
AGW50001.STA 

DOFLCL 

Z009 
Z009H 

Z141 
Z165H 

SPT42334.STA 
SPT42344.STA 
SPF50003.STA 

JLW51237.STA 
JLW51251.STA 
JLW51304.STA 
JLW51316.STA 

SPF52240.STA 
SPF52249.STA 
SPF52312.STA 
SPF52322.STA 

SPF52330.STA 
SPF52338.STA 
SPF52356.STA 
SPS60005.STA 

3-35 KBMS DISKl NgraphsVhapt3\sect314\fig3-35 SPS60014.STA 
SPS60035.STA 
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Figure No. Disk 

3-37 KBMS_DISKl 

3-40 KBMS_DISKl 

3-41 KBMS_DISKl 

3-42 KBMS_DISKl 

3-43 KBMS_DISKl 

3-44 KBMS_DISKl 

3-45 KBMS_DISKl 

A-1 KBMS_DISKl 

A-2 KBMS_DISK1 

B-1 KBMS_DISK1 

B-2 KBMS_DISKl 

B-3 KBMS_DISK1 

B-4 KBMS_DISK1 

Table (E-l) — Continued 

Directory 

\graphsVhapt3\sect315Sfig3-37 

Ngraphs\chapt3Ssect32\fig3-40 

\graphs\chapt3\sect32\fig3-41 

Ngraphs\chapt3\sect32Nfig3-42 

Ngraphs\chapt3\sect32\fig3-43 

Ngraphs\chapt3\sect32\fig3-44 

\graphs\chapt3\sect32\fig3-45 

\graphs\appendix\al-a2 

\graphs\appendix\al-a2 

\graphs\appendix\bl -b2 

\graphs\appendix\b 1 -b2 

\graphs\appendix\b 1 -b2 

\graphs\appendix\b 1 -b2 

FILENAMES) (*,DAT) 
SPS60052.STA 
SPS60101.STA 

VELINLET 

PANIDUR 
PANEL 1 

BLOCK4LO 
PNL4LOW 

BLOCK8HI 
PAN8HI 

BLOCK8LO 
PAN8LOW 

BLOCllHI 
PANllHI 

BLOCllLO 
PANllLOW 

ICEMULT 
ICESING 

TUNMULT 
TUNSING 

STATUSED 
STATUSEF 

TOTUSED 
TOTUSEF 

STATAVE 
STATAVEF 
STATUSED 
STATUSEF 

TOTAVE 
TOTAVEF 
TOTUSED 
TOTUSEF 
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Figure No. Disk 

C-l KBMS_DISKl 

C-2 KBMS_DISKl 

C-3 KBMS_DISK1 

C-4 KBMS_DISKl 

D-l KBMS_DISKl 

D-2 KBMSJDISKl 

D-3 KBMS_DISKl 

D-4 KBMS DISKl 

Table (E-l) — Continued 

Directory 

\graphs\appendix\c l-c2 

\graphs\appendix\c 1 -c2 

\graphs\appendix\cl-c2 

\graphs\appendixVcl-c2 

Vgraphs\appendixVdl-d2 

\graphs\appendixVl 1 -d2 

Ngraph s\appendix\i 1 -d2 

\graphs\appendixYl 1 -d2 

Filenamefsl f'.DA'rt 

STASLOPE 
STAMEAN 
STAMIN 
STAPLUS 

TOTSLOPE 
TOTMEAN 
TOTMIN 
TOTPLUS 

INTRMEAN 
STAINTR 
TOUNTR 

PMUVSU 

TUBE1308 
TUBE2308 
TUBE3308 
TUBE4308 

TUBE1310 
TUBE2310 
TUBE3310 
TUBE4310 

TUBE1314 
TUBE2314 
TUBE3314 
TUBE4314 

TUBE1315 
TUBE2315 
TUBE3315 
TUBE4315 
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Table (E-2) 

Cross-referenced List for Illustration Files 

Figure No. Disk Directory Filename^ DWO^ 

1-1 KBMSJDISKl MllustraNchaptNigl-1-3 FLOW 

1-2 KBMS_DISKl \illustra\chaptl\figl-1 -3 FLOW 

1-3 KBMS_DISKl \illustra\chaptl\figl-l-3 FLOW 

2-1 KBMS_DISKl Nillustra>chapt2\sect21 WNDTUNl 

2-2 KBMSJDISKl \illustra\chapt2\sect21 SETCHXSC 

2-20 KBMS_DISKl \illustra>chapt2\sect21 TSTSECSD 

2-21 KBMS_DIS1 \illustraVchapt2\sect21 TSTSECFR 

2-22 KBMS_DISK1 \illustraVhapt2\sect21 TSTSECTP 

2-23 KBMS_DISKl MllustraNchapt2\sect21 DOCEEL 

2-24 KBMSJDISKl \illustra\chapt2\sect21 UPCEEL 

2-25 KBMS_DISKl Nillustra>chapt2\sect21 ASSEMBLY 

2-26 KBMS_DISK2 \illustra\chapt2\sect21 HOLDER 

2-27 KBMSJDISKl \illustra\chapt2\sect21 BLANK 

2-28 KBMS_DISK2 \illustra\chapt2\sect21 BRUSHXSC 

2-29 KBMS_DISK2 Nillustra>chapt2\sect21 STATICPT 

2-30 KBMS_DISK2 \illustraVhapt2\sect21 INTRCEE 
MAIDONE 

2-31 KBMS_DISK2 Nillustra>chapt2\sect21 INTRCEE1 

2-32 KBMS_DISK2 \illustra>chapt2\sect21 INTRCEE2 

2-33 KBMS_DISK2 Mllustra^chapt2Nsect21 INTRCEE3 

2-34 KBMS_DISK2 \illustraVhapt2\sect21 INTRCEE4 

2-35 KBMS_DISK2 Mllustra\chapt2\sect21 INTRCEE5 
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Table (E-2) — Continued 

Fieure No. Pi§k PiiwtQiy Filename^ f* Dwr/> 

2-36 KBMS_DISK2 \illustraVhapt2\sect21 INTRCEE6 

2-37 KBMS_DISK2 Mllustra>chapt2\sect21 UPFLOOR 

2-38 KBMS_DISK2 NillustraNchapt2\sect21 PLUGS 

2-39 KBMS_DISK2 \illustraVhapt2\sect21 TRAVRIGF 

2-40 KBMS_DISK2 \illustra\chapt2\sect21 TRAVRIGS 

2-41 KBMS_DISK2 Mllustra\chapt2\sect21 HLDASS 

2-44 KBMS_DISK3 \illustra\chapt2\sect21 DFUSRASS 

2-45 KBMS_DISK3 \illustra\chapt2\sect21 DFUSRFLA 

2-47 KBMS_DISK3 \illustra\chapt2\sect22 INSTCRTS 

2-48 KBMS_DISK3 \iUustra\chapt2\sect22 INSTCRTF 

2-49 KBMS_DISK3 \Ulustra>chapt2\sect22 HTSINTUN 

2-50 KBMS_DISK3 Nillustravchapt2\sect22 THERMLAY 

2-51 KBMS_DISK3 Nillustra\chapt2\sect22 THERMRES 

2-53 KBMS_DISK3 Mllustra\chapt2\sect22 PANELISO 

2-57 KBMS_DISK3 \illustra\chapt2\sect22 HTSXSEC 

2-58 KBMS_DISK3 Nillustra>chapt2\sect22 PLEXEND 

2-59 KBMS_DISK3 \illustraVhapt2\sect22 WERGUARD 

2-64 KBMS_DISK3 \illustraNchapt2\sect22 FENCEXS 

2-65 KBMS_DISK3 \illustraNchapt2\sect22 HTSFENCE 

2-66 KBMS_DISK3 \illustra\chapt2\sect22 TCKFENXS 

2-70 KBMS_DISK4 \illustra\chapt2\sect23 MOTORSYS 

2-73 KBMS_DISK4 NillustraVhapt2\sect23 FTEMPSYS 

2-74 KBMS_DISK4 MllustraNchapt2Nsect23 PRESSURE 
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Figure No. Disk 

2-75 KBMS_DISK3 

2-76 KBMS_DISK4 

2-78 KBMS_DISK4 

2-80 KBMS_DISK4 

3-16 KBMS_DISK3 

3-22 KBMS_DISK4 

3-27 KBMS_DISK3 

3-28 KBMS_DISK3 

3-36 KBMS_DISK3 

3-38 KBMS_DISK4 

3-39 KBMS_DISK4 
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Table (E-2) — Continued 

Directory Filenames f* DWFTT 

\illustraVhapt2\sect23 TOTALTUB 

\illustra\chapt2\sect23 HOTWIRE 

\illustra>chapt2\sect23 STEMPSYS 

\illustra>chapt2\sect23 POWERSYS 

\illustraNchapt3\sect313 CONTREXT 

\illustraNchapt3Ssect314 DIALINDI 

\illustra\chapt3\sect314 JOINT 

\illustra\chapt3\sect314 JOINT 

\illustra\±apt3\sect315 CPTGRID 

\illustraNchapt3\sect32 ISOBLOCK 

NillustraVhapt3\sect32 ISOTCPOS 
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Table (E-3) 

Additional Drawing Files 

Filename (,*.DWG) Disk Directory 

Instrumentation: 

FLK8840A KB MS DISK4 \instrmnt 

FLUKE45 

HP3497A 

HPVECTRA 

MASSCOMP 

SAMPHOLD 

SCANIVAL 

TOSHIBA 

POWERSUP 

KBMS DISK4 Ninstrmnt 

KB MS DISK4 Ninstrmnt 

KBMS DISK4 Ninstrmnt 

KBMS_DISK4 Ninstrmnt 

KBMS_DISK4 Ninstrmnt 

KBMS_DISK4 Ninstrmnt 

KBMS_DISK4 Ninstrmnt 

KBMS_DISK4 Ninstrmnt 

Traversing Mechanism Package: 

BRAKPRTl KBMS DISK5 Ntravmech 

BRAKPRT2 

HLDASS 

KBMS_DISK5 Ntravmech 

KBMS_DISK5 Ntravmech 

Description 

Front view of Fluke 8840A 
Digital Multimeter. 

Front view of Fluke45 Dual 
Display Multimeter. 

Front panel of Hewlett-
Packard 3497A Data 
Acquisition/Control Unit. 

Schematic of Hewlett-Packard 
Vectra Personal Computer. 

Front Panel MASSCOMP 
5550 Workstation. 

Front panel of Sample and 
Hold Circuit Box. 

Schematic of the various 
components that comprise the 
Scanivalve System. 

Front panel of Toshiba 
Transistor Inverter. 

Front panel of AC Power 
Controller. 

Z Slider Mounting Plate and 
Gussett. 

Y Slider Adaptor Plate and 
Lead Counterweight 

Assembly Drawing of Probe 
Holder Assembly. 
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Table (E-3) — Continued 

Filename (*.DWG) 

HLDPRTl 

HLDPRT2 

LAYOUT 1 

LAYOUT2 

MOTOR 

XZADAPT 

Disk Directory 

KBMS_DISK5 Mravmech 

KBMS_DISK5 \travmech 

KBMS_DISK5 Ntravmech 

KBMS_DISK5 Ntravmech 

KBMS_DISK5 \iravmech 

KBMS_DISK5 Ntravmech 

Description 

Main and additional holder 

Probe collar and slotted slider 
for additional probe holder. 

Traversing mechanism 
tolerancing and fit 

Positioning assembly location 
and tolerances. 

Stepper motor shaft 
modifications. 

Adaptor plate between 
streamwise rails and span wise 
slider. 

General Drawings: 

SETUPA KBMS_DISK5 Ngeneral 

SETUPB 

SETUPD 

LEVELPAD 

WlNDTUNl 

KBMS_DISK5 Ngeneral 

KBMS_DISK5 Ngeneral 

KBMS_DISK5 Ngeneral 

KBMS_DISK5 Ngeneral 

Border and title block for 
8.5"X11" sheet. 

Border and title block for 
11"X17" sheet. 

Border and tide block for 
22"X36" sheet. 

Drawing of leveling pads used 
on the carts associated with 
Wind Tunnel #1. 

Full size (1:1 Scale) drawing 
of Wind Tunnel #1. 
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